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PREFACE

!

c
4

In 1974, ,Lawrence Senesh, Professor of Economic:4st the tniversity

of Colorado and well-known-developer.of social science materials for

elementary students, developed thg idea of using.thecommunity.as a

laboratory to enhance the teachingeof the social diences. _Senesh's
%,

Idea grew out of tiis concern for children and youn eeflts who 'need

options foiliving .n a Tumber or.coAmunities,.durtng their lifetimes.

What did they know about 'their own doildnities? Did they have a feeling

.of belonging? What dfd they knovv.itast other communities, especially
.1

those larger communities /to which tley might migrate? 'What economic,

social, politial, and historical ties existed among and between

.tcommunides? "2
\\

Senesh's idea became the-basis for the aevelopment.of the Colorado

-Syitem-Based Social Science Projegt. .Fundeeby the Natignal Science

Foundation, the project develTed prokOtype Community Social Profiles,

which included rich sources of social science-information that could be

used in planning and teaching a school-social science curriculum:, Duiing

the'project Senesh and hik able colleague, John Muth, worked,with many
.

teachers, scgol administraters:'and community lay ,persons-inusing the
Q

CommuniA, Social Profiles for curriculum building:

Thin volgme captures the essence of the project, particularly tie

creativep-inie4lectual focus on making social science knowl.edge useful

for students, and helps them become aware of their options for living.

Senesh and'Muth discuss the nature of a system-based social science

curriculgM, describe the developients of community' social profiles,

disduss their use, and' provide strategies for preparing a:prbfile: The

latter part of the volume, presented on yellow paper, .includes d variety

of exciting learning activitieSerelated to children's awareness

values, social reality, social problems, systems, time and:Apace, work,
4 to

leisure, the future, and social science knowledge. o

As part of its effort to help educators stay abreast of the "cutting

edge" we hope this pdblication will excite,the reader and assist him or

her in considering netigrections.

.1'

Jame* E. Davis
Associate Director, mac/amp
and:Associatebirector, SSEC

t*.
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Part I

A System ec1 Social Science Curhiculum

O

A

In April 1975, the National S cieiCe Foundation Anproireda planning

grant proposal of the Educational Resources. Center, Boulder, Colorado,

for an 18-month development project celled the-Colorado System-Rased

Social Science Curriculum Project. The project was undertaken liystaff

I members of the University of Colorado and the Colorado Deisrtmenteof .

Education., The oammon,interest of the two institutions war to help to

increase the options Of youth in theiOloas communities as well as in
0

.

communities to which they might migrate and, et the same time,;to help
.

0

the young people grow roots in the communities where they, might decide to
. e ,

settle.1

The-Colorado Department of Education also had a special interest:
!

.

to make theeaccountabilityprograipaeeed by the State' egisliture work.

According to E. R. 6wariA, Director of the Accreditation and

ability Service Unit of the Deparimeht,_..

The Coibrado_account4ility_program-recogniges-locel-autonomy
.by calling on local districtsto develop-their cm goals and A

objectives. It requires only that the districtinvolve repre7.
sentatives of the people, through, membership in accountability
committees,_as_the qwn-plans-for-4 ing

instruction. 'Tat as s that the to relati ship.

is a very personal oneIthat teaching and learning are h
creative acts; that all-pupils dOrnot need to learn:the. s
things; and 'that the curriculum must-beflexible so that individ-
ual differences can be accommodated. The Colorado program
recognizes that

e-

ties are deffirent,. that there is more
than one hilesophy afoot in the land, and that
parents do not all ct th'e same results from theieschool
(Speech by Eugene Hoiard, Colorado Department of Education
Accouritability Coordinator, before the Project's Advisory
Committee, February 19760

-.

The project, Was -seen-as a way-to)ielp make schools'accounieb

- 8
people in diverse - ;neat communities.

4r v v.

- 2 ing the 18-monih duraiion'of the pr ogram, the Educ

e."

10.

Center, the University.. off` Cliorado, and-ttie-ColOrado-

cation,workedin close "Mance to identify communities

nity Social Profiles," to train school administrator'
4



t.
leaaers to' use the profiles i

teachers to translate the profi3.les

The'project- ana its products*

support but Aio-nationvide-itt ti

2 '4/

educational/

1

ecision making, and to trarn

int classrood applications. :

/....

ned not only community and statewide
4 . , .

on. innumerable requests for publica-
'

itions and for coniuliation ve been 'received. Communities suddenly have

recognizedthat our sc ls,-with or without legislation,'have always

been accountable t: he people.

shareholders the local school.
.

the c y recoghze that, as

more ,ex, citizens need more

Members of the communities ire literally

systems., Many conscientiouslmembers.ot

the educational process gets, more and

information and better tools'to identify
... .

dational,goalss:for'their children. ,The.5plorado SysteM-Eised Social
/..., ! .

- /
Science Curriculum Projegt,offered such tooid%inthe form of Community

Social Profiles-and curriclilum guides based on the profiles.. This project
/ ,

,

was dedicated to the idea that schools serve the people,. that the people

of acommunity have the right to shape their own inititutions,
)
and that

- knowledge!of the community is necessary in order tolitake intelligent
.*:

decisionpl- 41'
.

-. The putpose of this,publiCatiOn is to describp the philosophy under-
4

lying' the project, the design of the Community Social Profile,:the-
procedure -for 1:ieparing at Profile, and the techniques of.training commun4y- -
, . .

leaders and educators to translate the Profiled into educational goals'andP
..

Cilsiroodlearnifig- ._:.1. . \ .

It is hoped that Ptilloklication will stimulate other communities to

.14

develop thelr owp coMminity system -based curricula. .1t is also hoped '

that. it May inspire private foundations or- governmental agencies to support

the development of a natioial'model for dommunity-based curricula.

In the pages.thai follow, we first doscriben genera/terms the
t -

development of comMitniTbasdid.soCial iscience:currictilau4g the Commanity

SOcial,Profile. Then, in Part f1, we prespItt guiderines for pjeparing

Community Social.Profiles. in Part Mews describe numeious
a

. 2

-- *One CommunitySocral P'rofil'e had been put into thy! ERIC system:
Rocky Ford: A Community Socipl Profile. Colorado E.yetemtDased Curriculum
Project by 'Lawrence Sedesh-ind.otheks-(ED 1340497). The Profiler thit
wereprepated for _the North,rork Valley'and Pueblo, COldradb,%have'not yet.
been put, into ERIC.' In-edition, a aeries oflposttion -papers SeAeiii et

/ al.,"The Colorado.System-gasea Curriculum PiOfect: Position,Papu6s,
ED 130 924) may be fou4d in the ERIC aystdn.

4
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a learning activities that students can do using theiroommunity's Pioiiie-
. .. ) ,

as:a_basic_data_eource.

it

..
x.

-,..- r . ,

Statement of the Problem

a- °:*

Our sooty today le* highly mobile irri.t:iime and space: Theri-

'is a9 ever-increasing gap betweenthe rates 'ofchinge,!ift the Society at

large an4 in,- school curricula. By the 'time" young people leave high
. ,

-school, muchortheAnowled4e they have acquired is obsolete:

It is-a frightening thought that by ihe'time they are- 30,

first graders will have entered_a_new _ritillenium.- -Today's :high- school--
-

°graduates will be '40? by- the year 2000. One can altiume that during the

interim,: changes of considerable proportion will have taken place: The
-

magpude of change can be envis'i'oned if one recalls the change and
, .

events that. have taken'place in the past 40 years: We hays experienced ji.. ,i %
-..

a,Great'Depression. Ile have fought three majka. wars. We have seeh the

destruction-and recOnstiuctiOn of w4stein EurkoPi.; We.haYe-witnessfd th;

I .

.
_ ..

birth,of atomic powet:iild of more than 50 new national states arotind'the

globe. We have defeated Nazism and Facisth'in Auippe and lived through .'

the peri9d of McCartbyisd. We have watched the tiagediee of assassination
% .;

. . .
and ebandal shake the Presidency. We have sent astronauts to'the Moon I. .

-and c o n q u e r e d t d f e t i d e d diseases such as smallpox r-d 'Polio. And suddenly .
.1-

.

- we have been warned that-we are crossing the threshold from tcworld of --
.
.

abundince into a world of scarcity. -
*- ' cOmmunitfes are changing over-the course -of tide. National l-wilder7

..,
. 1

ness areas are rapidly becoming mining,-and lumbering comnumities: Mew
. :,i

,towns are growing in areas where mountains have been moved ,to produce oil
.

from _shale. Ever-increasing technology is polluting'our.rivers and lakes

and foufing the veu:,,,wtEr breathe: Mien. trading twons.are\dyini.
- .

Mined-out areas are becoming ghost towns or skiresorts. Many \rural

communities and small towns are being swallowed-by the expanding mega-
-r -

-Lopolii.' Residenfial-neidibokhooft arm 11481-14-1fileEtTe. These, ire-
. -

evenis-within the time dimensionto whiCh youth ii-exposed. The new '

challenge for education JIM° anticipate .t.het future and prepare today's

youth for the 21si century. This is what we mean by nobility:thrOugh

-t

r
e

a
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The spatial,..mobilityof our Ociety is'a result of the uneven

disteibution-of-economib-lkagiEEiTfOughbutOur country. Every day. ''

thousandeof.people:leaVe rural Areas and migrate to big citieso What
4 7-7, 1

the_ se,..people find ist!lAt our country isfnot.a melting pot. Rather, it
. ,

is a bewildering kaleidoscope of values and lifestyles, and rural-migrants

may find the urban erAtironment in conflict with their values, their train-

and their -custothary way'of-life.

Amohg the%migrants-are millions .of young people, many- of whom are

squeezed out of small communities and tany of whom are attracted to large

----communities-by better job oiportphities or by the "bright lights."

Thousinds of small communities arelosing their young people to the big

cities -in a steady'flow. The Chamber of-Commirce of One small town

a f
reported.that the general opinion of their town's young people was that

there was nothing.in the-tbwri.to be proud of Or excited about. Thus,

youth are often eager to leave their home community as soon az they have

left school: At the same time, such young people arrive in the big cities

unprepared and urban communitiesto not usually have any special means of

, ,

S.

-

helping those seeking a new or better life - style.. °

At the same time that some people are migrating:to the cities, others

are migrating away from them. As the wilderness becomes industrialized,

technicians and their families from urban areas move into nonurban enyiron-
. .

-merits to 'build pipelines or work mines. As urban communittes fail to meet

challenges, they create "refugees" who seek a better quality of life in
..-

nonurbaecommunities.:For instance, as large industries seekigt.tter .

environment for their employees or cheaper labor costs and lower oerating

expenies-for themselves, they may'move from .urban to lonurban communities.

Some of the urban-to-rural miqiefite are young people seeking rurailife

without a knowledge of its advantages and disadvantages. They are tempted
a

.by romantic idealisM, for example, to purchasefarmsi, knoing nothing

r.; abaft the ecohomicdifficultiesof farming,_the skills required, and the
%Ir

farier's.plIce in the community. Many of the migrints away from cities

aie/young pedple who hive made the move with theii parenti. Often they

are frustrited\a4viheir new. surroundings because 'Of the lack-of big-city

i6avitles and because their habits-de not allowithem to take advantage

of community resoiirces4or to mix comfortably with their new. acquaintances.

O

r*.1
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Thirteen million U.S.,families change their residence every. year.
,

Of these, 25.5 percent are moving to a new 16b,- ,1111percent are looking

for jobs, 7.6 percent *are .being .t.iansfeired by their employer to a new 4"
4

location, and 18.9 percent are moving'dUe to military serviceor tor'

easier commuting (Miller 19771. In1these migrations-toward and away-from

u.,
.

rban centersealgrants find themselves ,faced with communities different -

,from the ones they left. Communities are endowed with different resources,

e
1.

,exposed to oifferentlrates'of change, and fUrnished with different
-. .

.0

.

facilities toy respond to change. , Communities in different 'stages of
_.,. .

_,...-aolconomic development, with different social complexities and with
4.

different rates ,of change generate movement of goods, ideas, and,

especially, people. Th is perpetual interaction makesrup a system of
. ,

communities. The nature' of this interaction must be stressed as part,of

the learnimexperience of our youth.,

The responses to movement through time and across space vary from

institution to institution and from culture to culture. The functions

of the family, fort example,- change at different rats in differdnt

communities. The degree of friendliness 'and ilighboxliness is different

in- suburban and ghetto communities. Resp6nseil to new ideas and to changes

are not the same in g Chicano community as in an Anglo community. The.

relationship of-the-Native American to bis.environmentdiffers sharply:

from that of the Anglo.' How a small community faces the future will

differ from the` way a metropolitan area faces the future. The list' of

examples is endless; there are only a few of the differences that people

experience as they move from community to comiunity.

This mobility through time and spice is costly tc Americans bath as

- individuals and as a. society. The risk of mobility through time is

obsolescence. Students with highly" specialized or limited educetional"

background are not prepared-to keep up with thechanging'demands of the

labor market. *The result is unemployment and underemployment, loss of

income to the individual, and increasing welfare hirdens to society.

The risk of mobility-through space is geographic ustmant. The
pp

youthlieho has grown up in a rural oraiuburbeWarea cannot face the eomp/ex

"ec&nbsie, political, and cultural dimensions of urban life. These)mal-

adjUstments may c ntributeto inereasipg urban crime and, again, to in=

creaiisg welfare kurdins of urbinipoiety. We must develop a curriculum

O

-Y k
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'41at helps young people cope with these diMensiOns of- mobil3tys otherwise;

obsolescence and maladjustment deitroy the relevance of their learning

and damage their ability.to function at full potential.. After,all, we
. .

cannot eliminate. changes:k. time and space. Bpt we can help our young . .

people)become aware of these^changes and how'these dislocations can affect

their future lives., 'providing this hell; creates a special problem for and

a serious challenge,to educator's.

/

hTejtelarCo MmuLEty:121201Artsershill
.

*The community, and the school system can work togetherlto help youth

face the challenge -ofpobility through time and space. The Partnerthip '.
.

,

between school and community is an Americin heritage which has produced a ,e

grassroots curriculum. . .. .
.

.
. :

-.. o',

.,

,.:

Not 'long ag the.4community played d-a direct and important part in

.
the education of yo th. Employment skills mere gainedfrom active apimen-

s'

...:

..'- ,

ticeships in the trades. Children learned directly the skills.oand businesses',;

. .

of their parentt. Young people learned-the'Operation of the economic e.
. i

systein through participation.in it. They learned the operation of. the'
.. .

V.

political system through observation of a locallpovernmen that had a much

morevisable role in the community than is often the case.todaY. The
.:

.

homogeneous nature of the community contributes to social cohesion; cultural

consensus was not difficult for young people to pbserve; and generally,... 4, '

chany, occurred slowly enough that personal.aajustments to it could, be made..

Since World Tars I and II,:however, science ind technology and the.
,,,,

trends -toward greater equality and justice have chinged the simple,
i . .

homogeneous community
m
life. Also, business and industiy are:demanding a..._,'

.

better-educated work force: and the economic life of- the-smallest
.. .

-, I .. .

community-is affected by .global events. ThiecountrY's politicel system
A or

has also become more complex Aring this time. Government has become ,

biggr, and it participates more actively in problem solving and in the

identificItionOf priorities on everyleve.l. r Citizens must na'v'e a better

,knowledge._at how,tq becone_a part,,,of_ the_ po tical 'Proiesk end how to

identify local. and national priorities. In some communities,. people

previously little involved in community activities, including youth, women,-
.

.and ethnic minorities, want to participate in the economic,political, and :

cultural process, ,Conflicts are surfacj.ng as the latent forces are becoming
fr

visible.

47,
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jIXn Other:coemunities, political apathy iMeims political dearidn
.

.. ! ,

making. The mayor of a small tam complains; "You can*sit.there and al-, .4

.

complains;

.most on your fiends and knees and beg people to come out to a citi
*, . - , * 4

council meeting to just let us know their interests.. People just don'i.
.

. .

come." In.apathetic communities, democracy
,

and
.."

freedom are dying on the .4-4

x; ; -f
vile.* * .

. n
. 0

. 4 . ,
. 'N' iiiih.the:highdegfee of mobitity in the United States, if c .

. ,
, , ..., .. ,,

.
,

. .
Communities havebeeki lAvaded by- newcomer* and new ideas. -These new

, .:...4,

.

,

. . .,. .

_ f ''' N ..
people and ideas disturb the homogeneous'aulturelof t he community. goner,-

,sting confAieti.s ind. the need/or conflict malgemapt. . - -
, -.'=i

,
..,

the.
. ,

In the past, the-schools have been one of_ nstitutions commu-
- -. .- 4 I I

.

,.1 niiies looked tojor"help.in dealing with such i3roblemi. The glacial .. $

.

, .

. . .}-
',

. 1
.

*studies curiculum,has been and should be one important eleMent in this
*

1nfortunatelyt-the'conc4t-oriented social science curriculum, as it-is,1-
.

. .

. . . . , . .. . ...--
.

taught today,'-has largely lost contact Witk.real'life. /or iiitance4
4 t

... ntlipy schools teach economic principles that have little,riference to .

4.Amediatesocial realities. Students may be exposed to osT2.oYment,...tigeori

but they canribt'identify the economic )3ase oeempiloyment opportunities in
.

,

.

O

,.

their own, communities.. Givics.courses desCkibe.general politicalinsti
I-

tutions but, the itudentd never have contact 1.11 the:pplitical piocesS in

their own communitiein, A course= ttiwcultural system of; the:
.

States is limited to4'a'description of Customs and beliefs, with no 1114
.

ieference.to how customs and beliefi ecision making` and gioup.
.

conflicts within various communities.- The social SCience,ourricul!m.as
.

it is tight today,; then,,sepqrates students-from the realities of thei;

own,communitiesd. Such practipe produces a "cut - flower" civiliaiition-n

me that has lost its roots.

This cut- flower civilization has been r

attitudestOwird,vouth. They accuseyoung

To or of not believing in the old-fashioned work ethfc,
- /2

youth and community has been deepened in recantyea4s by

4 A

by many adults'

t staying .on 00, '

The gap between ih

h unePPf4Y7

sent -among teenagers..* Among Mate

apd 20 percent; among black youth,

wage legiAlttion,- althOugh needed,

youth, imemploymenties hetwe6 15

between 35 and Lo percent. Mintmim '417NN,

itt Said to ocntribute to this unemploy-
s,
ment.' Without work, yoUth loses self- esteem. The gap between youth and

4 12-
.
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the community has been - widened. youths' attitudes toward work. To44i ,

t , -
jobs are not enough. In 1970, working people under the -,age of 20 were

.

asked, "How Often do you feel you have done something well?" only 23er-

cent of this group said,, "Very Often" (Wozk in'Amer.fca 1973, p.:45). -Youth
. .

.

admi i-to-leis 'satisfaction with jobs today because there is considerable

disparity

care less

,standards

between expectations and realization. yotaprsay-also that they

fdr Competition and more about self-eXPression and individual

In summary, the grassroots curricuitimtin which'schOoli, hornet,. and

coijniimuttes were in close partnership to,preb7 are youth for adulthood, was

on American heritage Thist task of.preparation for adulthood was increas-

ingly shifted away from, the homes and communities to the schools. It 6ecanie

the.tad,o4.t.he schddls to prepare young people to face -an. increasingly

(. complex camtnity. This has been caused bif\the growing political awareness

of .
hitherto politicaliypirrelevant members of the society and, by the

increasing interdependence of the community and the rest of the world.

The'sdools generally have not lived up to this challenge. The

curricu1104 especially the social science component, has not related

-Stuent to the community gatel-thaimportant issues of the nation and the

world._ .Youth, through the schaplArriculum, has been cut off;frOm social

reality. Citizens have become aware of the detachment of youth from the

community. Many times they have blamed the schools and demanded greater

accountability: In over 35.dt-iiii,ac=oahtakility.legislation has -been
4

introduced and passed. The accountability programs reaffirm the traditional

grassroots concerns shy demanding that the educational goals iursued by the

hohodls be based on the consensus of the community. Accountability programs,

in giVing a mandate to citizens advisory committees, seek to develop
41.

.curricula that are rooted in, the soil of the community.

TM Social Profile

The. Community Social Profile System is one educational tool that can

help accountabil y programs carry out their mandate. Instates without

accountability 1 lation, the Community SocialProfile System can help

td establish a new Al stimulating partnership between the schools and
. A

f'the'community. -

13
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The Comnity Social Profile System is based on a set of documents

called Co ity Social' Profiles (CSPs). A CSP is a concise, clearly
. 4

written de cription of the social system o`c a community. The Community

Social Pr file System employs profiles of the hoMe community as well as .

profiles of communities to which the young people of the community are

- -likely to migrate. The System is designed to help answer various questions

of yduth ir.a particularcommunity, such as, What makes my community tick?

Should I stay in my home community? How has my community changed during
a.

A
my_parents' lifetimes and my own? What are the reasons for these changes?

.Do the changes increase or decrease, my options? Is. there an-occupaiional-

niche in my oommu9iiy-that I. would like to' occupy? How do.f get the
.,..

necessary training? Mint I leave the iccmmunity to prepare'for this niche?

How can I best use my talents to make my community a bettet place to Jive

in? What are my chances in 'other communities? How can,I prepare *self

to occupy a meaningful position in other communities? What iithe'future

Of my community and the other communities .in which I may settle down?.

What are the costs and-benefits of movinc away and staying?

Community profiles may be prepared oy the social science faculty of -

the school system in the community together with-the junior and senior

' high` school students. The schools may call on local r4presentativesAr

agriculture, labor, business,,, government, and education for information.

A CSP deals with five different dimensionsof the coirunity's life.

The first dimension reflects the phygical environment of the cdmmunity:

It describes the topography, climate, and natural resources of the community.

It shows how these resources have shaped the destiny of the community.

The secon6diMension reflects the hUtori of-the community. It re-

views thosetfactors that have generated the waves of settlement and changes
.

caused -by science and technology-and changing value preferencei:
V

The third dimension introducei the economic aspects of the community. ,

Itrdescribes the economic base of the-community:. The economic dimension

Of the CSP identifies the economic issues in the community and describes
. ,

,_- a

their significance. It shows the' relationship between the economic issues'

and the economic future of the community. It presents the economic

ability of the Community to absorb youth into-the local labor market,__It

presents the economic future of ethnic groups. And,finally; it helps to -
u
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answer questions such as, What are the options of young people who stay

in or leave the community? How do ,youth appraise their own future?

The fourth dimension of the socialprofile deals with the politidal

structure and processes of the community. This dimension desci7ibes the

distribution of political pow& and its effect on policy making, distribu-

tion of welfare, and justice. It analyzes relevant political issues. _the
,)

community's respohse to these issues, and the-attitudes of minority groups

toward the issues. This dimension also describes the involvement of local

youth in the political process and presents the role of ,the community and

tire local government in planning for the future.

The fifth diinension of the social profile is the cultural view of
: 5

the community. This dignsion applies primarily the analyticalitools of

social anthropology, sociology, and social psychology. It analyies
.

dominant and minority value commitments and the impact of these-on the

individuals, families, business, education,.career choice, mobility, and

the support for art, music, and theater in the community. It shows the

relationship between value preferences and achievement,. competition,

cooperation; crime, and poverty in the community. It shows the iMpact Of,
.

the diffeidnt sources of learning (family, school, peer groups, and mass

-media) upon the persOnallAy. It also shows the relationship between the-
.

values of the youth and the norms of-the,community an d the resulting

conflicts.

A CSPincludes.supplementary readings. One component is a collection

of supplementary readings compiled from interviews, news0aper articles,

and historical documents, The readings present the thoughts of youth and

' their parents,.oldtimers and newcomers, rich and poor; Anglos and.non-

Anglos, blue- and white-collar workers, farmers-and craftspersons,_2
J1

professionals and business persons-all of whom,have something to say

about"the community. Some of them speak of opportunities and limitations.

Some have hopes and others have experienced frustratiqns. Safe complain

of the limited vision of community leaders. Their views ary depending

on their economic, political, and cultural roles.

-AA-Other is made up of supplemental 'teadings about migrants coming

to big cities or, to rural areag. These stories are prepared from infor

mation collected by studenti tracing the footsteps of a random sample of

15
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,

their schools; These data size collected frot school records,

interviews with the graduate's, their friends, and tfieir.
o

oarents. TeSe stories reflect a ifidetspeCtrum ranging from brilliant

success to 4 Ifatlure. Tliey-give students an oP4ortunity to analyze

appropriateness of the decision- making. process that led
, 1 N

to,choices'in either success or failure. ;
.,:;,The Community Profile is alwayf an unfinished,document. Citiieni,

educatOrs,, and students b4 involved in'poliihing the document froift

month tononth and from year to year. Their task should be to gut facts

_-- and opinions into clearer locus and to.keep the Community Profile up to

date so'ihat it will stimalate thesocial studies curriculum to meet i

' present needs.

g' A social science curr iculum based on the Comtunity SO4a1 Profile

System helps youth increase-their options. It enables them to envisage
.

theiz,present'and future within.the'bOmmunity or in any other community

whrire they may settle. Such a curriculum is an. important tool not only
A

for rural and small-town.youth,'but also for young people living in

urban areas.

The Use of the Community Social Profile

The Comizunity Social Profile is a useful tool for educatlonil

decision makers because it shows how the forces inside and outside .the

community affect the well=being'of community members, :rich and poor',

young and old:

The educational decision makers may be boards of educatioh, educa-

tional accountability committees, and, in-some cases, voluntary citizen

advisory groups which are formed to help shape the curriculum of the.1

school system.

The Community Profiles can be used by any or all of these groups

in the following progressive stages.

State One. A citizens group,(school board, accountability committee)

study the CSP and relfitsmaterials. The group may invite resource

persons-(1) to explain and elaborate on the Profile, (2) to-clIck its
1--

accuracy, and (3) to ascertain community reactions to the Profilt.

study of the Profile may take ten weekly sessions.

;
46
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Stage Two. The citizen group amends the.CSP. Members of the community

shouldLremember that the Community Profile. is simply a mirror in which the

Commliiitys image appear& Some people m4y0object to the image they see
1

c!:i;nc-the Profile; the.mirror may seem warped and create a distorted imager.2

If this is the case, inaccuracies which create the warp in the mirror

must be corrected so that the image reflected aecurate one? If ther4i
. .

are shark differences of. opinion cowerling the accuracy of the ComMunity

Profile, community members may express their differences as footnotes or

dissenting views in- the appendix. ,

.Some people may object that the image of tWcoMkunitY revealed in the

Community Social Profile is_eecutate but shows blemishes within the community

itself which Would-have remained invisible without the aid of the mirror.
o

. ),
t

In such cases, community-members may wish
oto

contribute statements on social'

problems within the community that need to be corrected by community action. '

During States One and. Two, the citizen group will develop a Coapre

hensiv'e image of the evolvingcommuniiy and discover how the community's

past,'present, and future affect Ehe perSdnality and the destiny of youth

in the ,

State Three. The citizen grotlp will idintify,educational goals of
- _

tts community, usirm the Profile as a baisis for generating local- curriculum

guidelines. For instance, the following set of goals might be developed:

1) Students will develop greater community awareness, increasing their

personal options and improving their sense of citizen responsi-
.

bility.

% 2) community study will be 4 part of the social studies curriculum

at all grade levels, K712.

3) To make learning more meaningful, the academic program must be

Combined with. community work experiencescomilensurate with the

special talents Of the students. ThiscombinitiOn.of school ana

work experiences will excite students to preparetheMselves for '

the future. 4'

4) To make 'earning more meaningful, the communiiPkill be used

a laboratory for learning.

5) The schoolAdministratton,o will maintain records of graduating

students' educational and occupational choices to assist current -

i
students in examining future options. 0.

. ! ?
...

-6,
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6) .,Schools will increase student awareness of ,the forces that

o 0;

generate change in the,00miunity. and in the rest of tSi world

13

164 haw these uneven rates of change affect the options of youth

in the home Community and in Other communities.

7) Students will become aware that changes create inevitable.donflicts,

within the individaL, between'indiViduals and groups, anO'between
4

0'

the community andj,.the rest of the world. Students -should becoMe

more aware that me confliCts are beneficial and some. are harm-:

ful and that th cin learn to manage these conflicts.

"8) Schools :will hp students develop awareness of how changes affect
*

the quality of ife.

9) The schoplii and 'the community will help,stUdents realize that

each generation Sas .its:unique experiences. ScHools and'oommunity

must.help students relaite to an older generation,, which has -

experienced rapid change, adapting to technological inovation,

anAO.rapid social. and economic changesizccoWoOnYing dlprmem4^n

anavar. TO Understand -the older generatiOns,'studente must be
.. f

A

aware of the .dynamic outlooklor the future that accompanied
4

-

innovation and change and of flow such experience differs from

thir own sense of a static futures_generated_byiheir experie ce

of vstatic past.

10). School systems will build a bridge between national social studies

curridula anOwheir. communities.
..,

11) The Comiunity Social Profile will be fully utilized in the IC12
. : ' ;1 ,

social studies pvograms.

12) Studente will be trained in the skills oecleveloping,and updating
.

a Community Social Profile.

_13k The school system will work cooperatively with thecommunitt to

develop student awiteness-of other cOisminities,rder t8F-Ossiilys

their adjustment to .the trauma of dislocation. 't
.

14) The student's goal awareness as en individual and as :a citizen will be t:

idevelopid; and he/she w311-be--tatxjhtfmwtRweigh goals in term!

of costs and benefits. .Many goan-cadnot be measured in,sionetary

terms. 4,'

'Stage rour. Dialogue opens between the citizen group aLd,.the school

system concerning educetionel5oals. The school'systee Will identifytho-
% -.. . .. - .

1P . ,
4 4 , 4 . 4,.

. , 4N ' .. e S° '--- --7,-.... :j1h. 3 :
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goals that 'ate already 'in, the process of being iMilemented, those that are
4 ,

accepted but not' implemented, and, finally, those that offelanew challenge
. .

to the edUcatioial systems. Out4of this dialogue will come a dodument,

"Educational.Gbals for Individual' and SOcialCompetence."-
, .

i
,St Five. Social Science.Cuiricului Committees translate educational.

, .

-.
.

goiis into '1(--12 curriculum goals, For instance, the following curriculum N\
goals might -be developed:

.
.

- I .

1) The curriculum should' increase the insight of itUdents.with regard-
, .

to the operation of the economic,-political, and cultural systems
.44, r
of the home community.

., - 4 : ,t

2rThe curriculum should increase.the'insight of students with regard

, to the operation' of the economic, political; and cultural systems .

.

in the'complementary -lO1 mmunitiei.

3) The'curriculum Should improve the choice-making capabilities of

youth iss.tetke of migration and settleMent.
.

3
4) The, curriculum should enable the student, to Weigh the costs and

benefits of future carter and residential choices:.

5) The 'Ourriculum ahoul# help studentagain-better-insight-into the

re.
. -.future. . .:

6)- The-curriculuvehaild i -b-reaiiTWEIldi"ii self-aftIi:._remess as iiiii::'
,. ,),-

viduals and es citizens. _
1

,--

7) The curriculum should increase students' abilities to must toe
changes in >4. eim and spice..

-,%
.

8) The curriculum,should help increase students' abilities to behave

approOriatelyn social situations Of different cliMplimities.

9) The curriculum should help to give'studentwinsights as to whether-
-,

,
0

social conditions (economib,political, and cultural)' are imptoving
. .

- or deteriorating.
t

:'-
10) The curriculum should help explainIto", the-t-valuie-shipe

., "r ,, .
A

.
. the culture of the .commudity, how they affect social cohesion; and

..
how they,advande ot hinder conflict resolution.

.
.... t

Stage Sir.- -Teachers translate curriculum goals into claistoom-activi-
.

ties that help to move students frost scatteted insights'to systematic aware-

' ness and help to develop students' competence fO:action in.the'piesent world' .

'71

'they'- 'inhabit and the fitura.yorld4heytwill help to create. Suchtel;ISrociii:

r

19
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activities should promote student awareness in he ollowing areas:
c -

Valueawatenesp, social reality awareness, problem,aw4noss? system.
..,

44wareness, spatial awareness, historical awareriesa, yolk awareness, .

/

a, .leisure awareness, future awareness, and knowledge awareness-. (Dis -
I if

..dussion'of the nature of these awarenesses and descriptions of clabs-
/I

r

room activities for:promoting -.them may be found iir, Part III. The- activi- ;1/4:

ties are not gi,ade-relatads Most of them dawbe adapted to any graft level.)!.

' The didgramon the fpllowing page summarizes thelusea of the Community

Social Profile.

The Systeke-Base&CUrriculum is A\ National Model

in.ColoridO,"'Iprototype OommunityA'ocial Profiles have" been designed,.
ik

that eventuallY. may serve as the beginning for developient of a national'

modelvrset of national.- models.

To deyelopja national model or set,itis rtaqt that communities
.., .

throughout the United States experiment with Profile deveibpment and'use.
( ,

.

.

-To adhie41 this goat, an agendy mi-Y,flave to be established to promote
-, . r

d!ilogues and coordinate the prOjeits-
- .,.. ?

.

A, variety of models, each representing a different type of donmuniiV,
, is_ ,

-----shmad-be-developedv--Communities-Of-the-Oiiited-Stetes--may be-clessifiid

accordingto,urben, rural non-farm, and rural farm communities. These

communities may-be grdwin,, static, or declining. Within these.dategories

most ortheb.S. communities could be classified according -to their'
.

ed)hdmic bases. As few as ten to 15 categories could cover most. of the
- ' e

4,..
U.S. communities. The following,are.eXamPlea:

-- communities with diirersific&manukacturing and trading
-

--oommUnitias. with singledurable.goodt industry and trading
,.. .

--communities with li14e'wholesale and retail trading .

. . r. A w /
--communities with an economic base of knowledge industriss, in-

"eluding education ..- - ..

. .

-4communities wit!' an .economic base of defense
. x

'

. - .

1--communities with an economic.base-of cash.grain faiiing
1,. .

-LcoSaunities with a4ubsistends economic base
.. .

F-silected communiiiii deisignatid as Stindard'Statistioal Metro.:

O ol: i. ten re' as*'- of 1,000,01Wand,over,-Aing as magn Osvf o
...r

lseitSr -

mente such as' , -4 -

i
,e...

I -

,

.
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- -Uses of the -rxiailun'Sgial 'Profile

The -Social Profiles. -

an economic, political-, and .ultuiel survey df
-

the holo/Community, is

0

communities of gteater, or
different, corapleiity

1

helps comiunities Identify

Edlicational:Goals which-.meet_the futura_neede of,youth
remaining in tho homeCommiintty or moving,to other
Cardmnities. These gods may be translated into

Curricululboall for X-12, which can
activate: through:

r. , 1.
Teacher',Training so

1.

a

t

1

/
to 4nygrive students
in the hone-commun-
ity environment

AI

.approach

to relate students
to other environments
of greater or differ-
ent. compled,tiei .

so as

to develop multi:-
dieciplinaty dimensions
resulting in.-..

to achieve indikidual and ikpoial goals of youth

Evaluation will generate demiCnd for reinfortedient
or'mOdT.ircation

,. .. ... Air..

.._. , 4-__ .

.4

t
' k .

L

c

1,11 tt 4.
1.,

f
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Atlanta Chicago; IL-
Baltiiore,'MD Cincinnati,'OH:
Boston,, .MA Cleveland, ON
-Buffalo, NY Columbus,'OM
Dallas-Fort Worth, TX DenveK-Boulder, -00
Detroit, MI Houston, TX
Xenia," City0

. Pittsburgh,PA
4. Los' Angeles -Long Beach,GA Pottland, OR -

Minneapolip-St. Paul, MN St. Louis, NO
New:Otleans,..LA -

Sa' New York, EC
' .. Sa: FrPiegaZi CAscordakl. and, CA

Newark, NJ. - - .. Seattle-Everett,-WA ., -'

Philadelphia, PAn7
. . . x

.
. X

.4
Washingt,W, DC

-= Besides metropolitan areas, there are other nodal points *ihi621
.,

. 4
"stimulate"stimulate migration. These pieced muit

.

be identified 4n teleiboh
. - c-

----'to thechomeOOmmUhiti.
c. ,. 4 --:

'"Tfie.cpordiatinCa4eitcy of the 4itional model must rewrite theisxper .-

that imental
4
social

''.

PiFfiles -in 'au& a way that the strongest features of the,',.-,
. . , ,,,, 4 W MA

model are emphasized .While those details that are irrelevant to national
_ --1.,.

application are ignored. Such fined style can serve as a model
.

1 .

for otheg.communikies with similar co oic, political, andcultural
d

-- --features.
.

. ,..

. When the. full set of-national models is finally developed:, such 40001
------- ..t . -system Will. be able- to select a model that most closely -matches the home

.

---eousqu' ni,ty-anct-use:-.it-ax-e-blueprint-fot-devaloping-a-CSP-which-will-raflact,
o

- the unique featutes ol the home community. Each school system will also' ...

'be able to choose three or=iimir models for comeunitiesof complexities .

.
,

iifferent from the home community--cornunities toyard which youth-from
)

.- -'
the hoarse communit*might. migrate.- Thus, the national models can be used

.

to explore. the nature of types of comminities surrounding the home without
-

having'tcodevelop Profiles iscfr: those unique ccimunities within the region.
.*:t .,

---'.'-'a

1k.

I
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Part II

Strategies in Preparing a. Community Social Prof_ile

Part I of this paper explained the rationale of a community -based

social science edaation program, using as its foundation a document kho6
4 . .

1as a Oommunity Social` Profile (CSP),! The CSP can bi a valuable tool for
.. .

bringing about a community-school
/
/partnership in the classroom. It` caul.--

. provide a new dimension to social science-education.end add a new depth

. to the curriculum. Yet, as in all innovative it is not enough

;..

.

---simplY to ccavnit teachers and students, a citizens group, .or even -trained,
.-7.-.- * ., .:i

, ... .\,.....

'4..' , -:r-A ;, .prOfessionals to the task Of assemblying a CSP. Preparing a CSP is it task
- .!.

--:.

demanding, -careful advance planning and a clearly defined notion of what -the.
...

-.1.., finished product will be. Without,this, those prepating the CSP are likely
**,

to ifad themselves with an accumulation_ of facti, statistics,. And personal

Interviews, but no idea about how they ail-fit-togethet.------

_What folioys is it summary of the, process. through which a CEP may foe

_ corfiled. /t includes discussion of the process of Agreeiiig -upon the
.

_ lintose and basiC content of the CSP', -of the; theoretical. fOundations

underriinhing the profile, and of specifio'13robleitt thit. ray be encountered
, in developing, a CSP for any .community.. (The Appendix to this paper provides 00

a detailed, step-by-step guide for'llaking Content decisions for the CSP

and provides a verbal.picture of what a completed CSP contains.)

* ,
, - . .

..

.t. . 1- ..

Clarifying Purposes
....'

The purpoft. of a CM). is different from community surveys that provide
--

. lk. c ';',

information about particular iii-sues'or segments of the population., A
. .

Profile. is designed to provide twilit', sehodtiadministratorar and citizen

advisory groups with information they need . for sound educational decisiOn

k
making. 'School administrators 1r use the Profile"th plan for ftitri%,oe .-12

. 0 , i
. educational needs and even ptepare ltingsw-rangit -bu'dgiti forecasts.' Sibool 17

. 7.....:-

. .

. .boirds. may find 'the -document usefpl in pianhing for future ichoel.:43110.1
'....

- ..... 1 .. . t
*

issues.` Citizad advisory groups may.find it lelpiu4, in seei:temichobl!,
. ,.

* 16.
q

.role id the :commanity more clearly and in makipgrecOmmendat for'
.. 1 . .._

IzpreVing- the school's responsivedess.to communi* neettis.,, In some states,

o 19 24 , . t..,,
... 4cei
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these groups cause the CSPsil aid in their legislated responsiblitir for
...

.
../

defining curriculum objectives as part of the educational accountability

process.
.

4110

0 .

In addition to tile CSP'sr le in educational decision making, it has

a direct roll ih educating--ana:in helping students with personal decision
...

g. Teactiers can lasethePidfile to provide their-students with a social

once education that hat cle local relevance.- Students can thus ]earn
. ..

,

how to.becomtactive partioipaT in their community's social system and

can better valuate the4 own pe nal options in regard to remaining in

the home c 111 ity or migrating o other communities.

These are the ultimate outcomes a local community should expect its

CSP to address. Tfierefore,.the bisi6 framework of 'the CSP will be similar
(.., ,-

. . sic
from community to community. How9er, important modifications to the basic

. -
/ $

model can and should be made when they make therfinished product more
\

die,

useful to the schools, the communitY# tie teachers, and,ultimately, to the

students themselves. A variety of fnctions otber than those mentioned
... .

1 V
above might be served by.a CSP so ified For instance, although the CSP

,

is not-a-marketing survey, it might Nifeful to businesses that are con-

cerned with the marketing potential o new products or to'companies -Consid-

ering a move ,
to the area. Although t CtP is not a:compreheniive planning%

document, it might be helpful to city .17dmin istrators in their efforts to

identify' and clarify ttie.community's heeds for governmental services. Or,

the CSP could provide a valuable, comprehinsi4e survey of, the community's,

social system to augment,specializeci reports and studies undertaken,by v

, 1

...;,.

11.

4

other groups.
Ideally, all segments'of the ity should participate in the

planning. process for the CSP. Broad participation would insure that issues

of special community interest and'coneern that might otherwise be overlooked

are included-inthe finished docUment. In this way, the CSP would becoite

a resourcicwith applications reaching beyond the educational system itself.

When the purposes that the CSP is intended to fulfill are clarifiedat the

outset with full community participation, those preparing the CSP will find

their task much easier. '

I. 25
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Spectfying Forma t -

r,

A second pariOf the planning process isr,CSP development ity1 olvell

clarifyinga conception of what'the finished productfwill 1;bk,likein

regard to .style and form. .GuideliOes for researchers luid'oriturs tdr.,
`. ; e

4

folios', in preparing a CSP might include the.followimp .*

I

.F

-1) T he should be reAciabl* That is,. it should be-underatandabie
.° . ,."

t9,a wide reading publicinthe.voimunitykwritten inisuch a--vjty
..- . .

thaeit becomesin enjoyable and- informative reading,experience.

..4- rather than a difficult and tedious task.
. .

.
2) It should NI (concise. 'About 200 to 2SO.pagei are suggested.

- Afi-, .a-

although the length will vary. depending sin the .size. and social
4

t

_ complexity of the community being studied._ mowever,.the.CSP.

must present its mateial in A manner:thatrfocuses:on key issues
. .., ,

. . _ ,
and avnids Wordinesse

.,

-44.---

...

7-,

:

.

*

-

-
3) It should be.anaNtICal; but not overly technicA3*. Technical

material, when included, must be e;cplaitzed in simple-and,Under-

standableianguage. Moreover, t; .e style aUdlangUage,tteedthrou* -:

out:the'CSP.must be such that it allows lay readers to under- i " :
; , S.

p '.-
. -, . .

7 .

4) It should be well 41vAniked. Careful attention.to the table of -'
. ' k ,

contents, chapter headings, and the extensive use of.e.eicriptiVir
14' . , .

subheadings wIll eril,ance the documat's uiefulneis as a referonae
. ,. - .,

.

.'
and teaching t.oci.

. ...
. , ,a,) It should be fu a. usabAe,forA, A Profile punched for a_r*ng

_

,,,,,- .

stand social science concepts and analiiis.*

binder has the advantage that sections maybe copied for speciaL57-% y.
. .

use by stJaents. Whether the Profile itself is prepared for a

ring binder or is permanentlibound. other CSP materials, such as

classroom activities, and appenaces, should be in a-loosenleaf
-

format for easy access by teachers and students.

_
ft..,

mttimusraiwethatEttelLipsiiki2011 ..,
, ,..-

llow schaAdistricts esti afford` the expense of hiring *si 1:sess-st socira

scientists to prepare a CA:Etc their comiality. IhnSs,if-fuode.yerSi
I A. . .A

available, there are at present ley social scientists vith.ispeFiSci*ay;-

ing in CSP construction for.eduostionalpuriooes,yhovou* undertake the ,

.

a -7,4;
yy

i_
V
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0 .

task. The chief responsibility for the preparation of the CSP mutt lie

with the schools and the community themselves. Sevefflel
N

options present

themselves in .this regard: 1

1) localcollege students may be used as data collectors, under

the supervision of local college or university social scientists.

If a close alliance exists between the'locar public schools and

local institutions of higher eduOation, a'cooberative venture

may be undertaken for CSP development, with students' work as

data collectors receiving college credit in special social science

courses.

2).Sociil sciance.teachers in high schools may, with theIp of -8

gUidelines and manuals rapared by social scientists, conduct' .

special:courses foi selected high. school students who,may;Seeve
.,-. . .4 ,-,-:-

----. y
as,difsloollectors. ,-A,t'thfs writing, the preparation of detailed-s. ----- -

guidelinesfighigh School and college iiudents_in thW 4

prepaiatfoic of a CSP for the 'Ogden, Utah, area in association
-. '--,--4,---14',

with Weber State College is underway. ,

3) - In some communities,Interest may be such that.. ffyliervice

groUps mak' be willing to devote members''time in.a cooperative

effort to gather data for a CSP, under the supervision of social

scientis in the community.

4) Afier,a has been collected,lirofessional social scientists or

social eo Ence teachers and.curriculum specialistsmay be uses

to write the CSP in final. form. Alternately, local newspaper
A

reporters with a Solid grasp of the community'S social structdre

may, with supervision, be enlisted to prepare the final doCument.

In some cases, college students and advanced high school'students

MO"

may, with supervision and assist ce,contribute to the witting

of the CSP.

The participants involved in the p paratfOn of the CS' may include

high school and college students, teachers, professional Social Scientists,

and interested members of the community or community groups,. depending on

the.human-and financial resources available to the school and the Community:

Any staff; however, must begin its work with a well-defined vision of what

the CSP should contain., This involves a perception ;of what kinds of data,
.0 1.

to include in the CSP and how to structure that data in a meaningful way.
, ,

27
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Selecting Content and Structuring the CSP .

The most difficult task in constructing a CSP is ariswiring the
......__

simple queition, Shoulcithis'material be included? Typically, even in.. ,

& 1

,

- ,
small communities,

,

researchers will find thata/great deal of infOr-'
1. .

mationabout the community is available. Statistics ofall kinds area .

available frdth&government census reports. Transcriptions of tape7
.

...,: recorded Intervievis may run into hundreds of pages,'and special reports

'fkom many sources may provide an overwhelming data base. Outlines con-
.0

. ,staining specific questions to be answered can and shoutd be used to help

.'define relevant content and to avoid the temptation to include material.

.in the Profile- simply.because it is readily available. Even outlines,

.

"",howeverr will not.always answer questions about content selection,
,

.especially when valid attempts aremade to adapt genpralized outlines
.

. to portray'the unique persOnality of the community. Fortunately; there

are some guidelines that can direct decisions on content and provide
. .

7

balalice to the CSP.. ,
. ,

. Community surveys are ndtnew to education, and surveys of different
-

kinds have been used for many purposes.' Surveys have teen conducted 'to
. <

,assess'the need for\Comn)unity education programs (Bedggood 1975); to

identify appropriatd directions for vocational training (Allred and

Myers 1973), to evaluate continuing education (Brooks 1972), and to

provide a gauge-of public opinion useful to school administrators

(Conway al. 1974).

Designing a systtm-baded social science curriculum, however, requires

a broiderview of the Community than surveys such as these can provide.

Community researchers interested in a comprehensive social survey of their

community would do well to refer to Roland Warren's Studying Your Community .

(1955), which provides a series of. questions that can be asked regarding-

such topics as the community's economic life; government; politics, and

law enforcement; housing; recreation; and intergroup relations.. Although

this Vide to community surveys, is sOmewhat dated, it does provide some

veryielpful ideas for generating questions about the community and its

subsy/tems. Another helpful sour ce that views the community as a system

Is The Community: An Introduction to a Social System by Irwin T. Sanders

(1966). Sanders takes a more theoretical approach to the community,
c;

28
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11

explaining itOocial systemlrom a iOciological perspective.

Even more theoretical in its approach to the community as a social

system.is RolandWarren's-The Community in America (1972). Here, Warren
. s

presents in .a concise and readable fashion o generalized framework that

can be adaptecfor use in preparing a CSP. This framework can be of'great

u4efdlness in wanizing the content of the CSR and in showing the inter-
.

----relationships among the various Components of the community's social

system. Warren approaches the study of the'communi*firit from they per:-..
- .47-7

spective of the functions that the comeiunity social system must perform;

Second from the perspective of the various social structures'or social

units, that perform these functions; an d, finally, from the perspectives

of :the delegation -of these functions to, social patterns: within and out-

,,side-of-the-community: -- Warren-does not-pFovide an_cuiline,forLa CSP.

(Such an outline is presented in the Appendix to this volume.)
0

Warren provi4ei a. conceptual framework. that can be adapted to provide an

overall iMage.of the community as a social system. The adaptation of his

pork (.041-help-CSP-researche rs-to-answeirtant. questions:

What id meant by "viewing the community as ,a social system"? and, What

kinds of relationships should-I'look for as I gather and assemble data

for the CSP?

A °once teal Frameworkfoi Viewin theCommunit as a Soci ar S stem

Any community is a bewildering maze of families, organizations,

busineSses, industried,and governmental units, each with their own goals,

valueswand methods of operation. In order to cutthrough this maze and,

understand the relationships between these building blocks of the communitY,

some sort of model is.needed to provide a pattern for understanding the

social.system. One way to understand the community as a social system is

to identify the functions that any community must perform if it is to

survive as a social system. Warren. has identified five major function

that any viable community :mist perform:

On,

.2 9

r
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1. A community must perform the production4listributiod-

constimption function. That is, it must prol;iae opPooi-

tunitie for the production of.goods and services, the dis-

tribution of §oods and services to community resiaents,

and the consumption of these goods and services. Thid

functionlis oft4n4thought of as the prirogative-a the
,

busj.ness community, which prnVides jobs leading to the

produc;ion of goods, and services/ tile distribution of *.

these through 'the marketaechanism, and their consumption

by families and other -businesses within or outsicfeof the

daimunity. However, other social units inthe community'
. .

perform this function as well thougb;:in different

-Family-members perform services for one another that are

distributed within the family on a.sharing &sass voluntary.

non-profit organizations provide goods and services to their

own members and others in the community often in-the form

of gifts ot iionationss'andlfail government units provide

goods and services that are supported'by taxes and fees:.

Thus, the productiori-distribution-consumption function is

performed by many sociallnits,in the community.'

2. Socialization is the probess by which members of the
0

community are ledtto accept the values, norms of behavior,

and predominant ,attitudes of'the community. In the past,

this process was carried out primarily by the family and

th, church. Today, tfie socialization procdss is in large,

measure the respoi*ibility:of 'the school.. While the social-

ization process,i1 especially important Or children, all

community members undergo a. continuous socialization.process

throughout-their lives,- as co-workers, fellow club members,

and formal government. policies and regulations influence

people in yays that encourage their conformity, with the

traditional values and behaviors that correspon d to'their

individuil and group associations within the community.

t

t
A
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3. -Social control i closely associated with Socialization in that
.

,

'it provides the mechanisms for enforcing ibmmuniIi malts And

values. T he ultimate source'ofpower for social control lies

with state and.federal governments anillaws, and to a lesser

egtent with local'grivernmente and their ordinances. The '

agents of thin kind of foritial socialcant"

p Oliceforce:, the Conrts,'Znd local penal

usually located in the cOnmmuity itself.

of. social control are_found in family and

voluntary organizations, chuches,,andbusinesses, mhere

.apProval or'disapproval of an individuar's actions may lead
.

to confoimity with group behavioral expectations.

4. Social, participation is a functiOn that provides for the

interaction of indiViduals with one another. In a complex .-

social system, people interact with one another in a ifpt_

variety of contexts,. act is family meibera;,neighbois,,.

workeisand,supiervisois, members Of.churches and other
F.

voluntaryasiOciations, and cttizens. In'each context, the

cont" as the

institutions, are

Less formal kinds

neighborhood groups,,

indiVidnal holds a position, such as father', mother, or

chid, foreman, church member, and voter. Bach position

carries Vita it krole, or expected hithavior, that is

appropriate to thatpcsition. It'is through occupying -

positions in.various social.nnits that socialiparticipaiion

takesplace.

5. Allied with the social pirticipaiion function is that of

mutual support. This is prbvided when individUals and social

units depend on bnianother in carrying out their roles as

community-Members. Families are.especially-importapt in

.

their regard, providing er,free exchange. of goods and services

and fulfilling emotional-and socialization needs, Neighbors

P

and voluntary_organizations proVidethis to a lesser degree,

Businesses and.government agencies provide mutual Support-to

one another and to other social' units, as they provide good6

and _services to families and to one another, an&riceivi, from
..

3.1

7.3
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other units tbe arotiforce, profits, And taxes they heq46

operate.
5

it is.olear that these functions necessary for the continued

Viability of the social system are carried out by 'different social units
.

in different ways; All of these social units have already been mentioned,

but they may be listed and clarified:

Individual and Families:. These comprise the most numerous kind of

social unit. ". They include single individuals, and famiy.es of

lrariety of size and structure, including extended families.

Neighborhoods and ad 'hoc informal groups: Neighborhoods may be .

considered as social units.only if some degree of "neigh]3oring,"

or social interaction occurs among people living in close physigal

proximity. NeighbOrhoods in which no onelnows his orher neigh

bons, and where there is no social dontadt, are not' neighborhoods

,'in the socialtsense, but only in the geographical bense. 'Ad hoc

informal groups are those groups that center aro und a single

fissue, and dissolve after the issue has been confronted. These

may b_e neighborhood centered, as when neighbors forth a group to.

.urgethe;:city government to improve their sidewalks,or-they miy

reach out to other members of the, community, as'when people form
. ,

a group to fight or support a new city ordinance.

Voluntary non-profit associations: These social units have's fbrmal

structure, with dee-ignated.leadership and;meMbership responsibil-

_ities. They incluoN health and welfare organ ns, clubsand,

fraternal organizatIns, and political organize ons, as examples.
/ -

Profit-making enterprises: These include all businesses in the $

community that operate with 4 profit motive. -

Official government bodies: These include all branchlie of local

government, and state and federal agencies that operate within

the.comMunity.

These social units are responsible ford carrying out the 'five:functions

listed earlier. They do sc through their social linkages within.and

outside the commumAy.

- AZ*.

Ir
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It would be a difficult task indeed to discover in the today.

any community,that does not have'extensivet ties to the larger American.

culture: Erin the most remote and isolated communities are linked with

other parts of the country through television and/or radio. Few com-

munities are self-sufficient in the economic sense,and most communities
0

.

experience a constant flow of goods'and services to and from other parts

of the country. In order to view the systemib linkages that'tie the

r, community to the laiger society, Warren has defined a systemic pattern .

that,exists in all communities. This is a vertical pattern and consists

of the formal - organizational and.funct&al ties that link the local

social units-eifieir affiliates at:higher levels beyond the community.

' These'` inkages are weak, or nonexistent for families, neighborhoods, and
$

.. . " I

informat:ad hoc groups, but they have become,increasingly imi.ortintfca7/

formal voluntary organizations,, businesses, and local government bodies.
,

Mani' local voluntari organization's; such as health.andwelfare

orgahizations, fraternal organizations, and churches, have formal links'
e

to their headquarters at &state or national leVel. These links.are
.

characterized by a well-defined hierarchy'of authqfitY and responsibility.

That is,- they are characterized by a fOrmal bureaucratic structure. In

a siMilar way, many'local businesset, such as factories and chain stores,
. /

-

are linked to Headquarters outside the community. iocal%qgrernments,

while enjoying some degree of-abtonomy, are restricted in the scope of

the operations by power granted by the.itate, and.the local-bureaussof

state and federal agencies in the community.are directiPir tied to higher

levels of authority that mandatp many of their local functions from out-
.

side the community.' Because these linkages are characterized by a forMal

bureaucratic structure, they -tend to be task oricnted,-With'specified

p.

.

objectives and--procedures for.meeting objectives, whether ihey'be raising

localmoney for l and national health organizations, IZoducing goods and

services for sale, or providing compliance with state and federal laws. -.

In contrast this vertical pattern
p,
tern is the horizontal pattern, .

within the communitl. This 'pattern` links the community's social units

not with Outside systems',N-but with other social units within. the community.
4 .

This pattern is less formal than the vertical pattern, since there is no

"president" of the community as a whole, coordinating all community

33
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members in achieving speci ied tasks, as there might be in a business or

. .

. .. .4 10

formal voluntaryorganizat on. The community taken as a whole lacks a
I

ties
vformal bureaucratin,stru e. However, it does provide tiesAetweemy

. k

, loeal'government, local schools, voluntary

s. It is the-informal cooperative network that
. .

.

local business and indu
.

organizatills, and fanJ1

is most visible when the diverse elements qfthe caramunity come together

to meet common cOhcerne. 'When it.i:strong,-the cceununitY%can,,work
4

effectively toward local goals. When it is weak,' 'the community may find-

itself lacking cohesion sense of Aentity; and the, ability to cohfront

:common goal's. Whil4 th vertical pattern is primarily concerned with the
.

accomplishment df spec is tasks, the horizontal pattern is concerned

mainly'with providing, or Lhe maintenance of the cooperative' networks.

witkiii the community sla

In studying the

w4hin the vertical

commOnity'deci4pd

/

Ln,informal basis: .

! '
cimminity, it is impOrtant to identify the linkages

horizontal patterns, Bo that 4he sources o

ing can Se identified. Whether decisions affecting
i

x
the community` are__ e primarily by "outsiders" acting throughtheir

locaXaffiliates in Ile vertical pattern or whether they-are made.

primarily by can; ty.residente400perating-in the horizontal. pattern
. . .

. r .. 1 . , .
..

will largely det ne the future of the locil social system and the
,:. ,

1

goals it will purs

.Some Researbh Too

This brief

social units;,. an

identify the c

i4iicitions the

s

d e vertical and horizon2elpatterns that help to
1 .

-

ity's-Aocial'system, has skipped over many 9f the . ,.-.

.
-

ralyeis_has for fully understanding how a coi1njnity

:rstem.. Readers, aref.enc aged to .refer to l'he 6.9mmapitY°

therelaborition. Even this summari, however,ii'help--

oois.that will aid CSi reseircher4 in gaining an image
. L

hb#1dcontaih and relationships it should explorer

the matrix' presented in Figure on the next page. ,

. -

is simply a way of crgorizing-the roles thatdifferent
.

forT.in carrying out the iunctios necessary for the
.

Of-Warren's analysis of.the social funCtibns, the'

functions as:a

in America for

ful in designin

of what the.: CS

One spici tool

. The matr

social units

community's ial system. As research progresses for the dtP, researchers.

4
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-can complete'each box'in the matrix in turn. Differtnt Communities of

varying sizes Ind social domplexity will show differept patterns- emerging

from the matrix. For example,tin small communities,.many.gunctions may

be performed by-families and neighbOrhood grpupi, while in lirge

these social units may be of ]ss importance, delegating the- performance"
_ A 4 t 70 . .

,of functional objectives to mor, formal and more organized social units,

such asyrofit-making enterprises and-gollernma

tr

ageh4s. In completing

the boxes in the matrix, re6archers-might ask th Iklowing criestions:
.

. ,

.1) What are the particular organizations, informal` groups, Weineeses
_

and business groas, goverAment agencies that perform the functions?

WI-Ipx:e possible, these should be listed by name.* .' 4,

2) How do themethods of- performance differ-amon9 socilifunits?jkre
.

.
they odified, as with formal voluntary organizations arid. girern-

a

a/ .

eieni bodies, or .are they' inkormal, as .in the family?; HoEdO the'

various social wits vary in the.effectivenesi with which they

perform 'the functions? ,
.

,
o ,

.

i

`3) Who are the specific individnali in each social unit who hal%

4

. 4,

special-power or authority'toperform the functions? What are it.

, the particular positions and roles that exist within each social

unit that are necessary in the performance of functional-objectives?'
,- .

Row did individuals aohieve these positions? -

- .

The information that oil emerge from the completion of the matrix in

Figure'l Will/beof assistance to those preparing the CSP and den also be

adapted for direct,Classroom applications, as studentfare taught the
, . .

_

. , ,

.
.

, ...
relevance.of systemic linkages between social units and -the,fanctioas they r.

perform. 0 ..
4

.1- ...,^0t.

: A: somewhat different picture of the community's social., tee emerges
-- . .

.
, --'

when social units are viewci\in their relationships with one another'?' This
. .-

can be done by compitring the n &id outputs, or the exchange relation- .
. .

ships, among social units. A usefu\ l tool for this purpose is illustrated

in Figure 3, on page 3l.,
\

4
, .

While Figure 3 may swearto be complex; it is really quite simple to
\

prepare and to umderstarla. Each box in the matrix contabis two kinds of

information. The inp::t-iide contains the Contributions that the social

unit at the head of each column makes to other social units, either of the

A
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-same type or-of a different type. The output side contains the outputs',

or contributions, that the other social unit (listed down the left hand

side), makes to it. For example, the first column, headedby."Families

ands Individuals" contains five boxes. (Other columns have fewer boxes,

'4
to avoid duplication oeinformation0 The top half of the first box in'.

thisC:Olumn contains information regarding the kinds of contributions

(inputs) that families and individuals make to other families and indiv-

iduals. -These might include landing tools and other goods, providing

- financial assistance to close ,friends and relatives, and the like. The

output half of this box represents the converse situation, tliongh,in a

very complementary way: What do families and individuals receive from

other families, i.e.,'is there reciprocity? The second box-'in the
4

column-headed "Families and Individuals" intersects with the row "Neighbor-
..

hoods and Ad lick. Groups." The input side of this box contains those

things that families and individuals provide to such groups, suohee

lending and socializing among neighbors, and the participation, leader-

ship, and financial support that they provide to informal groupi. The

output side contains those services that neighborhood- mid informal

groups provide to families, such as help in time of family crisis and
.

. .

.

organized -ad hoc groUp organization for such purposes as meeting with'

city officials'to-encourage the building of sidewalks in the neighbor-
.

hood., meeting with school board.members to discuss a new.schodl-program,
,. or organizing a boycott of a local business establishment. .On the other

hand, this box may be relatively empty if there is little "neighboring"
..,

or group activity of an ad hoc nature in the community.

. Each box of the matrix is completed in a similar way. When the

x is complete, it provides a comprehensive picture of interunit

relat onships in the community: The matrix eanprovide researchers with

a.sys tic view of the eocial relationships in the community. Thus ft
.

gives general guideline for research. The matrix can also be usbd as.

,a curri um and, in addition,' it can answer, specific questions

abOutcommunity issdes that otherwiie may be =404. For example, a'

-school board may want-to know-why a school Ond issue was defeated at the

polls. This queetion may be approached by investigating the systemic.

- relationship between the school board (a government body) and other social
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units in the community. Did the bond issue fail because it lacked

positive input from families? froM special ad hoc groups formed to in-

vestigitethe reed for the b'ond.issue? from formal voluntary associ7

ations and clubs?. from the business community? Was there a relation-

ship between the leck'of pdsitive inputs and the outputi or benefits

that each kind of social unit failed to perceive am a result of,,the

bond issue? These kinds of questions are obviously easier to

answer.if.information is available about the systematic relationships

among social units. In the case of a %chool bond failure,. local school

offibials might well make use of a matrix such as that in Figure 3,
.

*including intheir study the namesof specific groups, organizations,
.

businesses and individuals who Were instrumental in defeating.the

and attempttolbuild constructive systemic ties with them in the future.

One4final tool, suggested by Warren's work, will be of importance

. for CSP researchers. This is simply a listing of. the linkages that

define 'the community's vertical and horizontal patterns in relation to

the various:social-units in the community. This simple and useful tool

is presented in'Figure 4 below.

Figure 4.

.Vertical and Horizontal Lihkages:in the Community

Indivihuals
and

." Families

Neighborhoods. .

and
AdWoc Groups
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The research tool illustrated ii Figure 4 can he used to "identify the
,

systemic linkages that directly tie the comMunity to extracteatunity'systests
. . . . .....--, \,..."-
hy`.way of their lotal affiliates. The relatiii degree of -lochl ieionomy , -..,
.that the c ommunity exercises in shaping its' own future can be peen
identifying the coupe rative strengths s "and itaknessea that exist $ linkages

;'
in the vertical pattern,, in the same way,' the strengths and weaknesses in s

;,

II. . r . ..., .

. the horizontal pattern imill show how effective the cosmiunity sz Ailitly.`,to . ,...i..;.
be in meeting local

S
need- 's wititout tlutnite 'help .or interference. When r' _ 1 t ,*'''

.
viewed in an historciakperepective, these 'patterns may y tiiitoW the 4,mixinity .

has Come to depend.-irk reiusingly on social systems out.sidz the.ocelinnttY1'..
'his research tool can also be used effectively in luktersteinding

,r.

. .

conflict. in the community: local social unit eith strong-ties in the
.

)- .
. vertical patter:), such as "it factory that 'is a subil44 an; of a national

,.. .. , _ . ,- I' ,,,,

corpoTation, may at-times find themselves,caught bdtween,demandiefrom
their vertical

i
al hiekar4hy and those'arising in the local community A- .

. -
local, factory Eger, for example, may receive.

i
instrUctions from company .

., V' ' . , _ - .
hea4guarters to reduce his work farce and,'-at tik-. :.=e tie*, fee' l kressures

,. ;-- . *
.

, . ,strc.sothU members of the community to.retaitt. the,presept work force in. ' ,,'-`

, Ahmk)ipase..o'_. community welfare. 4 Such con-fliftiiiag Seewinds °from the -veirireal
-may;

. , :' , .. .,

hand borizbrital patterns 'wise when individual's hold-..iff.ezent and sometimes. ..
cont$adictdry positions in each pattern. The faCtary manager, for exasyle, .

0 ,
.... , .

holii4s;detfinite Apiition in th;,hiersithipf.his ogiNany and .a number ofa ; definite
_ .

less..formal positions in the hprIzontal,pettarn o' community, , suck as _ .'...1
_

411

member of the local Chamber of 'por4mairce, church,deacon, and noighbor
e % t.". 4 a a , .

The success that A combunittischievez -in resolving conflict may depands'on

whetheIr, in a particulate irf.ance,:i.he conflict arises solely within the ; .
,t
:.. horizontal pattern:, where it 'ma y be 14; ed through'coacromise_or 'arid-- I t., :

of; 4 tz'ation, or it arises fro.' a confrontattion between oontradictory arcilel,
. ,

. .

exfoectatigne from the vertical and horizantail*letterni. 'Xf decisions
. .. - 1 \

causing conflict. are mandated from hier.arChieetOutuid.e the ccimmunity,

they may be: difficult 0;J/woe:Bib1;:to eiWe',:mge. in. this 'case; the cam:unity

a , - 6 ,a

I ,
may

*adjust to the .4aisibrr or the confliet ,Iliy continue. ._. -- --\.: --'0.
..0... ... . , . - .. ,Xn gatheri:ig Worm tion_ for theiie?isaich tool in 0.ciiirea 4, CSP

.

researchers 'will find it- hediful to identify, Nehirevor -possible; ZPimc !fie.. , , ,
associations, bun:Alas, iand- goversarient Itemise with-tails to hi:iron:14es

. ,a. s .s 0.
' 4
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in the vertical pattern. In large communities, typical representative

groups mey,be studied. Likewise, horizontal lint. es should be specified ,

0 , .

.
,

with reference to definite organizations, such as
.

Chamber of Commerce,

the Dnited Way, andlthe Council of Churches. In eachcase, the type of

linkage, whether inforlial or bureaucratized, and the relative strength

or weakness of the,linkage, should be specified.

Designing the Community Social Profile .

Prepafing a CSP for curriculum purposes requires a'sensitivity to t.

. local needs and the special quklities of the community. (For this reason,

notwo p rofileS will ever be quite identical in design. However;". there

quidefinesthat can be followed in preparing a CSP, andithat can be
1

4.

-',,adapted.to.most loCal situations. The adaptatiOns of. Warren's analYsii,_ 4

'presented in the-preceding,section, provide-some helpful tools that CSP

researchers may use in clarifying their own ixage of what the CSP should

cohtain: ,Information gathered with the use of thesp toolsishoOd be an

important gOmponent:of the\CSP. ,Yet these tools do not provide a

detailed outline of set of guidelines to be followed in the actual re-
,

search activities involved in CSP development: For that reason, an out-.

'line for CSP development has been developed. Theo tieine includes

sections on the setting of the social system 7-includ ng its physical

environment, its history, and its demograph--and t yonoraid, political,

and cultural systems within the community. This 4tline, presented in

the Appendix, may serve as a starting point-for t(ose planning to survey
,

their own community.

4naddition to material such'as thit suggested in the outline, the

Profilecan be supplemented with an appendix containing useful statis-

tical information, retorts prepared for specific purposes by goiernmeht

and private groups, and newspaper clippings relevant to material mentioned

in the,Profile itself. Surveys of student ttitudv2 and future plans

can be included as an aid in planning curriculum apPlications,of the-

Profile; and the 'results of any other'suLveys undertaken in Profile pre-
.

'paration might be used in the CSP append4. The appendix shbuld serve

to augment'and expand upon ideaspresented in the Profile and shoilld

contain information that would mak; the Profile cumbersome if included

directly in the main document. j
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In summary, the CSP should be a readable, interesting doTiment,

.probably-riot exceeding 200 to 250 typed pages. Statistical tables and

graphs can be used effectively, yet they should not overwhelm thereader.

Material shdUld be presented insuch a way that it can Le-easily under:-

stood by those who lack expertise in social sciences, since a primary

purpose di the Profile is:that it be 4 tool for the'laypersonand student,

rather than for the professional. 'Pesearch fools for the Profile'should

include, carefully prepared questionnaires'forthe investigator's .and
-

facilities, for taping"and scribing interviews. Direct statements

from coMmunity.m,:mbers in it own words are much moreeffectiv9 in

:.oresenting thewaftitudes and-opinions about the community than a trans -/

'lation.tnd interpretation of these statements made by thetreseardner.

No outline or set of, directions for,preparing a CSP willcsubstitute

for careful advance planning and preparation on the part of the CSP

researchers themselves, combined with an ongoing evaluation of the data

that is accumulaW Communities embarking on their own programs to

develop CSPs may benefit from a review ofIthe problems encountered by-
.

the Colorado Project in7its pioneering work in this area. With careful

\planning, 'other communities may avoid some of these problems, outlined
N

below:

Choice of Communities. The Colorado Project staff discovered early

that the choice of cdtMunities for participation in the project would

have to be made with care. It bedame evident, after meetings with

officials'4Om the Colorado Department of EducatioL, that not all Colorado

communities. would serve as good bases,for be4inning project activities.

The three communities that werfinally chosen apd agreed to participate

were selected on the basis of four characteristics. First, they met the .

4

requirements of the project for communities of differing social complexity.

Ser;ond, they were communities in whiCh,administrators showed a keen interest

in the project and agreed to fend.their support to the project's activities

in their school districtd -A third requirement was that there exist between

the school district the .community ai friendly spi?ip ot cooperation an

interest.. Since the projeceeiphasimed-t*integration'of#e4,school

curriculum and the, c tyitself, it was essential thkt the school and

community enjoy,a stable ana.Koductive relationship: this included, a
,

427.
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close working relationship between the school administration and the local

edudational accountability'bommitted: Finally, a .requisite for choosing

a community was that the local teachers be willing to experiment with new

ideas in their classrooms, thus providing'9an oppoAunity to carry out

preliminarY7 fieldtesting of the project's materials. Through a careful

choice of participating communities, the project staff was able to avoid

many problems.

Choice of Field Itesearchers. The choice of field researcher for

the project's work presented some problems. It was discovered that

academic credentials ih the social sciences, and even previous field

experience, piovided,,no insurance that a researcher would be able to

obtain the kind of information needed for a CSP. Initially, considerable

degree of independence was given to field researchers to develop their

own interview techniques. It soon became apparen't, however,-that

gdidance and direCtion.46needed, even for experienced field rftearcherq.

Moreover, it became evident that a critical component in the''suocess of a

field researcher in gathefing data pertinent to the CSP was that he or

she have a concreie conception of the goals'of-the project itself. Upon

investigatign, it became clear that problems involving field researchers

who were failing to gather pertinent -data arose because the researcher

did not have a clear understanding of the CSP or its purpose in'education.

Choice of Interview Technique. Relat'3 to the problem of choosing

field researchers was that of choosing an interviewing technique.
,

Initially, staff field researchers were advised to use an openended'inter-

,

view technique, that is, one in which the respondent was free to discuss

anything he or she'feltsasofimportance about the community, with'a
A

minimum of leading questions. This approach, hbwc:er, proved to b4 un

suitable for the purposes=of.the,project. It became clear that a care-
.

fully prepared questionnaire would be needed if relevant data were to be

obtained from interviews.

Allaying Community Suspicions. A problem that developed-in the two

smaller communities of the study was that of community, suspicion about

the project 'and its purposes. Although a relatively minor problem,

suspicion on the part of some members of the community had the definite

potential of causing resentment of the project. Fortunately, this problem
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was resolved through the close association of the project staff andthe

1Rcal school adminisIfators. A Wider use of the media to introduce the

project to the community would serve, in the future, to,allay fears and

misapprehensions on the part of some community residents:

'Local Citizen Advisory Committees. A problem encountered in all

three communities was that the local Citizen advisory Committees, or

accountability committees, had little real understanding of their role in

v- the decision-making process...,Becausea deficiencies in state.enabling

legislation and a lack of enthusiasm on the part o school adMInistrators,

the citizen groups found themselves unsure of their responsibilities and

how to carry them out. This problem went far beyond the corrective

abilities of the project staff.' Special efforts were made in one community,

however, that show that citizen groups can become active participants in

the educational decisiOn-making process.

The Colorado Experience

..The various steps of the Colorado System-Based Curriculum Project,

starting with the preparation' f CSPs and culminating with the deveibp-

ment of curricula,have been implemented in three Colorado communities:

the NorthsTork Valley, Rocky Ford, and Pueblo. The work completed in

these three communities is as follows' . e

A grant proposal was submitted to the National Science Foundation

in July 1974reqpesting funding for the project. In April 1975, funding

was approved for an 18-month period. After 18 months of work, the 14

following had been accomplished:

1).An Advisory Board had been formed tO\provide the project with

. .

suggestions for the improvement of project materials and to mike sug-

gestions for future activities of the project. A meeting was held in

on December 15, 1975, attended by Advisory Board members from

the three experimental communities, the Colorado Department of Education,

and.the University of Colorado.

2) A model has been developed to serve as a preliminary guide,for

communities wishing to develop their' own CSPs. While more exteniive

research. will be required to-develop detailed theoretical foundations

for the CSP, this model serves as an introdUction to CSP development and

contains' a glneri/ outline for a.CSP.
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-3) ..*hree CSPs have been.deireloped by the project staff. They are

based on these three experimental communities:

-The North Fork Valley,.Colorado

Populations 5;000. . e, 4-7
.

Location: western slope of the Rockies along the NorthTntk

of the Gunnison River

Economic Base: orchard growing, ranching, and expanding coal

mining

--Rocky Ford, Colorado

Poillation: 5,000

o. Location: fifty' mileg southeast of Pueblo in the Arkansas

River Valley

EconomiC Base: jigricalture, including canteloupe, sugar beets,

and seeds

--Pueblo, Colorado

Population: 120,000
.

Location: south-central Colorado, lzp miles south of Denver

Economic'Base: steel and related industries, truck farming

4) The social profiles developed by the project staff have been

reviewed by the accountability committees of the communities for

criticism and for suggestions.

5) The social profiles have been rewritten by the project staff

for submission to=:-the communities.

6) --A,c' eprocess and for implementing the Colorado account -
kl,

ibility'l4i'lation in social science education have been developed.,

ti
7) The accountability process developed by the project staff has

A

been introduced in a special conference of accountability committees in

all three Colorado communities that are a part of the CSBC Project.

.8) The Paonia Accountability Committee of the North Fork Valley

studied the socialoprofiles and identified educational goals in the

social sciences.'

Blueprint for Nationwide Action ".

It is hoped that the experierice gained during the course of the
. -

Colorado System Based Social Science Curriculum Project will be of

.45
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benefit'to others developing CSPs in their own communities. Anew

Profiles are completed, communities will find that they provide an

tirely new dimension for social science education in the schools and give

teachers, students, and othersegments of the community a valuablestool

for ecision making. Experience gained from the Colorado Project in-

di ates that there is great receptivity to the use of the CSP in the

cassroom by teachers who are concerned with preparing students to meet

the demands of an increasingly complex social system within and outside

the home community. Those schools. developing CSPs for classroom

application will find-themselves in the vanguard of the growing movement

toward increased relevance and usefulness in social science' education.

Today there is an increasing interest throughout the country in a

community-based-curriculum and in using the community as a laboratory in

'developing various kinds of awareness, such as awareness of career options

and citizenship opportunities. i The motivation for this interest varies.

Some believe that the incorporation of. community experience isnecessary
0.

in order to make the social science curriculum more lively. Others feel

a community -based curriculum would serve as an antidote to the alienation

felt by youth. Still others feel that the federal government doMinates

the grassroots political system of'the community and will undermine the

cultural heritage of the community.

The programs which hive been developed as a result of such interests

and motivations vary in quality. Most of these programs suffer from

financial and intellectual malnutrition, and lack of coordinating among

these programs results in duplication and waste of resources. For these

reasons it is important to establish a national educational consortium

for a community-based curriculum development. Members of this proposed

consortium, composed of approximately 30 school systems, would each

represent a community-of both unique and complementary size and economic,

political, and cultural characteristics. It would be the task of the

. professional staff of the consortium to coordinate the research and .

. preparation of CommUnity Social Profiles, to help identify community

educational and curriculum goals, -and to develop system-based curricula.

The consortium could also he:p train the business and public sectors in

the use of CSPs for policy mating.

4
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The tasks of the consortium could be outlined in the falowing

harmer:

1) Development of a national model for the preparation of Community

Social Profiles in local communities.

Preparation of additional Profiles with particular emphasis en

meropiolitan'and planned communities.

3) Preparation of fictionalized Profiles, bared on.actual.case

studies, for use as models for other communities.

4) Improvement of interview techniques to ascertain students'

images of the future and their plans for the future.

Development of curriculum materials simulating experiences in

communities complementary to home communities.

6) Development of a staff training kit explaining the use of CSPs

for decision making. The kit would be prepared for use by

school administrators, teachers, and community leaders serving

on school advisory or policy-making committees.

7) evelopment of an experimental course for teacher training

institutions on the preparation and use of CSPs for decision
11

making and teaching.

8) Initiation.of a workshop for members of local education/1

accountability advisory boards and other advisory groups,'in-
,

cluding members Of bo4ds of education. The theme of the work-

shop would be "Identifying Educational Goals for the Future,of

Youth."

9) Initiation of two institutes--one for planning groups and one

for business leaders--to develop skillq_in interpreting CSPs
b

and using them as tools in 'the-decision-maRing process.

10) Institution of an annual regional conference for youth and

educators from-xura1,4rban, and suburban communities, entitled

"How to Prepare Youth for --the Future."

11) Preparation-and testing of a manual to assist communities in

developing community profiles and a community-based social science

curricula.

121 Prepakation of an annotated catalog of community work experiences

classified according to unskilled, semi-skilled, skilled, and

professional occupations.

47
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13) InitiatiOn of experimental-programs toll demonstrate how to"develop

an, interaction between: work, knowledgep_and "future awareness,"

If some 6f these ideas expressed in the Agenda were translated_into

a program, the design could be the proper respo4e to a national concern
4

dramatically expressed in.the.1965 Economic Reporta the Pregident's
,

)
,

conpmic Council, which a*ated:'. . 4,. JO

'Rural-urban migration has created p blems. of adjustment
.for the migrants and for the arehs rece wing them.' Existing,
urban educational: iysteis, sociti1 grow ngs, and economic
'structures h1419 been unebia'to absorb thly the rapid inflUxif
of the poor,'-uneducated,.and unskill among the rural migrants.,

Many have -found it difficult to adjust to the new economic
And social environment: -Because the lack skills, they are
handicapped in an indusirial'socie which is increasingly
replacing unskilled labor with ski led lailor and machines.

They become irictims of impersonal business fluctuations
which affect most heavily the younger, the leasrskilled,
and the"hon-white workers. Bpd, irunemployed, they cannot
fall back for food and shelter on the extended-family system
of, a traditional rural society.

Since this statement was written in 1965, the-timeland space'mobility

of the youth has increased. Today the direction. of migration is not'al
,

'clear-cut as it was 11 years ago. Metropolitan and rural school systems.

must enter into a new alliance to prepare youth for.tlie steadily changing

environment in time and space. The Community Social Profile System, if

adopted for wide use, c 'd make a major contribution in helping-to prepare'

youth for their futures.

.
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.Part-III

Learning Activities Based on the

Community Social,Profile .

in this .Part are presented a wide variety of learning, activities -

developed by the Colorado-project and appropriate for use in most wal-
1

..

munities-around the United States. The- purpose of thiS section is to
/ ..

--,show the richness of a curriculum based on a Community Social Profile,

as well as to prcvide some immediatelyApplioable help for classroom

teachers wishing to involve students in dommunkti-based learning.' Moat,

if not all, of these activities:canbeuAed withoUt the prior preparation
:

of 4 Profile, although having -a Profile of the community on land would
A..

greatly" enhance the actimities. .SiUdentifindings as a result ofepany of

thesi activities;. also, could produce information to be included in'a
. .

Profile. under development.
. ,

.., . .

. The activities are grouped by types of "awazenesses" that they are

designed to promote. Thbre are ten categories of awareness: value
. _

awareness, "social reality awareness, problem awareness, system awareness,

spatial awareness, historical awareness, work awareness, leisure aware-

ness, and knowledge awareness:

Value Awareness Activities

Values are ideals and objectives. that people find good and desirable.

Perjbill values guide people in their individual behaviorand decisions.

Community valueA guide people in their, social behavior and group decisions.

Values help define social problems by reveling the distancq between what .

is and what one's values insist ought to be:
o

' Students should become aware- that values pervade our thought and are

the basis on which we e-fOrm opinions-1.4neACt. The student should become

aware that most small communities have moved ;Font a homogeneous value

system to a heterogeneous one, austas the, student must bedome aware of:

the causes of the Community-'s initial_ homogeneous value system (limited

value sohrces,dcommon goAls duringpioneer periods, and the like), so he

or she'muet, become aware. of the conditions that cre ate a heterogeneous

value system. !

---11
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The single most important factor is the breakdown of community

isolation in an, increasingly mobile world. The.migration of outsiders

into previously isolated communities, the delivery of national magazines-

and neWspapes,the rebeption of national radio and television programming,

and the national distrihUtion of motion' pictures all, contribute values

that ate new and, sometimes, in conflict with CoMmunity values. Whereas

the older generations in the community received their values from family

tradition and, established religious and socia4instttutions, the younger-
.

generation isasked t.0 accept not Only community values but also the
i .

, i
. .

values taught by the mass media and other extracommu4ty sources.. In
-,.. :..:

, (
, ,, --',...,..,--

this waY.'7a "generation gap" occurs within the value system of the community.
4 1,4

.:
4

V Another Teason a comiunity's homogeneous value system is replaced by

a heterogeneous value sySiem is the national-trend ofgroWing ethnic ,aware-.

ness.' Wherever ethnic groups in thecommunity.asserttheir4unlqiieness,

they challenge the traditional concept of the United States -as aimelting

pot, in which heterogeneous elements were expected tobecome homogeniZed.

The concept that replaces the melting pot is the concept of the smorgasbord4=-

a situation in which each separate identity with its unique values demands 4

to be preserved. Thus, ethnic aw'areness3breates noeonly an awareness of/4-1,.

the complex social composition of the comiUnity,Tbut alio an awareness Ot---
/

the complex-composition of
4

the community's value system.

Objective: As a result of this activity, studentb will, become aware

of the rich sources of our value commitments.

Activity: The class may be divided into three groups to review the

following documents:

1) the Declaration of Independence

2) the Preamble to the Constitution

3) the Bill of 'lights

As a result oftheir research, the class max prepare a list of

the value commitments expressei in the document they have studied.

They may discuss how commitment to these values many create a
100,44t4,1"

system-of values on,which the quality of rife in the community

may firmly rest. As a follow-up activityi.students might

prepare a displai.-ehtitled "The Heritage ofItalues for Building'
. ,

a More Perfect Community.".

'4.1"
',LOAM'
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e.0b)ective: Its a result
_

of this activity, students should. be able
- . . ., ..

to comprehend the dominant values of the United States and . .

--..,,,
--. r 1

soie.of the,incompaia kiblities.and contradictions, among these -

,.- . , .

-
. 16

''

values, Further; they shduld discover how-the Hierarchy of,
.

. .

..-ik

values changes over t1 ime.
.., , -

. . .

..

If

Activity: The teacher may preset the follOwin0.5valueso Which
4_

have been import ant value abmthitments in the course of Ameilcan

tiistory:

C

1)..\achievement and success

2) the'work ethic
.

3) a moral orientation'

4) humanitariamores

5) efficiency and practicability

6) a belief in progress

7) materialcomfort

8) equality

9) freedom

10) -conformity as represented in the concept of the United,.
.

Stites as "melting pot"

11) :nationalism ;and patriotism

12) rugged individualism,

13) racial superiority

14) faith in science and techhology

15) democracy

I

A-4

.5. tr.:.

5

1-

The class may preparea flannel board- and 15 signs, one, for

each of the value commitments listed at0e. The studen6 may/.

\pullthe-signs out ofa hat. and attempt to explain what actions

a commitment to this 4alde would entail. The class-may discuss

each value In the- following' terms: 4
.

1) Does this.value guide ue in building a'more perfett

union? 1 , .

Is commitment to this value_ as important today as in
. \.

\the past? . ,*

. .
t: .

3). Are there any, limitatioAsAsuch as resource scarcity-

limiting the pursuit of material.comfoit) on pursuing,;

this',..value.in.the future?
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When allt.,h values have bee n placed on the flannel board,
t

students may eliminate thoe values which the claps has

' ch linged.(such as a value commitment to racial superiority,).

y may fearrange the remaining values into a hierarchy that

would ensure a better future for.theCdmmunity and for the

nation.

.

Objective: As a result of this activity, students should become
, - *

rd. ./ 4 1 o .

aware of.: -

1), situations in which their personal value gommitments
t.,

.
. .

. .

:
. .

are in conflict with community value commitments,

often represented by gprentaLexpectations:
- 0

.

2)' possible conflicts between themselves and their parents

which be
,
caused:by differences in'valui commitments;

I . . Y

and

3) value commitments identical with, those of their ,parents.

(Students may investigate whether-such identical value

commitment is the result of training by their parents

or whether both they and their parents,ha e arrived at'
i

similar value commitments under the in uenci of a
..-

___,-
mUtual-thirdsource0 ...,,, b

Activity: Senior high school students May disCusotheirtiwn and

their parentSi opifiions-on the following questionsf,2

Should the 'commun ity help minority groups'liVei WOrk,

and gO'to sChoOl outside theirlown neighborhoods?

2) Do you feel-Your feeling orfreidoll.is-abri4ged by any
,

of the value comlitments of tha,comMUniEY at latge?

3) What. customs of.Your iirento dO.You fielYoUiOughtto

follow?

4) Are*there CertaincUstoms tut* your'parents'Wish you;

1)

\ to. fOlioW that you do not feeLsoit'.ought to follow?
. ,.

'The crasashould disOdss the-value c6imitOsits=thatmOtivate the

anStere*these questions. Tikchers may char* these gpistiohS
. .

i.,.. .

and'develOvotheisiiehichill most effeotie1remiaore the

(gaps
".. _; -"...i. . e,

.geneation gar Aiville value system of 1..h eir,-OlOn ac.ameilities.
,

CO
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O

. .
Nesooave . A, -

As a follow-up activity, students may draw cartoons that ."

. reflect conflicts between parents and students'due to their,

differing value orientations toward the world.
, .

0

G

t

o

),

4 Co

6 Objective: As a, result of this activity, students will be able.,', .

. ...
.

to analyze their own use of time, compare it to the'use their:
,- , ,.

peers make of,their time, and discover: :

1) activities arse based on value commitments, ,
. s.

2) the use ortime varies fromtpersonfio person,-based - -,;.1

. .

4,

on the petson's value commitments; -

.
.

,

,
. . .

...3) what one person considers useful and injoyablediffers .:

--; from what anothdr considers useful and enjoyable, ,
-...
x:

4

according to one's unique value commitments;and

'4) tha't, -many times, what is. enjoyable is not identical
.

with what is usefill.

Tiis activity should remind students that many activities are

important for good mental and physical health.

Activity:. Have each student 'fill out a_time calendar fOr one week.

A model time calendar Is shown.On the following page.

In RED shade in the time spent doing things you really'

enjoy. In BLUE shade in the time spent doing the things you do

not enjoy. Puta :U" in each space that you did tomething

useful. Put an "NU" in each space that you did not do something

useful.

Give your students time in each class pdtiod to fill in ----

their calendars.. Tell students you dill be posting calendars ,

(without names) at the end' of the week.

At the end of the week have each student write out a

description of what they have learned about their ownuse of
4

time. Questions each should answer are the following:

1) What is a useful activity?

.2) What is not a useful activity? '

3) Should useful kctivities be enjoyable ?.

4) Are there enough things for people to do_in your/

community? Explain.

5) . What wci/dyour calendar have shOwn if you lived in an

la

. urban cceatunify?-..-
r

f -
.

4:411.4"IAA.

.
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. . .
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I
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.

6) Z you,could-d5 theA,,,eek_over again; what things would= you

Ay

change? 1,
.t.

.

e
i

# so. -4 . .
.

,
.

Objective.: As a result of this Activity, students 1.111'be.able to .

7 .

\ .
, .. N ... %

conduct and interpret the results of a miniitura statistical .
* 0

40

survey and ';to -fin .classi Out generally how memLers .of their .clas .

.
. 4 . PA..

. -';'''
feel. about povert.. .

44, ..1.. .

.
- . - ....-:'

Activity:' Without, using names, have etch student fiff out ,the . .

.
.

/7 ,- ,.
Survey questionnaire on' Ogg 50. lAst a 41:; 44 the- qttsfientis to -. : ..L.....,),,, .1,..'

, . ?.4.
comp'ile,the resifts aid' post them% bi.sctres the result's. .Does;; .

,,,?..,

the class hive a poseiye oinegative attitude Lout poor '5.
*

1

. . ..
.

I f
,

.

people? Text have students indigiduelry write out a"defirlitilret - .#

dr-poverty. (Discuss4with t h e class that_ poverty its more t a n -,,
*/.

a lack of money. It; lso has social and. psychological' Al-pe
. ..

. . . /-
Also -poverty, is relative over time and spa -e.4' As a folio

.,')

activity, invite a social worker to discupe wifii the. cikaethe ,

. %. - ,

- ,---probltaas of poverty in the Community. tlasIsroom 'discussion may ..,,

,

reveal that'prejudices are shaped by individuals! Values., -1*"

,

. .

Social Reality AwarenessActivities
.

.. -
L.,N.

Students. rou,ld rf let* the, social science content presented o7 theta. ,, ',,t

in the classroom with the social rielity they,,enconntei outiide -the. class-: '
. Ailt

room. The social sciences are not an abstraction but hive'a living
,-

connectedness with the everydaplife of the student.

Social` reality- awareness activities slioui4Oleave,st63ent.e_avire

events 'and changes within add beyond the community are caused ,),:,114 natural.

forces (such drought ant earthquake) And kiiihtuactions (such AA-.
Price changes Within the. ,conoinic system and cluing e4 ot goyArraufAt'il

policy). These-cha*es'Affect tin welfdre of the communitrand,tie*Oitions'.

of the individUal. to'

ttudents must understand thelhaturn-Amf'Ahnlorld in ithiali'they live
ar Instance; if the in e coal or-slialem4ninti community,

A r

the class should carefully- analyze tie social`1eiity of mininpe4i4ons,
O ,

by-personal, Observation oksaningOnditione.tend,by careful coniid -40 b 4-

of news Articles. on the energy crisilgneratist b deCiipiits'ot the oil -..
p r o d u c i n g a n d air - consuming o o t a t t r i e s.

_

s octant s- ii smallC

^ 1,"*:
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8:00-9:00

9:00-10:00

': 10:6041:00

11:00-12:00

12:0071:00

,' 2:001-3:00

3400r4:00.'

'A:004:0d

5:00-6'00

.4:00-7:00

..

MONDAY

I

--

Figure 5.

:Wh:It4)-Yc-ou 'Db???

,

PART 1: When asked,what we moit.like to do,tmost of us have'no troublo.answering. But do-you.really know
what*lt is you.do, day in and day-Out? Your project for the'umek is ti fill in the time calendariaelow.
Fill'it out eachrday-pdon't wait until the'end of the week to try aAd remember everything you've done.

4

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY . FRIDAY

t.

e

SATURDAY SUNDAY

'')
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.
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Figure '6.

Survey.

1. Most poor people live in big cities.
Agree Undecided Disagree

2. If a poor person does not have a job, 'it is basically his fault. He
is probably lazy.

Agree Undecided Disagree

3. Most pcor people don't care as much about their children as middle-
income people do.

Agree Undecided Disagree_

4. Most poor people have as*many opportunities as everyone else; they
don't take advantage of thei.

Agree Undecided . Disagree

5. Most poor people in this country are ethnid minorities.
Agree Undecided Disagree°

6. The poor really don' -t mind bad housing, unemployment, and welfare
since they are used to it. ' .

Agree __
* Undecided Disagree

i' ,.._

.

7. Probably the.best definition of poverty is if a family of four .

'(husband, wife, and two Children) earns less than $ . monthly.

8. The federal government is now -ending
Agree. Undecid

9. People have been exaggerating the
About one out of twenty families can

' Agree Undecided

enough money to fight poverty.
Disagree

unt-of poverty in this country.
considered poor today.

Disagre

10. Not only do the poorhave less money, but they are often cheated or
taken advantage of by many merchants.

Agree Undecided Dis ree

11. most. poor people spend moreg.money on liquor than midd -income,people
do.

Agree. Undecided

12. The children Of poor people have practically the same opportunities
to make good as the children of middle.- and upper-income parents.

Agree Undecided Disagree

Disagree .

57
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rural community, they might discuss how the construction of a big in-

dustrial plantin the region may affect student decisions regarding

career plank and options. Students mist become aware of how these

situations and decisions alter the social reality of the Community and

affect community-welfare and individual options.

Regardless of the type of community in which they live, students,

filAyAFilies and how these chi4ies* .need to become aware of how, social
. -

affect their images of the community.

+-Objectives: As. a result otAll ing activities, students 11..,"1.'

t .

be able to realize how events in the community, the state, q

nation, and theworld may affect the.well-being of'the c .

ctivity: The class may prepare

into three sections:

3.111.1d-tiWboarkdividihg the board S'

1) 'changes in the commOnflY tHatliffectour lives,

2) changes in the nat Allail4ffect *441, ands

3) changes in the world-that affect our lives.

Once a week, students sh ould bring in articles and illustrations

that deal with contem2orary events." Students will discuss how

thes* events affect the welfare of their community. The class

will decide \on the best two articles in each category and will

post those articles in that section of the bulletin board for

that week;:

ActivitY.; A committee of Students could prepare a weekly report.on

forthcoMing televisiori programs (such as documentaries,- news

programs, and specials) analyzing current-issues. Student 1

volunteers watch these programa and, report on how the issues

presented ontheerelate to the welfare of the community.

eNctivity: A classroom committee interested in science can watch for

articles related to zcience:and technology and report -to the .

Class on how advances in science and technology may affect the

welfalkof the community. '

'Activity: Students may study how controversied-in the community
U

,:

affect the welfare of, the community and determine how the roots

of the controversies may be related to science and technology

to events occurring outside the community, and to conflicts

value commitments within the community.

44f. V,T.i
',44ksr.stkezt fwrsv,
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Problem Awareness Activ ties,

Problem awareness s theLotitgrowth of the interplay between values

awareness and social r lity awareness. The gap between the goals

generated by societal slues and social reality represent the social
,

problem., A social problem is always a conflict between what ought to be

and what is.

Rich countries have more social problems since they can afford to

recognize the existence of the gap between their goals and realities.

But also, rich countries have more options to exercise in solving social

problems - -that is, closing the gap between the dream and the reality -

because they have greater availability of resources beyond those needed

to provide the bare necessities of life. These surplus resources can be

allOcated to solving the social problems the rich countrieseve identified.

Not only is the United States rich in resources to solve.problems:

it has'a cultural environment that is favorable for recognizing social

problems, since'it is free from dogma that imposes a narrow view of social

possibilities. The cultural.environment of the United States.is also

favorable for the solution of*social problems because of the American

value commitment to pragmatism:

Students should use the scientific method in their analysis, of

community problems by applying the following steps:

1) Symptoms of the problem: The outward manifestation in.the

community that, something is wrong. The symptoms may be dis-

coveredthxdugh newspaper headlines, political campaiglls,

strikes, protests from pressure groups, and the like.

2) Aspects oftbsoproblem: the economic, political, and ethical

dimensions of the problem. 'StUdents should able to argue

why society should be preoccupied with the problem. What are

the dangers if the community ignores the problem? Neglecting

the social problem Aay lead to a waste of resources, to political

polarilation, and to injustices.

3) :Definition of the problem: deScription.of the gap between the

goal commitments of the Community and the social rea4ty.

,4) Scope of the problem: the extent Orthe problem's roots and

impacts. Students should be able'to gather and explain statisti-

cal andOthen'information reflecting the magnitude of the problem.

e - .

r.
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5) Causes of the problem: Students'should be able to apply the

analytical tools of the social sciences to explain the causes

of the problem.

6) :Solution: Students should be able to investigate the roles

4. that different segments of society (individuals; voluntary
",

groups; local, state, and federal governments; -etc.) might /

play in solving the problem. The students should be able to

weigh the costs and benefits and the effectiveness of various

measures now in force and those recommended for the future.

Ob ettive:. As a result of this activity, students will be able to

analyze problems in their community using' a systematic Problem=

solving approach:

Activity: Have students identify problems in their community and
/

followthrough the steps given above. For instance, a problem

your students might work with is poverty in your community.

To investigati this problem, the class may be divided into

fiye committees with the ollowing functions:

Committee One will investigate, tie -ImptaMs'of

the problems by looking for anyoutward manifestation

of the problem that might be revealed by'newspaper

articles, unemployment lines and SO on. 4

Committee Two,will stUdi) aspects of the problem.

Mock public hearings might be held in the community

by a simulated CongresSional subcommittee. Witnesses

might include:

1) an economist who emphisizes waste of talents;

2) a politician who emphasizes political tensions

between the haves and the have-nots;

3) a sociologist who emphasizes the impacts of

poverty upon family life and upon-Increased' social

behavior such as vandalism and crime;

4) a psychologist who emphasizes the despair and

frustration caused by poverty and the sensesof

4,
usefulness and lack of self-worth caused by the

inability to provide basiC'needsi

f 4,^
*Statri`gt'fir x 4,f:

= 7? Z.,...{,ar- ,i"÷:
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5) an anthropologist-who emphasizes the cultural

dimensions of poverty; and

6) a minister who emphasizes the ethical implications

of failure to recognize poverty within the community.

The class_togethercould-then-define the pro6lemIjar=:

instance, How can our community provide an income for its members

to assure an adequate livelihood? Then, more committees, would

to work:

Committee Three will search for data to 'give insight

into the magnitude of the problem of poverty within the

community, such as data on income distribution within the

community as compared to income distribution with the

state and the nation.

Committee Four will investigate causes of the problem;

for 'instance:

1) inadequate economic bathe in which an industry Ouch

as subsistence farming) does not produce sufficient

income;

2) declining economic base caused by mineral depletion,

soil depletion, the decline of trade centers due to

population loss, and/or competitive industry in -

other communities which leads to shutdowns of local

industries;

discrimination that Lt .s some members of 40
II

community from employment; 0

4) impact of national or international events;

5) shift of demand dile to alterations in income or

taste (for instance, before the "energy crisis,

*coal-based communities were,depresied because the'

energy demand had shifted to. oil; or since hats 11

havegonelout of fashion, New England comminsities 1

based on e hat industry have becoims depressed); and

'6) lack of kill and/or inadequate education on the

' part of those unsuccessfully seeking employment.

4

e ,414.4
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,'=fEommittee Five may Wish to divide into three

separate subcommittees tci, study different solutions to

the problem of poverty within the community:

1) The first suboommittee can investigate what.the

poor can do thems\ lves to improve their"con-

dition throughleducati6nal and retraining

programs.
40Z

2) The second subcommittee may investigate 'what'

volunteei groups (11cluding church-based and

business -basTd orgaizations} can do.through

charity or improved \employment opportunities.

3) The -third subcommittee tay!investigate existing

government anti-poverty programs on the local,

state, and national leVels, and may research new

proposals--inclUaing relevant civil rights .

legiglation--aimed atlimproving the effective-

ness of the governments anti -poverty policies.

The-very aetailad format given for this activity can be adapted

to Serve forclassroom explorations of problems, which the cla'ss

can identify Within their own communities.

System Awareness Activities* .

.0p
Every community is made up of a natural system and a human-made

system. The natural system, or ecosystemp is composed of three groupi4

of coMponents:. i

1) physical factors (climate,soil, water, topography, etc.),

2) living organisms (including humans), and

3) interactions among living and nonliving c
s:\

mponents.(competition,

erosion, decomposition, etc.).

An eeosystem's only goal is to maintain its own equilibrium, the

nature of which is unpredictable. If the existing equilibrium is

*See also System Analysis and ita-:Vse in the Classroom by Kenneth

Goulding, Alfred Kuhn, and Lawrence Senesh, Boulder, CO: Sodial Science

Education Consortium, 1973.

-VA

O
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ti

disturbed,py nature of humans, there is no guarantee the new equilibrium

will replicate the prior one. For instance, the ecosystem regained its

equilibi:iuM after the_disappearance of the dinosaurs, but the new

eauilibrium did not contain dinosaurs.

41
cosystem, each'component is also a system. For instance,

fish and plants are each self-contained systems as well as interacting

systems.

The purpose of all living systems is survival, but*in the .case of

humans there is a purpose beyond mere survival. Humans develop new ideas

and accumulate a culturefor the purpose of attaining a deliberately-set

goal;'and they develop other systems in their environment that will '.1e1P

them accomplish their goals. Human beings, technological systems are goal

oriented and, in fact, often contain self-correcting mechanisms. Many

human social systems are also goal Oriented. For instance, the goal of

the family-is to provide mutual support, especially in the rearing of

children; the goal of business is to maximize profits; and'the goal of

government is to maximize public welfare.
-

All these systems--the natural, the human-made, and humans themselves--
4

are components of the community. The community itself has goals of its

own, all of which may be in conflict with each other` or may strengthen

each other.

Human beings are the coordinators of these systems, but unfortunately

humans can create social and technological systems that:may cause

irreoarable damage to the ecosystem and to human health and happiness.

To maintain harmony among thesarthree systems has become a national

'objective, as evidenced by the U.S. Environmental Policy At of 1969, which-

states that

Congress, recognizing the profound impact of man's activity di
the interrelations of all components of the natural environment, -
particularly the profound influences of population growth, high-
density urbanization, industrial expansion, resource exploitation,
and new and expanding technological advances, and recognizing
further the,hoitical importance of restoring and maintaining
environmental quality to the oVerall welfare and development of
man, declares;that it is the continuing policy of the federal
government in'cooperation with state and local governments,
and other concerned public and private organizations, to use
all practicable means and measures, including financial and
technical aLsistanee, in a manner.calcuIated.to foster and,
promote the general welfare, to create and maintain conditions
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under which man and nature can-exist in productiveharmony,

and fulfill the social, economic,-and other requirements of

present and future generations of Americans.

1In,oraer to carry out the policy set forth in this Act,
it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal Govern-
nmit to use all practicable means,,conSistent.With other
essential considerat'ions of national policy, toimprove and
coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources
to the end that the Nation may--.

1) Fulfill the res12onsibilitieS of each generation
as trustee of the environment for succeeding
generatidns; .

2) Assure for all Americans. safe, healthful, productive,

and esthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings:

3) Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the
environment without degradation, risk to health or

safety-, or other undesirable and unintended consequences;

4) Preierle.imoortant historic, cultural, and natural
aspects *i:.f.our national heritage, and maintain, wher-

ever possible, an environment which supports.diversity

and variety df individual choice;

5) Achieve a balance between population and resource use
which will permit high standards of living and a wide

sharing of life's amenities, and

6) Enhance the quality of renewable 'resources and approach
the maximum attainable recycling of depletable resources.
(Quoted in FundamentalS of Environmental Education.-.

1976)

For such objectives to be realized, each citizen must become aware

of how such systems interact in their own immediate environments.

Objective: As a result of this activity, the student Will under-
,

stand that huMans have the ability to create social system's and

the option of bringing their social systems into harmony with

the ecological system or of causing irreparable damage on the

community, regional, national, and global levels.

Activity: Students may study the chart in Figure 7 on the follow-

ing page, translating its general categories into specific

local instances.

0

Objective: As a result of this activity students will be able to

understand the extent and nature of systems whose interactions

combine to form the underpinnings of-the community as a funbtional
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Figure..7.

Interaction Betw en the Social S stem

nd 'the

Eccilogi al System
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Activity: The teacher should mention thelannouncement, "all,systams

4o," before a. space capsule is lunched from Cape Kennedy. .Ndte
.., ..N

that many different tecLnical systems are needed to launch and

orbit the spacecraft, sustain the,like.Of.he astronauts within,

iensure radio contact: and provide for a safe landing.,, lalere.ir.

are rocket(and firing mechanisms, fuel systernsdevices for .' .

jettisoning used rockets; space capsules have in oxygen system,
. .

food system, power system, communications system, tracking
I

1 . .

-stations have radar systems; and so on.' Each of these syStems.
I .

mUst be in perfect wow ing order .before the cai,aule-can-be4.
1 .

.

launched. Ask .the s udenis td give examples of systems within
1 ,

.

the 'community--pow syitems, communications systems, food
I 1

.

systems, fuel AirS ems, waste disposaa systems, and'so on. ,

L . P
Discussion shoull4 bring outsimilarities"betWeen the communIty

and the'spacecraft, emphasizing how, in each, All the systems
. ,

.:_must function in harmony if the whole is to function properly.

As a follow-up activity, the class might discuss :hp w the

disturbance of any one system affects other systems and upsets

the-balance pf the whole. To illustrate this delicate valance.

,between sys ems,,students may construct a clothes hang r mobile

withicdt-o_t shapes repriesenting various sytems within the

community and.-Viatch how removing One shape affects he otters.

Objective: Ash result of this activitte\students will be-able to

see how developments within one sector f the community affe9p

systems throughout the entire Community.

Activity: Students may organize a, mock city planning commission

Jmeeting to discuss an application for permission to build a sub-

division of 12 new houses. Using'city.mapsi the students should

determine the modifications that such a dubdivision would

1 necessitrae'in the following community systems:

1) water and sewage

2) streets .

-(1 ;
3) schools -

I
4) porn aina telephone

4.4

,

7
`
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5) parks .

6) fire

Objective:. As a result of this activityr students will understand
. . ,

-the impact of changes In the natural system upon systems made

..:
., by-humans. - ,

. 4
1

.

. clua.tKi, ,SCudentikeY collect news articles that show hOwthe

system
.

impact of poNerful events in'the natural prodIres events.
. i

Within
e

human-built system's.. Articles can show how natural'
, ..,.

events may affect humans directly -(as when a blizzard ,causes
%

loss of life) and indirectly (as' when # blizzard inter;upts
the food distribution system by freezing crops or,closing roads,

preventing the movement of food to markets). Other natural
i

,, .

events which affict humins and their-systems are' drought, flood,

earthquake, precipitatidn, and depletion of population of
.

:
1

certain helpful speciesIsuch as honeybees, as a'result of

pesticide.pollution). Students,may discuss, what measures may

be taken to protect hurrah -made syitems from the brunt of

r

natural events (such as the construction of flood levees) and

how the -pattern of systems made by humans can be changed' to

minimize their susceptibility to natural events (suclias land-
. f

use regulations against building in
/

flood plains).

.

Objective: As a result of this actiVit , students will be able to

*community goals and' theunderstand the relationshiP betwe

creation of systems to help meet

Activity: Students may discuss, how th

generated by the value commitment

Awareness AatiWities above). ,S

goals under these headings:

1) _a healOy community

2) a beautiful .community

3) a safe community

Students may-discuss'how syste
/

coordinated-to achieVe these goa

r

goals of a community-are

of that community (see Value

dents.may.grOup,,community

I

withiea cOmmintty maybe

ho4 the functioning of
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systemswithin their community advances or hinders the aChieveient of

,ocommunity goals, and 'chat' adjustments of community systems :re needed to r -*

bring about the -better fulfillaient of these goals.
a a

Objective; As a result of this activity, students should Ve able. *.,-; .:

'..1j.00

.
t .. , A. .

to" discover that the comminity ii a system where every functicin ..:.,-

/ .- - 1/

*

'0

relates' to every other function.' ' .
. . ..

*
Activity: The teacher may, identity the

.
five main, organizitiode of

44. 10. '- c
the And writtO them on the b/ackboatdt:Tamilibsc -

,.1.-

,,'".., .-!.., d - '
.

. ...
raighborh ,..AAuntary; operations* profit - making enterprif4, '

.
-...,,, ...

.. - ..e..
. ) 4,:1--.. .,,,,,,/, -: ,

an governmeht. kive students should be. selected, representing
A .

one of theffive.organizations. Eget student will explain "trans -

actions
. ' ,4e1 . i, :I

.. ....

actions between the organization heishe,repreSenti. ana the.
. , ..

,s,Other four Organ4ations. Each will.,t'xplain how the organise.
x.

.t. '4,

' .ions ate ela,4d h selfish, geperous,,,and sometiniii;
. ;

hostile transactions. For example, the student repr, esentiftPg
`. e * -

.

the gamily may explain how one fami;.1 compleietiinsactions
. .

with other famifls, with the peighOrhood, with voluntary
..

prganizStionS01kofit-maktng enterprises, and government

..0
agencies. the student repreientingvoluntary

I
organizations

V

may accept, donations in money or id kind, from the other four
, 16 0

0 dtgedizatiOns listed oz the blackboard, return for which 'i'
. .

t 4
-

the voluntary organization gives seryices and,social stability
4.41r

. -'qg pa .4,
-.

to the community. The student representing' business organiza-;
1-`.._-..-. . s . -.

tions may deicribe how profit - making motivates:buiinossel'to

prOdUcte goods and services for the tOmiwnitY'and how. such
'.,.

, Air

selfifib transactio may benefit both-private and.gedital in-

P1.4

4

terests. However', it muy be pointed out, that the market, :
-/17.'

which, helps to produce what consumers want,* may also-incur

an'costs to 'the d damage health and-welfare.?l'Adsblialtht
0

Yr.>, -
1 .

.- --

.1. '31
*

'if ,1
II

Spatial Awareness-Activit.4es;-' , . - * .

The earth's resources, both human ancr-nonhuman.v.ate unesttaIly 4is-:
. , . ,

triiuted...Students shouy_bicome aware of the -advantages _and Uisadvari=
....--. -

. It

tages of this, unequal distribution or.resources-by cnnsideiing the
.',..... .!

following.points: -- -. , ,,-,,

.....

1
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ti

. :

1) Each community has-been- given a unique share of 'the world's human
t am A - ._:. and nonhuman resources.' * .4

#

. .
0 , , . .

.2) EachcOamlunity is respons4le for the careful', stewardship, of its
. li . . \unique resources. . ,, t - ' ,.

- \3) The,uneven distribution of resources also entails an unequal/
_distribution. of catastrophic liaiards, so. that the whole of the

. .
eart&s resources is not ln,peril at any -one e,ktim from any one- .,,-

_
- hizard. . : . -, - e-

. -.,
4) _ - The-unequal allocation istablisheisa range within which the. .1' .i;- '', .47

- \
---.

:.community can achieve an optimuin size and- structures and
.." ...1. .

. determines the characteristics of tie -htirleh-made0effkronment.,
, 1,-.. - -- ,,-

_ a). the size and shape-of a community may be determinedby
the co4fOrrmation of river valleys, uninhahl.table

# ,--,and so- on.
.,

it.. ., --

-
: -4

AV .6

b)::,. The landscape and NlocatiOn' of a coaugunity_rnay' determine. ,

its-isolaion from other communities or ;the ease,With . ,, -

which it may constriatZtransportation_ and".comm unication
.r,-_-',, --',1- -r"." -- ------:-.=:-... ._.-,______----------------. _..... ..- -

--z-_-_--1_,---,...;-:--,,, ---, _---.--,.------=-___.-7.--__,,...,--r::,-----7---------,'-- -------;-- ,,,....
- _. --;:, .. .._ ...------- v -----:,....1 e .,1

u

.01

*It

The `economic base, ansl'indeed the very existence of the .

IppgeVityr of

ev of !the(
community itself, may; be deterial,nea by. the
natural- resources on which- the economic
coveitinity is ,hided.,:-':f-POirardnity.,p.tann

natural .factors such',,,as'whethar =the
whether the fiat' will- giie .out, and

t \ foreits -will-tjive -out. -. .. . ,. ----: . ..

.5) -.Because of -the uneven` -resources, nO community is
..... .,

an island". Because ho coilinuttit-Nak,itie-- resources to meet all its
'on

. ,,..;,-,4...,;:t.;,:-...7.-- -...- : , - . - .., .:,

needs, -all irunities -become- ineerdelDandeniti Understanding of.

ers inust-.cona der-
mined J./ill play out,
'Whether". theittimber

.. this inter ependence will helpTstndents,d2velop-Awareness o_ f a
. v. .,, . . -., -,.. .. .-.. , _- /

,,,-..;ilobalcoOMunity. :.,, .i, .-, :: ',:-- :,..--..7:- ,!

6) ,Spatial awateness4eterMide*JOi Oniii:,the:lisiits of economic
. , ,.,,I .: -,---- ,. ,.

growth bat:- also- the ;limit,; of human:AlteratiOn of the physical .
_

.... .

Environment. .. _. -. :''' '-'-. --,-- -.-...':'.-z.- . 4 V

I , S

m ^ ttticlOqi $h0441 3lidOlne itWarifi o* the physical -characteristics of their
; .

. cOmmunity:, its TaAsoape and, the quality of ,it soil, its wpter resour*?, 4

VI . . , /t .,^.' ...Y . . lo,..' 1

.

4.1v
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and its climatic advantages and, disadvantages. Sttents should become

aware of how the bedrock'cif their town is in fact the bedrock of its

systems, valueL, and attitudes.

'Objective: . As a result of this activity'studen's will become

----familiar-with the natural featUres of theilk-community-and will
4

be ?le to provide -nswers to these itestions:

o 1) How has the natural setting affected the way of

this area? .

i'---

2) How have people living here affected the natural setting?
-

,

;Activity: Stgdents;may be given a map of the United-States(such as

Nystrom #1:431) and asked to locate their state,*iheir region'
i

within the state, and their community' .Working individually orI.
in small groupi, students could be asked to locate and draw he

1

boundaries their community and to/list the major physical

fdatures of-the-area, such as elevation, vegetation zoncs,
I .

. .

streams and 'rivers, mountains and mesas, roads, railmiads, and

;

airfields. Then, studdnts might be asked to detePoille the

distance lir:lhilen-td--tho five nearest citiesf-to--the-obmmunitv

and, then, t9 r.nswer the following questions:

1) What s the size of your community compared to other

cammur ities in the state?

2) Which f the other communities do you think compete with

your co ity in trying to attract new business?

3) Why are other.communities larger than your own?

When this work has been completed, students may discuss these
4

questions:

1 t

1) Why pight eople have first settled_im-this afii? Where

did they like when they first came here? Has-tae .

choice of places-to build homes changed over the past

75 years ?" lain.

manymany ways can you thirik of that tie natural environ-

3)

ment has infl vced how people live here?

Do you believe the natural settingtand its influence/on

population dens
\

ty,eccesS to other communities, and so

on, "affects peop e's atiitudes.toward their neighbols?

In %/fiat ways74

L

=
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4) Do you feel your community is isolated from the rest of

the world? ,,.-

&."- 5) What things might be considered the result of°'being

isolated"? t
4-

6) What things have happened to change the community's

degree' of isolation from what it-4-)as 75 years ago?

50 years ago? 25-years ago?

7) '''':What naVe people done,, in this area that has changed

the. natural system?

Would these changes remain if people left the area?

For how long?

k.
Objective: As a result of this activity students will become aware

of the relationship between the natural environment and the

economic activity of the community. \

Activity: The teacher will present an-enlarged map of the community

and its topography to the class. The map should bep14ced next
t --

to-a United Statesmhere-students_Can_observ*the kcoation

of their community in relation- ta the rest of '-the natiOn:CThe
se"

class should discuss the following questions:

1) What is the topography of the community?

'2) ?hat 4° the climate?

3) How available is-land? How available is water?

4) How densely populated_ls--the-art17-:(This information

-66h-bedeieqtedfrom the distribution and size of

towns.)

5) How well does transportation system cohnecfyour

CommUnity with the rest of the region and nation?

After the students discuss thk.se qiiestions, each student- shoul

fill out 2ne following questionnaire.

ti
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Figure 8.

Feasibility of _Brinqing New Indu ies to the Community

Whir these proposals has

4.4

Mark each of the following Gk,

'0/
A ,

thedgreateet feasibility (GF)2

me).4.um feasibility (M)?
feasibility (NF)?

or NF.

Industries vhich require scientific and, pro-

fessional
_

IndvstrieyiproduciO4Pplianees-such
refrigerators
Indust'rifias with the,economic base of mining. ,

Induskies with'the.economic.taieof/tourisq.

Industries with the conomic base of agri-

culture such as pack ging, canning, and
processing.
Industries which require minimum water.

Industries seeking a pleasant environment
> such' as parks, entertainment, adu't

vuucatialialOrograMsfliistric.ts""2%-
good hiiid#W48bdikfbilit-4604/RuW.6N44.,

,7

Indus4ies4p:rOducing electronic parts::
.

Industries necessitating cheap labor.

Industries of individual ownership or

!a? partnership.

.After each student fills out the questionnaire a few students
shhul&oollect and compile the results. Then discuss the

ittOonomic future of the community.
...

Objective : As a result oftithis activity, students will become aware

of the uneven distribution of the water supply in the U.S.

Activity: Students should study a.U.S. weather map to find out the

average .precipitation rate for different parts of the country.

They should compare.their community to the ,Feet of the country

and should discuss the relationship between agricultural

pursuits and rainfall in their community.

4 Objective: As a result of this activity, students should be ablee,

to cite many ,different ways -`that humans change naturefor

'better and worms.
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Activity: To demonstrate that humans have changed nature's regions -.

to meet their own heeds, have the students describe the state
2

of their community. Ask them to identify changes in the region
0

and present reasons for the changes. List all the xeasons

'given by he class on the chalkboard. Then have the students

take or collect photographs of activities such as farming;

lumbering; mining; constructing dams, artificial lakes, and

irrigation ditches; bulldozing mountains to build highways;`

and building new housing projects. Pictures of junkyards,

auto parts, scrap'heaps; and garbage flowing into streams

and rivers could also be collIcted.-- Arrange -the pictures on ,

a bulletin board.- The display might be called "Man's Labor

Changes the Landscapes of Our Region."

Historical Awareness Activities

The development of historicai awareness is usually neglected in

the social science curriculum today. Many students have little or no

sthis:ittity'fii the relationship between the past and the present. 'eany

see history only as a -sequence of dates and do not recognize it as a

_recess in which the present is the outgrowth of forces operating in the

past. The situation is still worse when it conies to seeing the historical

relationships between the community and national events. Students also

often fail to realize that just as the present is the ouLcome of the past;

so. the present is a moment in history whose outcome will become evident

in the future. -\

History can lend understanding, for the roots of many ctatemporary

problems can be -found in the past. Further, history can help the students

realize which comtemporary pn:iblems are also problems which have persisted

throughout the histOiy of the commtinity. BUt historical awareness is not

retricted to the continuity of viewing community problems; it is also

means of viewing the continuity of values and, activities whicH can help

give thestudents a semie of the richness of their community heritage.

An example Of an histdrical awareness thA might-be useful to stu-

dents concerns changes in the tom uniO's occupational structuret From

the viewpoint of economics, almost everycommunity has a primary

"k`
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occupation (such as agriculture), secondary occupations'(such as manu-

facturing), tertiary occupations (such as service industries), and

quaternary occupations (ouch as knowledge industries). In some commu-

nities, the transition from the dominance,of one occupation to the

dominance of another occurs at easily identified historical moments;

in other communities, one occupation or another can be seen to have a

coAtinuous dominance in the history of the communitY. Becoming aware
144'

of such dominances in the historical life of the community will help the,

students gain an awareness of the history of the economic base of their

community.

Objective: As a result of this activity, students should be able

to generalize their findings and to identify some of the ways

in which their .community has grown and/or declined.

Activity: To demons-:rate that the growth of a town can be .easured

in several ways, appoint a committee to prepare a graph or wall

chart showing hdw their community has,grown or declined during

the past 20 years. Provide the committee with the appropriate ,

_. data_ forth; graph "fir chart sample. -Mall, char

Figure 9.

Figure 9.

Yardsticks of Our Citv's Growth

Population

20 years
ago

10 years
ago

Today 10 years: 20 years
from now from now

I

School enrollment ,---

Land area
.

I

Housing units I

Employment I

Value of products
produced

,

.

Retail sales
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To help the students understand that the present is also a

moment which the future will regard as history, and to help

students develop a sense of the future as well as of the past,

. students should be - encouraged to consider what shapes the

historical patterns within their. community will grow into

4uring the next 20 years.

Objective: As ,a result of this activity, students will be a..,e to

traCi the movement of their family and to place themselves

ksithin the historical pattern of their fainily's mobility or

,.

Activity:',-To discover what mo0i-a family has made and the reasons

for the stpdents should interview their parents and

other relatives, using%theSt q4estions:

tg_heseagsg.....youbor

2), Where did you grow up?-,-
,

3) What other places have you lived before moving to this

community?

4) Where were your parents bar#W- 0-,

5)What-are the-places-- where your-parents-lived?-4

6) If your parents migrated to this community) why did

they come?

a) looking for a better job?

b) for health reasons? .

c) going into blisinesses of their own?

.d) educational opportunities for themselves and

their children?

e) because they viewed the community as a

"healthier" place to live?

Students can use a map to keep track of where everyone has

lived. Using information from their family interviews, students
4

should develbp answers for the following questions:

1) Did their grandparents move more frequently than their

parents?
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2) Are there any geographic patterns to the moves? Does

their family mobility tend t6bespread over wide

areas or concentrated in only a few areas?

3) Were any of the moves related to major events in

American history?..Was the familypr...t of the griat

westward migrationq Was the family displaced by the

Depression? Was the family part of the migratioa from

rural to urban areas?

Students may compare the information they gather About their

own family mobiliiy with'the information available from the U.S.

Census Bureau. Are their family patterns similar to national

patterns?

As an alternative to working back'Aibugh several gener-

ations, the students could examine only a single generation:

rents-and-their-parerther-and-si-sters.:At-sm---

point, these brothers and sisters lived together. Where do

they live now? What geographical pattern emerges? What

ifioeivated the bothers and sisters to make the moves they did

or to remain where they did?

* Objective: As a result of this activity the students should be able

to write a short essay describing some of tile changes that have

taken place in their community.,

Activity: To demonstrate that, towns change over time, invite long-

. time eesidents of the community'to speak to the students about

the changes they have obserVed. The students may develop

questions to ask the speakers, stroll as' following:

1) 4Ho mAny years have youclived in this community

2) Wh n did you come to this community? What:did the

community look like when you first same?

3) How has the community changed since, your arrival?

Objective: .As- a result of this activity, -students will be"able to

compare events insU.S. history with events iri the history of

° their own community.
_

%a
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Activity: Have students construct a set of parallel time lines

from 1776 to the present. On the top line, students should

mark the terms of all the presidents of the United States. On

the second line, students should mark the major.'eventg of U.S.

history. On the third line, students should mark the significant

events in the history of their community. If explorations in

the area took place before the community was established, stu-

dents should also make note of them. Eachstudent should be

assigned one decade to research and to report mi. Two-person .

teams can work on decades of heavy activity. each report should

include:

1) a brief overview of important events occurring in the

United States duringthat decade;

2) an overview of the significant events occuring in their

own state and community'during that decade;

3) the impact of national events on the community; and

4) the impact of local events-on the nation.

s

;Work :Awikreness Activities

, ___The_community should offer an opportunity to yOunq people to partici-
.

pate in work situations that will enable them to experience responsibilities

that affect others. The work situation may involiie individually-executed

but interdependent and collective tasks. it should expose young people to

experience with others of different backgrounds and ages. The work

situation and an awareness of other work situations should stimulate youth

to discover:

1) the relationship betWeen values and job commitment;

-2) the relationship between job satisfaction and career chOice:

3) the relationship between size of income and.jobisatisfaction;

4) the opportunities for vocational and-intellectual development

afforded by different work environments; (

5) the importann of sensible job anticipation in keeping with the

reality of tile job situation; °'

6) the importance striving for excellence;

7) the relation between career opportunity and career choice;

77
v.%

, .
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8) the relationship between training and education and available,

o
options;

ago

9) the costs and benefits of staying in or leaving the-community

to pursue career objectives; and

10) the discrimina on in the labor market due to sex, race, and

religion.

The ultimate purpose of work awareness is to help students understand

the social and pschologic 1 functions.of work and to prepare the student

for making decisions among areer options. Since the 1960s, there has

been a lively dialogue conce ning youth's attitudes towards the work ethic

and career choice.

Many schodls have
t programs aimed at developing work awareness. In

Salinas, California, a special program provides students in government

classes with.personal experiences working with governmental agencies for

two- to three-week pekiods(Bilek and Haley 1973). The Foxfire project,
0

with its conviction that students can only learn -abodt their communitis

outside the classroom, involved students-in work situations resulting in

the publicationqf-the Toxfire,hOpke jiligginton*19T§.).. ,Participating

students gained'Wocational irrWrxtinfand,edlting, photography,

marketing, and advertising.

Several communities have sought to develop-work awareness by explor-

ing the'variety of resources within the community. This enables the stu-

dent to develop an awareness of work opportunities on both a career and

volunteer ,asis and to assess job options available within the community

on the basis of reliable information. For instance, in Charlotte, North

Carolim, a "yellow pages" listing of community resources has been

developed. Its purpose is to help students and teachers answer questions

related to career opportunities within the community (Feiber 1973). "Al.

similar, program has been developed in South Bend, Indiana (DuVall and,

Truex 1970. An analysis of such projects and their theoretical under-
,

pinninqs is also available (McKinnerney 1974).. In New Orleans, community .

resource personnel Volunteered to conduct courses within workplaces within

the community. The program was an appeal to thedisenchanted learner and

was meant to abolish the dichotomy between education and life. (Gateway- .

c. 1971).
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By increasing the.student's'workawarentss, the schools, in partnership

with the community at large, can help students analyze the work tituation,

within the community .a.:;4 exercise their options for future career; intelliciently.,

Objective: At a result of this activity, students will be able to de-_

ibe an occupation and gather information on the costs and benefits

associated with the occupation.

Activity: To familiarize themselves with a career, each- student should

prepare a personal handbook including the following information:

1) my name a

12) what I want to become

3) what is good about the job?, Whatare non-money Lenefi.ts?

4) what 'is bad about the job?

5) is this skill needed? Why?

6) what products or services woad I produce?
,

7) will : have to leave my community to perform-this job at

the income I want?
,

__I) what education or training will I'need? Where'can I get it

9) Atat_company_couldS

Handbooks can be constructed-by the students, with the aid of cutout'
.

pictures and written assignments. They nutir be changed ''throughoht

the course of the unit as their choices change.

1

, .
Objective: As a result of this activItyl-students will be able to in-

crease their work rareness through-firsthand experience.

Activity: The school, in partnership with :the community,oray establish

a summer program titled "Training for Excellence." This project

would place the best motivated students in the most creative work

t ronments. 'This would mean direct and frequent:access to the

creative people inthitjob environment:. craftspersons,

editors, performers, machinists, scientists, social workers; judges

and attorneys; retearchers,'marketing experts, bankers, and_soon,

according to perSonnel available in the community :

The program would begin tmall\and build Slowly, enabling school

and'community leaderd
.

to control the quality of the work experience.
. s. ..

. . ,

".v
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,
4

Students would receive academic credit for their-work experience'-..
/..-

:1

A committee of-teachers,-stUdentb,4and community members would

make decisions -on \summer placement, matching.student talentS

and employer talents. The piogram would involve a three-lontif
,

commitment: --The -sudent would work full time and would be paid
1 : ,

. ,

:7- a weeklY allOwance,\ funds -for whith-might"-be sought from the

local bUsinessCoAialunity or from government grants, ,,In.some
I .9i

cases, theyork arrangement could-4On requ4st by botk the .

:-. .,

itudent and the employer--be continued into the tall semester,

that
-

being organized' in a way,*ould7provide-the least dia-
. i I

ruption of :the student's acadiiic cdipitMeitt.
.

StUdents-wptild Nixie regular weekly meeting's-with teachers

and resource-persOns-jte,discuss the. educational application of
.

;

ttfheit "Kirk experiences: :
. 7 , .;,,
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Objective: M a result o
., ?,

list the career inte sts of studentsin.theimemunity. ",,.,:-,
.

Activity: Dtealvttha,' tudentsinto groups ,of five.': 2:aoOupplays_
.

i.
, --,.--_?.z,---_,, --_,--

"'aiei'tor. .
the rolkof a Oo_ itagethat,is...tO,

seniors .

seniors inyOui high school. -Tfiey must do4the following tasks
..,

I r, '*- I

. ,

.
as,part of their planning: ,' / .

, -

List,by occupation all of the career experts they

will invite to-speak. -People from both the,county
1

and.iledity Should be invited:
..-

. 2) Survey.and,prepare a list of the career plans of
. I . ..

seniors PartiOipating in theL'cateer day.
..

this activity, students will be able, to

1)

'3) Write out an explanation of What they will askeach

aicspe' er to talk about; for exampli,. job posSibilities

in their Occupational area, training required, wagei,

Where jobs are; available, and oppottunity foT advance-

.ment1. 1

k
/ --

4). 'Develop eicareer day schedule;
.

. 6
5) Orgdhize class idisOUssions around the following.

questions 1 HoW did the -direer -bay inforzyitiOn yotZ'
t

rectived afferst-yourfuturio plans. for staying,

cimi.00 Aqui jnieit-1.i change

or re-paifiria your occupationai and'ethicationll options?
4 r - :

.
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Each group,should share ts career Day plans with the entire/

class. It mould thejvbe 0ood to Invite the scpool counsel

to seg the plans. FrOmall'the piensdeveloped, select t

best plan and actually have a career'day.

*objective: 'As a result of t hes activity, the students shou, d be

.able to 'describethe kinds -of job opportunities availabla 4ra

nearby metropolis.

Activity: To demonstrate that the city hasMany jobs that can help
, -

'people satisfy their needs, have the students look"at the

employment want-ad section of a metropolitan newspaper. Pointe
.

out how the different want ads reflect the characteristics'of

the city labor. market:

1) 'number of jobs available-,

-1D number ordifTerent RIOW-3T-TOBS i(ailable

3) range of salaries offered

- *--4) varietrof,job requirements

Then explain thatthejobs offered in thejoity can-help people
1/7 4

s4isfy theirjteedd-f:-::fotexampiikObs.-enoikPeople to earn

income to satisfy'their physical needs; 4iVe.thelni the chance

to enjoy or excel in what they do, and offer opportunities to
E , ; 16 -
share ideas with other people. ,Ask the St udents whether a

secreta ry, ecook,Nn. engineer, or.a:scientist could find
1 s'

work by reading the Witntads. .Help them to-understandthat

all, four could find workr-isloit easier in large'citiesthan.in
,

small communities?

Studeht's may discuss how,the job options in their own

community compare with -those they have f ou
"and in the, city.

1 6

t

Students may discuss thereaiOna for similarities and differ--;

ences between coreiuniey- and city job,

,/

- ';;***

.

.ObjeCtive: As'a.result of-this activity,-students will_be able to .

`''describe the costs and,bigiefitl /Of, Migratiofi.
'

Activitz:, To lead children to A: grate 'a 'artiness of the costs and
4* "

benefits Of-migration, the-teagher,eh4Ould Wet up two "recruiting

desks!" each run hy'a student... -One des17-ruld reprlent-tim
4

Ae` krr.t
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.

.hon* community; the other-deek-would reprebent the nearest -F,.:.
.

.
.

. .
. ,

.
-

.

-

metropolitan' community. Each desk would contain descriptions
I

. I.'
t -,

and pictures of job opportunities, recreational activities,
i

, .

educational activities, cultural activities, living RonditionI .1 . ,.

. .i
and crime-rates for the community. EacH AudentrshoUld ii.-

.

liestigate the i*rmationon both communities.and'then choose. ,

the one helor..he would like to lAve in. He/She shouldtthen
. ,.

lite, a position paper discussing the choice. Selected papers
-..I. .-

1s1iould belread id class and discussed.
:-. . . i

" -:, .

Oblective: A3 a_result of thig activity, students will be able to

understand the imperfections of the job market ceuded by

discrimination.. !

.
.
. ,

, t '

4, e `.
Activity::- Students stay collect data froi government stags cs.on ;

wages paid to 'ethnic groups-"and women in'Comparin with'
I

,0 0

s
Anglos-and melee. Students willlinyestigate ilhether,the labOr

1 , ,,

.
1 I

.\

marker in their own community reflicts.similir trends. Local
.

civil rights readers representing ethnic and womens group's
. .- - -e

could` e invited to the class,to explain these differences arid ''';---.
4

sug si--hat- the government and communityshould do; to equalise
1 . 4

**..
income and job opportunities between ethnic groups/and Anglos

and men and women.

4 Objective: As a result of this activity, stu,..edts should become

i. t''
.

.,

aware of differenceei4 job opportunities according to sex and
.' 7

ethnic backgroundo,',. : 4.

4.. " .

Activity: ,S.tudents shogld make up a list of what. they would.like to. ..,7
9. .

do, and check. to` see how many women and how many ethdic.group
. . . .

-
_members have attained that position. The should try to die-

.-
nucover the .reasons if the number is, unusually high'or unusually

low.

,. .
.0- - .. '. ,

A .

$

V 4 '4,.,
t9biective,:e Asa result this activity, stud4nie'should r!Foidize

Patterns of on -theLjob/discrimination and, the politicali-

. attitude of the community,toward equalv-opPortunIty.legisliti:Id..
il.- . =

:., ..
.

.-

in this area. -
.--

,

,,, _'r,
7e. 41.4.4

oc-
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Activity: The claia.maytforiti into two committees. One .committee wili

44 ' i

.

investigate dijscriMinatton on the job due to sex and the other-
, -

4
may vestigate discrimination on ilie job,dne td race:- These_

- .., . .

co es may present their-iinaings4kbilOking the steps of .

.

t

44,, .., / 4 ,

th p blei-solving'approAch. ?len, the students should in-
. i -

.

.

ve tig te tha mpod of the comunity and the city council con -
__

..cirnin page of lOCal or state legislation prohibiting on-
. A ,i. . 4

.

1
the-io4 discrim4natiOn.'L, ,.,

O , /-
i

I,
.. . -

. /. -...

.'--4, Objective: a result of this activity, students should become
- - -

'.
,

aware f the.extent'of the'generation-gap concerning the work -
/7:7,

,. ,--c- ethic H,. ; \-
...-

T

Activity: JHihschøol studentsmay onducta survey of people in
I

,,, .

..P-- seve l'age. groups-, using the ollowing questions: - ,

.:'.:- ---- 1) Do you believe that an occupational.commi tment is
. ,.

iAportant.tohappl ss?--
, . Lilt

,7- .. - .

. .

2),, IS it fair thot ople collect weEfare payments from

the government w on they cat,wark?. % , .
.

,

:.",

.1.

,1

r

41-

.4

3) Do 3h6li think tlat teaching young people to do hard
g

work forlts r4 ke is -imp:life*? -7/.
,_

_

4) po you,think Jhat *Workers could do the job better if

er-rUlei concerning what and 4hat not to

5). What jo6wfuld satisfy 'you more to be an.emplOyee-or-
, ,: , ,.....

indePendent? Would yolfbe willingt9-give_np_auecire___._____
%-

' IjcL as an emplOeg and take the risks involved.in:

independent wo rk? ._. .

. .
-%

' 6) Do'.you think you could earn a living by,working as a
-----

6.
craftsperson? If sop whit craft?

% .

= Alta the completion otthis survey, students should discuss

the following questiqn: Is the attitade-of youth toward careers

--ert

. . -
and the work ethic salinity to or differehtlfrolatiat of the

*Ida' generation?

.

«Z.

-a

4

k

o

to.

.
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Leisure Awareness Adtivitias

The history of increasing amounts of free time is.also the history

of decreasing- amouhts of time devoted to'work\ At first, humanity's`

entire existence was devoted to hunting and gathering food, making

clothing and,tools, and providinish4ter. With the development of

technology, many of these needs could be satisfied more easily. In the
,

,--.;

early industrial period, both youths and idults Worked 'Ong hours--up to
__

. -

14 or 16 hours a day-=Waah-,11I6Wed very little f ree time. As working
..-0

,

time was clg&eased because of union demands'and legislation, the amount

; of available free time increased. As the trend toward a shdrter work-

-Neek-continues, we can expect the amount of. free ti4te to increase further

still. Inaddition, the growing trend toward compUlsory retirement is
7-

shortening the work -life of the adult and substituting fcr it freeltime.
!

Not only has the amount of free time increased-tend inc reased,

dramatically;, within this centurybut the number-of options for how free

time may be used hasqlso increased. Early J.4._dur history, free. time --
.

escecialliqh rural areaswas used for work-related activities, such as

--=zornhusking aud4quilting,bees. Although the range of leisure options has

remained narroWan small commune J, it has broadened\considerably in

1 large cities. loth of these trends have significant educational ,

impli cations.
. . !

In small communicties, youth looks with great envy toward the leisure
1

-Activitiesavaiable it,the large. cities where it seemsthat "it's all

n openings" Many tirtes the feeling that "there's nothing to do here" 41.

no ivates youth'to leave small communities for larger cities. The
t : t

att action of thousands of rural youths to urban centers, cjah"&date
4 ,

.
!

within the cities.a sizeable population of displaced persons.
. ,

The Wide range-a leisure options available in urban communities-''

frightens many parents- who raise their children in those enviroiments.
. ,

They look-upon many of the available leisure activitiesas-threats toi, , e t .

.

the morality of their. children, and thousands of families escape from th,_ -

"si5fdr-cites to the "whoiesomes suburban communities, '!thus creating
,-

suburban communities ofdisplaced persons and leaving behind them cities
4, -,

t characterized by,haidCore-Roserty and.populated by families which are too,

pow to eke the move to tbeeibarbs...........

'14

ft
4

AP
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In small communities that do not offer 'a wide spectrum of leisure

activities, it is important that students develop a creative f then than

e plssIve way of spending their leisure time and that they be iven pkills

thatwill enable them to generate meaningful leisure activities for them-

selves. In large communities, students need to develop skill in selecting

leisure activities that will help create meaning in thetr.lives rather

than merely filling time.

It is the task of odcc4tional and cultural leaaerca in both small and

;large communities to help youth devAlop leisure activities which will
.

meet the following criteria:

1) The leisure activity should_be resource rather,than

resource wasting.

2) The leisure cctivity should promote good mcltal'and physical

health.

3) The leisure activity should en-courage optimum personal development,

so that the students may.realize their best potential.

4) The leisure' activity should contribute to-the well-being of the

general community.

5) The leisure activity should be creative, calling upon .the talents

and imagination of the student. i
These criteria should be applied to activities students feel are fun to

pursue. Activities that impose a value structure foreign to the student

or that the students .are directed to pursue will be classified as work

and, thus, will not perform the recreative function of leisure activities

in allowing the student time to assimilate experience and -to relax and

regenerate the personality.

Objective: As a result of this activity, students will be able to

evaluate the mel.its and demerits of the leisure Activities

pursued by rembes of the class.
,

F.e.: The teacher can help the class develop criteria foi

defining "leisure time." Distribute a questionnaire that asks

these questions:

1) How rah of your afterschool time do you consider free

time?
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2) How much of this free time do you spend on the

foilowing activities:

_a) reading

b) writing

c) practicing music

d) engaging,in sports

e) , visiting with friends

f) pursuing crafts and hobbies

g) watching television

3) Do you feel you have.enough free time? Why or why

not?

After teacher has do3.1ectez. the responses, which should,

remain anonymous,*a group may tally .them. Then the class

-should discuss them, evaluating leisure activities by criteria
a/, 0

they develop themselves.

7't

,

Objective: As a result-of this activity, students will discover

the importance-Of developing their talents and interests__
through4hobbies and discover the variety of hobbies and how

hobbies may grow iiio qp.;e4rs.

Activity The class will invite-as guest speakers people who have

demonstrated creativity in theieoccupations:, writers, artists,

musicians, librarians, professional athletes,' scientists,

craftsnnoole, mechanics, and so on. -(If speakers from some of

these categories are not available for classroom speaking,
'4%

students may gain information these e fields frcm autobiog-

raphies arid reference works.) The clan may also invite

parents and other communicy members who are pursuing hobbid

outside their careers.

4iObjeative: As'a result of this activity, students will hit &let()

describe existing types of social and recreLtirnal activities
,

and facilities in the c, amunity and list the major recreation

needs of the community.

S.

6

.)
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Activitv:§tudents are assigned the task of determining what the

'_recreational opportunities of the coMmunit7 are. Based on

their list, they might be asked to:'

lY Recommend that recreation be available for a typical

evening,on the town for:

a) a teenager

b) people in their 20s

c) people in their 40s

'd) retired people

....2) List all the options for each of these groups, and then

dothesame for what would be available for each grout

on a Sunday afternoon.

3) Following these efforts, discuss these gue9tions:

.a) Are the recreational. opportunities for all.

age groups well-balaned?

b) Which group has the most opportunities? the'

fewest?.

c) Do you think the recreational opnortunities

offer a wide variety of activities?

d) What things are missing? Would people leave

the area because of this?

e) What activities are possible only in your

area' Would people move to an area like

this because of thsm?

f). Are there recreational activities that do not

take p ace because of community attitudes?

Explai .

g) Do onportunities for recreation affect people's

decisions at it where they live, where they

work, and what they will accept for an income?

. Explain.

As a follow-up activity, assign students the task of improv-

ing facilities for the people of the4community. First do a "needs

assessment" to find out what the needs and desires are for recreation

by the people of your community in all agt,groups. After completing

,
o:
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the assessment make specific recommendations for new facilities

and programs for the community. Present the recommendations

and the results of the assessment to the members of the com-

munity. through the construction of a diSplay or a'slide-tape

show.

Objective:' As a result of this activity, students will become aware

of the leisure activities Within their own community.,

Activity: Students should prepare a bulletin board ti4ed "Cultural

Events in Our Community." This'shouid be regularly ;-updated.

Students should be'encouraged to.participate in the Cultural

and leisure -time events that they become aware of and to report

back to the class on the nature of the leisure event and its

merits and/or demerits as an option.

o

Objective: As a result of this activity, students will become aware

of the difference quantity and quality of leisure activities

in a large city and a small town and of the need for developing

skills in choosing leisure activities wisely.

Activity: Students may compare local, regional; and metropolitan

newspapers to determine (1) the rangewf.4i.sure options

available and (2) the frequency with which various lerSure

options are offered. Students may discuss the following problem:

if they could have three options for leisure in a .metropolitan

area, what would they choose and why? Students may also dis-

cuss whether it is possible to havetoo manYsoptions for

leisure-time activities. Do the students "see any disadvantages

to a wide range of leisure options?

Future Awareness Activities

Future awareness is perhaps th most impertapt awareness to develop

within the student, for indeed'we must prepare tile qudents for,the

future if the educational process is to have any flinction atAall. The

task of instilling future awareness becomes more and more-difficult as the

classroom is further and further remove4 from the point at which students

88 o
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leave school to enter their futures. The futUre for which a senior is

preraring is onlypneyear away and can be anticipated with some degree'

of certainty; the future that the first grader will enter-is over-ten

years away and knowing how to impart knowledge that will be usable a full

decade in the future is a serious challenge. \
SinCe-tAle beginning of civilization, it is faith in\and a keen

vision of the future which has sustained individuals and kept civilizations

ive and pushed them forward. The sparks of this vision lie\in every

huma pirit, in every:human heart. \

The image of the future'which our vision shoals deterMines Whether

steel will be`used for swords or for ploWshares. If our vision of he

future is high, we will produce plowsharess if our-vision is low, we will

produce swords. The tools we forge today-as the result of our vision

of the future will determine the` fate of our civilization in that future.

'Since humans first gained 'the ability to dream, writers, poets,

ihilosopheia, ind'proPhets have spoken of Utopia, a world in which

:5nowledgeLavd, compassion, justiCe, and happiness prevail. In recent

years, many of_our hest hopes -for the fature have been challenged. Our

hope f-.r still higher standards of living has been challenged by resource:
4

scarcities. Our trust in the political ldaderehip of the nation has been

challenged by revelations or corruption in the Congress and the White

House. Out hopes for our cultural system have been blasted by the failure

to employ ht..man reasoning abilities to create a technology, not characterized

by destruction of the environment or to employ pragmatism to solve the

social problems that blight our communities.

These considerations must be our point of departure as we envision

the future of our communities. We must try. to understand where they are

headed as a result of the tremendous changes they are currently under-
,

going--as homogeneous value systems are replaced by'heterogeneods ones,

as rural communities become-suburban or are left in the backwash of progress,

and *as urban communities struggle to retain their humandimensiohs amid

buildings that overshadow their parks and freeways that overrun their
-4,0

II

4
backyards. ,

,
I

I- '''Studenti must become aware bf what these changes mean for their
,if

future options ip their own communities and in the communities they may

4

.89
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t.,
move to. They must" see these changes around them as challenges rather'

than a§ occasions.for,deSpair,

atbjective: Asa result of this activity students will learn to use

in rmatioh on present conditions as.ateol for detetmihing-the

probable_tuture of'their co minity.

'Activity: Students may prepare a survey addressed to the question,,

What will, happen if, present trends in our commiinity-continue?.

Studentsmay develop =survey qUeitiOns along these lines.: If

present trends in_Our community'continue

I) wilrthe'commUnity-grow or decline?

2) will the crime rate raise or fall?

3) will our,enYironment become more or lesspolluted?

4) will the 661munity labor; force increase -or decrease?
,

5), will unemploYment in t4e community increase or,

decrease?

6)- will my future job options' increase or decrease?r-

Depending on the answers-to the survey, the class may rephrase

the questions asProblemsand the''study of theie Problems may-
become a classroom project for theAseMester. .In developing

future awareness in relation to theproblem-solving process, it
:f1

As imeortant to stress thstr becaui4one wants to ,solve a

problem today, the impact of today's solution 30 years hence is

seldom considered. The future Impact of solutions should be a

major consideration in the problem-solving process.

4rOb'ective: As a result of this activity, students will be able to

comprehend.the importance of the process of adaptation in a

community.

Activity: To help students become aware that every periOd in hjs-
, 4

tory has encountered the problem of change and adaptaticA, they

should study the history of the community to identify those

periods in which natural, technological; and human fOices

challenged predictability. Through research, the class mayo.
. .

prepare papers on-haw generations of the-past faced these
- , .

L

-
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challenges and adapted their lives to them. These challenges

may have been caused by flobd earthquakes, by mechanization

of industries, by massive in- or out-migration, and the like.

Objective: As a result of this activity students will be better

,able to express their personal feelings about the future of

their own community and to gain an understanding of what their

peers feel about their community's future.

Activity.: Ask each student to" write a paper-entitled -"-(communitT

name) in 1999, Through the Eir:ts of Astudent' name) .' The

teacher shoUlAjnstrFt the students to write about. their

community'sfuture in terms of whether it will 'offer:

1) a desirable environment in which the student would

like to settle for life;

2) jctb opportunities that the'studentyould like-to accept;.

3) educational and social opportunities for the' students

children;"and

4) opportunities for the student to fulfill his Iherli.

.-4

,opportunities

C9mpile all the papers into a class book. If possible, make a

copy for each student, or at least five to ten copies to

circulate. After all'students haVe had a change to read the
o

, boa, discuss the following questions:

, 1) Does the class as a group-feel optimistic about the

future of the community?

...

2) What desirable things about the community's future

were brought.put? What undesirable things?
dYi

3) Do you -feel the papers represent the.-general feeling

toward,tht,Community's future of its young people

todii?

°a objective: As a result of this activ t.ty, students will be abI to
.. .

:
N

list the <,factor.s influencing their= future option to -semairr4V
,

or leave thiix:coesaunitif after high school.
.

I
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Activity: You are mayor of your town. You have been asked to give

a speech to this year's graduating.-Alass at the high school.

The titlefof the speech:4s "Community7 -A Chillenge to the Youth."

Write the speech you would give considering the fallowing

points: 4

1) How can community offer Challenge for capabli'young

_ people to stay?--

2) What should be the financial.and_nonfinancial.fators

,
for young people to consider id deciding'tb stay or

leave?

3) How can-wegTdream" together. to make a better community?

r . 4

Knowledge' Awareness Activities

As a result of these activities, students will come to understand.

that there are theoretical designs"that underlie the multitude of

personal experiences. Theory simplifies reality; it helps students dis-

c cover a design which underlies the seemingly chaotic world they experience.

The. teacher must help students understand the pattern of their exieriendes

by helping them understand the pattern of system operations in their

world and the theoretical framework in which these systems operate. Our

value commitment to practicality and pragmatic action weakens respect for

theory, and yet an understanding,of theory is important for an under-,

standing of events and actions.

The/framcwork of the fundamental ideas of the social Science dis-

ciplines is presented in the pages that" follow. Although these frame,.

winks may.at first seem confusing ant rerndite, they may be more easily

understood ~and coordinAted if one bears i17 mind that he theme in each

discipline is negotiation.

-I%

.,,. lia

1) In economics, negotiation takes place in the market, between

unlimited wants and limited resources.

2) In political science, negotiation oddifre as unlimited demands
_ .

are answered by a reasonable _limit of.,:inding decisions.

3) In sociology, negotiation goes on bet een-societal values and-

the beliefs and valuecpmmitments of individuals and groups.
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4) In anthropology,.negotiation takes place between,

demand for cultural continuity and pressures for

from such sources as science, and technology.

5) In social psychology, negotiation 'takes place between the person-

ality and the demands of a changing society that the'phrsonality

e3
societys

cultUraI change

'

also change,

t 6) In the search for_legal.justice, ne4otiatibl takes placeibetween

the letter and the spirit of the law. - .7 7
4,1'..

"i

The fundamental ideas of the social sciehce disciplines and the.

search for justice can be related to the students' exp rience with in'Oreas-
.

0 , 1

.
ing depth and complexity from through grade 2. Conceptual-

,

..
ization grows with the increasing organic development off the child, and

therefore, the curriculum that relates ideas with increasing depth and

compleRity-is termed the organic curriculum.

re fundamental ideas of the Social science disciplines and the search

for justice are'representedgraphically in Figures 10-15 on pages-87-92.

It should be stressed that these charts are not designed to be,presented,

to the students; they are for curriculum, buildere toolse in understanding
ht,

the theoretical framework of the classroom activities they -may develop.

These fundamental' ideas of the social science disciplines are too

general to be applied in the preparation of a-Community Social Profile

and a curriculum. To bemme a useful tool, these fundaMehtai ideas must.

be related'more closely to the egcialProcecs of the-specific coMmuility

under study.
_ ...-.......

The following pages demonstrate, how tie fundamental ideas of the

soci:i sciences may be related tothi social profile'Of-the cOlipuh ty in

a' curriculum. The format used; here differs somewhat front, the 6rm t of
: ,

co
..,,i)

the preceding sections', of this Part. First; a ?plete let of .,:social
0 - . s

science knowledge objectives is provididi.these/learning-actirities

related -to sPecific;:select;d1 objectives ire iscribod.

O

Social Science Objectives. The knowle e objectives of the curric-
.

may be outlined .as follows:

tend:Wm and limits

ulUm bleed on ths.COmenusity racial Profit

N:im MOUms' -

afTThireponaric !miest.of the

Ohs MOOmMiticawd.cem-meiidividuali.
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FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS OF ECOAOMICS

co.

Specialisation
increases productive
efficiency, to ea*

the conflict.

Lind. Labor and Capitol,
the type rind uuantity

, used in production.
Employment of thou
productive resources

generates income for:

Pattern of, Special.
ization ft determined
in market.

"The conflict
is mediated

. through the inter
action of supply and

denlawrin file
Market. which

determines:
which dewmine-Leve1, of
Income & Employ tent.

, The market is
facilitated by:

Transportation I Money

The desile
for ark intreat
ing standard of

Irving for an
increasirw pop.

Matron
Growth.

%TM Market
by

Public Polley de.
rived from inter.

'.'acsion of In:eples
value preferences:

The desire
to minimire

inequah ties of
opportunities

and income . ,
Justice.

i.
The desert

'lot a hid) .
level of em.

ploymentwithu,
out inflatinn

Stability.

lhe tlessre
"itsf continuity

f ,I1C(HTIC ul
14

physiCat and eco
iw llll ic timitt7

SecuAty.

_,Thu 4lesire
ol pro...ucers to

elect their occupa
tons sod culisinn
en to 1.14,14of

Weir incum. *
wisely L .
Freedurh.

Frofil New

Research

t

-

The central idea of economics is thencarcity conc.ept,-namely,
that every society faces a conflict bet een unlimited wants and

,, limited resources.

/ t

Out of the.scardity concept a family of ideas ernerge.'Because of
scarcity, man h'as tried to develop Methods to produce more in lesstise, or Usk material apd*4shorter tirne. Various types of
specializ tion were discovered in rder to .overcome the conflict
between-unlimited-wants-and limited resource's. We spicialize 'gem Pgraphicalv , occupationally`

. N.
. , .

@I Because of spr.ialization, we are interdependent; interdependence
'.ne :essitcel a monetary systemland a transportation system.

,

(.111)- Men Fria- to discover an allocating mechanism and this is the
market, wiOre through the interaction of btlyers and sellers price
changes 'otur. r Prices deterniine /the pattern. .of production, the
method of production, income distribution, and level of spending
and savir4..which, in turn, decide/the level of total economic activity.

(5) The market decision is modified by publiC policies, carried out by
'goternment, to assure welfare objectives. These welfare objectives

are cletitrrnined in the United States through thelLoVtical_interactiob
of 200-million -peoplethif feriiiiteilliiiusands of Welfare objectivesthat ton bejeduced to five: attempts to aCteletate growth, topro4te stability, to assure economicsecurity;to ;;Ioinote economic.:
free'doini and to promote economic justice

--

Paths in Social Science Curriculum DesimiThyL4wrende.Mtn h ( i go, IL: Science .Aespciates0973) p. 0. Reprinted hi.pilmission:qjhe pu sthop. °-
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Figure 11. : -Et,q6AMENTAL IDEAS 'OF PuLITly..AL1DITCE
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Community
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sociates, 1973) p.

4

. The theoretical structure of Polltical-Science has been developedwith
Professor David Easton of the Universitk of Chicago. I.

. . . . .,
® Members of society have many wants, 'Which they trope o .satisi

® Some, 'of' the waits will be satisfied throughthe onomic,-
, .,.

family, u Vogel, 'and feligtous---sYttems 'Wants that coniloisbe.
satisfied ariy of_ trratesysiemi are channeled to tilepoliticfl i/stem7-. .

V(3) As t people's wants enter the political sys- :m for salitfacticin
-they bec ck\mands. TiesexAmapds &rescreened: I,
(4) The rooning process operates through formal or, informal_;
organizattons. These urganizationt act as gatekeepers. So e of the'
deenands-!.enish. 'Others become issues', debated in the *politicii,
communikila group who share fdesire to work togetflor Os a unit ire
the politicfil solUtion of problems. i,

j . .
.

- (5) 'The- issues are Molded by ciavagas in-thapolitica coriiinuility and"
I !.

by the auf :oritieeiohutranslate ihese.derqinds into/ indi

decisions
4, - E. r. ,

1:0) The dig creffect to,todal siiteins and
. i

punt's in t , generatingposithie or negative to rt. . ... 4

( 7 i ;The part May be- directed toward the political communityF;
f toward theiregimit,e political syFtem that intorporateta articular nth,

-, of tvalues sild 'noims and a particular,,structure of au ority; and /of':'
towardtheituthoritjes,tbit particular-persdniwilo occupy positiont 41,

!political pow.' OTI)thin the structure -of authority. i s' .. . f ..

t(tfliiThe bititing,deeishilhittoralte niii4vintsevittieh ippear again at,, 1

. negate ()he political system askinPfiir recognitiOn. / .
. , ..

J
-...,,:

:'s- (5171firawfOy so pot' pr riicikfo munIty, rigirne,-
'and eptherip sr may 'originate from th .social :Oen sin the ftorms of, is
edigiabon, triofism,end 'other, anisms. .

it 1, .,,II
, . .

.

al_Soiend, Curriculum Design by 14titrInce:ISer.neet (Chicago IL: S§ienpe Resecrcb,T
I Reptinted by pevili4tEcion of )'
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FUNDAMENTAL, IDEAS OF :SOCIOLOGY,. -
c

Religious

f Organizations

(9 GWYN.

where people OCCupy__
Positions & Roles( 9

which subject them
to many

Expectatios4
influencing how
Vey Think, Feel

- and Behave.

v The i theoretical structure. of Sociology has been dewtloped with i.
Professor Robert Permed of eurdui Utfivitsity. r . . -.- .-

-(- 1) 1 iard

.

en- t o c i eiies;e x h ibiit-pettenedI* -iOca- -behavior' that ea.d
&explained - - ./i '

Educational
Communities

th Mudsa.of4se..huinanlbehin'ior Is-guided.,by 'Snared*values that.......

' people vr;junta;kfollnw. .'.-- =1,-- `- ,- , ': ...

I ® Alio, 'niucb 'human belilvior ii:guideit'by-a set of !mints. and
4,0 I ' '4 t.'s

beliefs, that people follow under the threat of punishment or...prongs,

tof reward. v,,/, _ s'., -, 17, , -'-'. .../ '
tV,", es' ' ? 1 -:,',7,!.

® One int itant part of-the-'social syitimt is organizationii*eople
work togeth r Oriiiiiiiiions to 'achieve specific goais -

, ,, ,, c ' , ' if:
(.7.:i) AhOthei.Arne0(tant part of the social system it groups. 'Poo* ,
come toge eV 'informally some to strengthen their common yaluilts'

! some to s engthert,their ertionaq.;entification.

(6)- Org nizat' ns and groups isave,many pbsitions that 0=1.11efill....
POiltion are reformat:in organizations ;Ise+ en grotips. _

jiiiri) 7 until wara person !ills a position his role. People'plap.
roletv differently, depending "ois other, people's ixpectationt and on

-their-own attitttdes, onalitibit arid kite experiences-4 - a

ft ''''' Another':insporta t part4if the social system is social aggregate:.
Sodal aggregints consiet of,,,people*who have many socially significant,

diaracteristl in contmon add thereare have-31 v ptossibilitt *of-
. . .

developing niv.rions for octsocial ain. 1 . . -.
0

.

kri.: Two pes of, forces tend' to shape 'organizations and sOcial'.
.:- aggregates some fore/ lead co stability and regularity, such as

-rfccighition f4complemientaritY, isolation-or-One organization from
another, oroidise, and subassion. Odic" 'forces lead to, tension

r -- . . . ,-J
and strain, such as uneven dotributidn of values and poi,' gr that may;

I _ ,A
--r-risuti-tivintrintirrigistilevolgtionsr."-,--`

I 1 ,

People also

iocial Aggregates

With differential power
%o pursue their

interests, influence
societal values and
encourage or-resist

social change. .

r ,

Modificuii n.

I

--Each of which has
e9 thepotential for.

developing
organize ions and

movements whichiseek
,to encouragror resist

social changel

Positions and roles individuals
occupy affect 0; t

..attitu#sisaktat_d_atagni.
:veluesbnd social institutions

-:=;--:and-tonfaidihe;peed tot
anci MC tion olsocial Support
chasing, rtsultin4 in .

I

L
From New P.A.1?s IA Social'
lidsoointes. 19233 `YL-.2

t

lif Values,!riOrms, organizations, groups, ,pOsitiofis,

tka., and social aggregates huritSit h,diavior and tlitmakpp`of
oU social-system resiating in support,or`inotlificition., A

I

Curriculum bY rAwrObt ;ssmish,,,lcialago zrat Apsara
f-t;



'Figure 13. .0,.;.

FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS OF ANTHROPOLOGY

f
Man is a

mamnialian
-social and
-cultural

animal

and is a part of the
Cfitiman Population

set into Environment made up of

Natural Environment
belpingman

k

.

affects

Manmade Environment
4 ) which is a
Social System helping man

r---- to satisfy
0 his Needs

by means of

Culture

.9
made up of
Traditions

subject to change
through 1

(!). Innovations
which may lead to

to

Complications

Simplification
,-, if irreversible
(19 and adaptive

Lai .Evolution of Culture
occurs affecting

OD

dr

The theoretical sucture of Anthropology has been developed with
Professor Pant Bohannan of Northwestern Universiy.

( 1) Man may be Inoked upon as a mammalian, social, and cultural
animal.

(2) Man is a member of the human population.

-( 3) The human population lives in an environment a natural

environment and a man -made environment.

(4) The man-made environment represents a social system.

(5) The purpqs, of asocial syste is to satisfy man's needs.

() The strticture and functi of the social system are shaped by.

man's belief system called culture.

Culture affects the natural as well as the manmade environment'
and also affetts man and hit needs.

Ci) Culture is made up of 'many traditions that are the result of
accumulated knowledge, -artifacts, and customs.

CO To, meet his culturally lirbited goals, man:innovates (invents and
. borrows inventions). Innovations. challenge tradition and the social. -

system.

-(4 If inflow:Aim) leads to complications, the social system generates
'further innovations.

(11) Further innovations may lead to simplification.

(12) The innovation may become irreversible.

(13j If the siTplifietionovatilln improves man's chances of survival;
then innovation becomes adaptive and evolutiOn of culture occurs.

(14) Evolution of culture may chan"ge the natural and man-made
environment, and it may change man and his needs.

From New Paths in Social'Science Curriculum Design by Lawrence Senesh (Chicago, IL: Science Research'
Associates, 1973) p. 13. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.
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FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS OF SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

affect

The theoretical structure of Social-Psychology, has been developed
with Professor Donald Weatherley of the University of Colorado.

Physical Attributes
originating from
genetic factors
(inheritance)

and
environment

Social Interaction
family
school .

with peer groups
work, groups

andexposure to
Mass Media

Physical
Environment

Attributes
of the
Social

Situation

nter,

41,P made up of'the
I nten tions, E xpectationifs

and Power of the
individuals who are
part of the Ppm! 4
situation am% ..

...{

l) m ..made up of the
Norms, Structures and

Cohesiveness of the
group and organization

Physical
Environment

ai

the Processes of
compliance, identification,

complementary role learning,
. or internalization

leading to the Socializatio9
and Individuation of tha.saerson

from wich develop

0. .
Psychological

attributes
of the

person:

Persdnality

Physical
Environment

to generate

Subjective processes
within thb person:

Perceptions
Q.) Thoughts

Feelings

which
lead to

Behavior

made up of
Constantly Changing Ftsterof

-Readiness and... °I

Made up of
Relatively Stable State of

Readiness:
beliefs' the external

attitudes }about !world and
values self

Motives Id wing forces)
Cognitive and Behavioral Skills
all dynamically organized into

a pattern
p...1

which changes attributes of the person

which changes attrtbutes of the situation encountered

(0 Every person has .a personalitv an inner state of readiness to
respond to social situations in a unique way.
(2) Personality is made up of a co11stantly changing state of readinesi
that enables a person to adapt,- to changing social situations.

.® Personality is also made up of a relatively stable inner state of
readiness, winch is influenced by a person's image of the world and

ti hiinielf. This imatje-itioiluenced by a person's beliefs, attitudes, and
values and by his motb. es awl cognitive and-behavioral skills.

Personality is shaped by, physical attributes and an individual's
interaction with others. Physical attribittes originate from genetic
factors and the environment.
(0 Physical attributes affect p person's socif4 interaction' with
family:school, peer groups, and wcwiZ groups. Exposure to mass media

. also affects till development, of a personality by pioviding "heroes"

. and temporary escape from reality, and by reaffirming dominAnt

cultural values:- _ .
(ii) Social interaction influences personality through the procesiOt
social learning: learning through rewards and punishments, imitation,
the desire to compliment others' behavior, and learning because
so:nothing makes sense. This leads to socialization and individualiza-

tion of the person.
A person's reaction to another .person in a social situatiorf will

depend on his personality and 'the other perion's intentions, expectal
tions, and power.
(ED A person's reaction to an organization or group will depend
his personality and the norms, structures, and cohesiveness of thc
organization or group.

Q) A person in a oiven sociat situation generates, perccptispis,
thoughts, and feelings.
qii) Perceptions, thoughts, and feelings lead to behavior. A person7;

behavior in a social situation continually changes that situption.Sdcia1
behavior also affects andtthaqges an individual's personality. "

,
. ...

,

. *

Prom New Paths in Socia4 Sclence Curr.Ogiam Design by La4rencd Senesh (Chicago, IL: Sciencd'Research,
,

Associates, ,1.973) p..14. ,Reprilwtod by,perm.i0iOn of the publisSer. 498 x
,
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Figure 15.

FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS OF L'AW AND Tfil SEARCH FOR JUSTICE

.
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From New Paths in Social' Science Curricr4lum

ASsooiates, 1973) eiv5-;' Reprinted by perm,

*Si

Q

The theoretical structure of Law and the Search for Justice',has been

developed with Professor Joseph Lazar of the Universit(of Colbr#6.

4

0 One of man's most noble 4az!ities is his search for justice.

CI Justice cannot be obtained unless the members of s...ciety enjoy

peace and freedom, possess a sense of mercy and beauty,' and have a

concern for ioaiety'sspiritual, mental, and physical well-being,

a
® Supputted by these qualities, iustiit, may be acquired, and

safegbarded, through reason and possession of power.'

Reason and power guide the establishment, operation, and,

change of legal institutions.

Legal institutions necessit.9te sanctions (reward and punishment);

norms (standards of 1.. `savior); and authority. (power to enforce

obedience): a "

eNcirMs are made up of Customs and written laws.",Both must

stand the test ofrefasonableness, equality, and truth. ..

0 Reasonableness
and equality are based on values. They`capotte

determined by objective standards.

® Truth is based op facts. Truth maybe achieved thr'ough rules of

pleading cess of assertions and
. counterassertions) and rules of

evidence (the teetiog...21 the validity of ',assertions and counter-

assertions), .

..).141

..

Interaction between reasonableness and birth results in judg-

ments that foster justice through a variety of institutions and

balancing powers.

10 Fostering justice may be hindered by conflicts due to many'

factors,

01
Tire (=filets put to test and stiniulate man's search for justice:

Design by Lawrence senesh (Chicago,
4
IL:, Science Research

asion-ofthe'publisher. 99 I
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,.b) The economic base of the community, as it relat to other

-communities,, determines the flaw-albumen-and nonhumanva

resources among the communities.

c) Every individual considering migration must weIggthe .

,

economic costs and benefits of his orher decision,
itKAV

) t recognizing that Many costs and benefits of migration
1- '',.

si tcannot 'bp 'sexPressed in monetary terms.
A -, , ,-,.

S.

d) The economic base of the communitydepends upon the avail-

ability bf natural and-humanresources', upon the availability"
/

. . ,,:: .

of savingtfup041 a political cliMate favorable' to -business,
..v.....

and upon a transportation arictcommuhicaLoh system'connect-
.

. ing tile communityVo its markets: . .
.

.

e) -The economic base Of the community and the size of its :-

...-

. . 4

market affe4t the sensitivity of the-community to changing

national and wdrld conditions.

f) The economic bass of the community is affected by science

. and technology and by the community's ittitudetoward new
4

tP
ideas.$

Because of the growth of science and technology; the compo-
0 .

science

sition of the American labor force has shifted from un-
.,,.

Waled to skilled labor and from goods- producing toward''

service-producing industries. This shift affects the on-

. ployment opportunities of youth, both. at home-and in other.

g)

communities:

h)' Changes in the economic base of the community may result in
.-

the economic growth or decline of the community. '
e

4 .

i) The economic base of the community affects the quality of

lifeybf the citizens of the community.

Many,comMilnities
0
in the United States suffer; from chronic

depression caused by the obsolescence of their industry;

by geographic.isolation, by the exhaustion of resources,-

and by a shift ot demand away.from the goods and services

the community prodUCes.

k) Differential rates of economic change in communities
1

,

stimulate migration between communities.

i)'

0 rt
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1) Imperfections in the migration pattern due to lack of

knowle4gi, inappropriate job training, or differing ,

personal values, may create serious problems for migrating-

youth.

m) An understandings of how the economic system functions
41 7
within a, community is essential if young people are to

° come successful,paiticipaAing members of the economic

life of the community.''

2) Political Science , .

a) The community's pbli tical syitei is, an operi sYsievbedause PAY . .
,

it interacts with its environment. This environment co'r

,sais ofboth 4a) the natural environment'and,(b) the

human environment, composed of businesses, families,
',.

.

Ahurbhes, schoolg, and civiconganizations.

b) ,The environment may be divided into an intrasocieta

environment, which is the environment within the 'political
r

boundaries of 'the community; and the extrasoc4etal environ-

ment,
t .

which is* outside the boupdariesbfthe community and-
.>

includes
.

the state, regiona.., and nat.:0nel p9litical Systems. 1

, Sometimes the intrasocietal system, i independently;"ndependently;' %
. .

.
'. .

atother times it functions in interaction with the extra-
.. ! i a 4

"societal. t t`

c) The political,..system is a goal-o ented system that responds

to the needs of the people create by both the natural 4nd

the human-madeenvironterks and by the intrasocietal'ane
. . 4

exerasooletal environments. . , ,
t .

d) The distribution of political Power in any community has a
, .

great influence on the economic and cultural development of

,
the community: .

. .._

e) The distribution o f the political power in a community.
/ ,

determines the tocial priorities of the community.

f) The number of political ,demands in 4riost co4I munities far

exceeds the availability of resources to satisfy the demands..

Therefore it is very important that the desires of the

authorities properly reflect the priorities of the community:

1 01
-'47,%-r r r-Ailifireakkera.r.44%

Vaiaga:' Er w.
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.g) The political priorities-of a community and.the ways they 4

are treated
1

/reflect the domin ant values of the community:

h) The reaching 'of community goals is determined in large
,

paitliy, the wealth of the community, its tax structure,

the nature of its political leadership, the: distribution

of political power, and its Willingness an ability to

attract state and federal financial assistance.

i) The articulation of community goals is e.storted'by in-

differencediffsrence and lick Of participation of some indivjduals
,

and .groups in the 'political' system.
0 ....

j) The, lack of pOlitical participation by the communitles
.

youth may lead, to a lack,of identification with the
, 4'

community and a desire to leave the community.

k) The extent of political participation ii?the community andt, .

. the influence exerted by special interest groups determine

the distributiOn 'of power and the quantity and quality of
oft ,

the. political output of the community.

1) The °a-Li-Slit of the political system is a binding decision

produced by the instruments of political authority. A

binding decision means that the authoritisb-lp.ocate re--
.

,sources authoritatively as a response to pressures generated'
. yloh.

by the differentenvironments.

.

. .

in) These presdurei take the form of political demands, which
. ... . _ .

are outgrowths'of autonomous forces, such as science and

pechnology, 6r'of previous.binding decisions. Political
,/
demands maybe expressed iri theform If newspaper articles,

ift
,I, a.

. demonstrations, publib opinion, Mapport of certain candidate's,

or support of certain interest groups. Conflicting demands

Within the political System may create stress within the .

community at large.

.,11) Bi4ding.decisions create two form'S of feedback in the
*

pqlitical iysten:

(1) One form creates new demands d e to dislocation.

(2) The oth er form:Creatis favorable or unfavortOle

suppOrt of subsystems of 110 system:

ar.0
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' 'values and norms, a hority, *artcl, the i5oliticAl

community. *Negative support in-these.areas may

lead to changing norms, election and appointment

'of individuals,

0 nd other

of'new officials, outmigration

or the lerainati'bri. of "business

organizationsf

o) It is an American traditida.to aceept responsibility
j,

voluntarily and to delegate responsibility to. he govern-
.

ment only when individuals pannot.achieve the defined social

goals by themselves.
w /

.The Activities of the city coundil ina the aware-.
13)

P, vess and Participation of community members determine the

quality Of.the political life of the community.

'ci) the smooth functioning ofthe political system of. the com--

munity may be hindered, by - /

(1) demands'that overload the syitem periodically or

totally;'

(2) demands! that are clogged'inthe channels of the

politiOal system and'neyer "reach the authorities

- 'for deciiions; ....

. e
#

J,

(3) -demands-that are in conflict with the values

i; IN underlying the,social system; ...
t .

(4) the un:0.11ingnesA or inability of the authorities
. -,"

toiactNon.the demands of the polibical system;

(5) the inability of the authorities to achieve sus-:

- tained, favorible support of the politic
,

`, / community;f.
16) .the uneven distribution oftpolitical power;

.

(i) 'a bureaucracy which may destroy creatie.thinkipg
, .

. _
. ,
rand self-direction; and /or

, : 0

.'
-

18) inadbquate-inticipation of the future.- --....

...

..

r)

,

In orderAo particitiate in .a community:s political decision-
.

. .
..

/
making rocesses, younger people' muse understand the political

. * . "

chanhels to be followed in expressing their own,polit;pal

,
viewpoints deMands"

a

-

,1 0 3
.

" oe.446Pkka'%.At4le1544,X*4*
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3) Sociology- .
i

.
. .

a).
.
In every communit-two forces are operativert+ tnNes of

...
4

-conformity and forcesof-nonconformity. In many cOMMunities
....

today there ard powerfullorcesthet challenge-tconforeliy,
1 i

creating high emotional commitments in-many cases and

engaging the attention of the entire community. 4

b) Values, norms; and beliefs guide ele behavior of individuals

and institutibns.

(1) Values provide goals for action tothe individual

and' the community;
. 7

.

.

(2) Norms arethe standgrdof behaVior that people
S /

expect from one another.' The values of xputki
/ -:-

and the norms of the community may be in..conflict
i

-, .. :i . . .

with one another..
i

-..
a,

. (3). Beliefs provide aAmmAain way or

1
eeeing the world

around; us. At times, the'religiouf4bigiefs of
. . '

the_community may be in'conflict pith scientific
_ .... -

. knoWledge, producing contradictory or incompat-:
. % .

- ibileviews of the world.'

N

ft

4

c) Every community has certain dominant values generated by

doMinant institutions such as -Xamily, church,
4
and-business..*

The values of these Institutions may, at times, bey, intcon-

.flict-with one another. Such conflicts)laVe three poseble

resolutions)

' (1) The instifintions'maYexist.in isolation from

each other-or with indifference' toward each other.

(2) They may meet only on common ground, recbgnizing

theirmutual interdependencewhile ignoring their

differences.

(11....One institution.may use its power to eliminate

institutions with which itas in conflict.

AO Institutions in the community reflect all or some of the

following values: * ."

.. , .
.

(1) achievement and.
f
sutdess-

. . (2). tespeot for 4brk ,

. f
-4-2*. ' ie

.,
'''

4

04.-

r

lo . .4 4: -..

,oS,Ily * ,..,:.v.,,,,,,,, -_i :.1v, "'
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- (3) a particular moral outlook

(4) humanitarian more 4

Q

(5) .efficiency and practicality
tr

(6) progress

. (7) material comfort

(8) equality

(9)' freedom .

(10) external conformity 'N
* 4

( 11 ) nationalism (patriotic m)

(121 democracy

(13) respect of the individual personality,

114) group superiority

(15) belief.rn science and technology

o e) Organizations are the concrete manifestations of institutions.
0 .

The purpose of organi zations is to -meet the-needs of the-
,.

community, although sometimes organizations-are-in cofiflibt

with th4malues-of the community, do .not meet' community,'"

needs, or hinder problem-solving. When organizations are

in conflict with the community, they have three options:.

they may change their goals, they may go out:of existence,

or they may continue operation Ln a clandestine manner. ,t

-'-f) Communities are made up of groups of people with common.

interests,, common values, emotional identification,.and

full personal "involvement in the grow 1. One of the'icst
7.4

,

important grovpi in a comiunitydrthefamily. In many

communities, -the structure and goal4cif families are

.

rapidly changing.' Stress on the'familY may'result. The

mobility of family membeis often creates loneliness. '-

,

g) Stigmatized people such as the poor and the yggng may form
AI

groups of:their own. In many.cases, people who escape from

,'stigmatized groups are extremely lsalous in guarding their

new positlon's within the community.

h) Communities may also contain social'aggregates. Stich .

aggregates are made up of people who have -ertiin common

`traiis, although they do not fullyidentifYwith each other

on the besis,of thosetriits.
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i) Every member of thesociety occupies a positionein the
, .

community; The'foundation of any position is-the,div skin

"C., of labor%row Position helps to define whA is expected from
A I ''

whoever occupies that Position. .Some'grOuPsare de rivpd

; of occupying certain positio#s.
1

. I

j) Not everyone in an identical position abts ident ally/ih-

that position. People play theirroles differ tly. These

differencesttin "role- playing",May generate in rpersonal

conflicts.

k) Members of theCommunlIty must learn how to eal With con-

flicting roles and values in the communit

1) Xputh must, learn how to reconcile their own values tlith the

values of the community:

The greater the diversity of differ'e t positions occupied

by members of the community, the 1 ss likely conflicts are

to arise. 4 -

n) One of the most important task of theCommunity is social-

ization. Socialization mean inculcation of the individual-.

with the *dominant social va ues of the community.: Once
e

this process of Socialize ion was guided iirthe community

by instititions with.id ntical value coMmitments, such'is

the chdreh and the ily. Today the process of social-

ization is more colicated. Socializationin a community

comes from mzny s urced-such as mass media, schoOls

committed to th scientific approach, peers, and "newcomers"--
$

with many dif erent value commitments. This multiple
. --

exposure du ing,socialization creates stress. To help the

k, young .choices amongso many,different alternativeei,

member of the community must 'rely on the power of reasOn-

ing And Analytical thinking to enabietheyoung to crepe
4

a hierarchy of values that is in harmony -with their future

goals and expeotatiens.

4) ipthreOlow------7_1_

1.

a) People have-social needs, aO tfii-satisfactislillof there

needs is 'guided by ttw dominant cnitUreof the community.

,mi.imos4W*4:00.1644.1.1.E.:a+=s_.
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b) New ideas brought into the community create-conflicts

between tra a.tion and change.' i
C) - The degre ofreceptivity,to new ideas by membeis of the

.
A 0

.4

10i 4;.;

communit1 affects young ilkOpied' decisions to remain within,

or to eave the community. 0.

d) In
eery

community, the insistence of the older generation

o /cohsery4ng tradition and the inaistence.of the young on

1

hange creates cultural conflicts.

The greater the contrast between the culture of the community
. , 1

and the culture of othercommunIties, the greater are.the . .

problems of cdjustment for migrating youth:` 40 . 'a

f). The greater the contrast between the culture of the community,

and the:culture f othei communities, the greater are the
.

problems of- accept g he; ideeks coming from other communities.

g) Due.to the mass media, many cultural differences between

communities have keen lessened.

h) Lace). land-use patterns within, the community reflect )the

rp priorities and values of the community.'

lement patterns reflect the ethnidand.class conscious-

ness of the 4pmmunity
4

i) . The ature ofthe gamily structure, whether nuclear <7

extended, influences the'transmission -of heritage from one

OrieratiolAe the n'ext.. Extended families usually ,Show a

greater continuum of cultural heritage.,'

The heterogeneous versus homogeneousateMbership of voluntary'
s. 0

brganizitions withirrecommunity is imeasure'of-comminity

segregation along racial, ethnic, and economic lines.

5), Slicial Psychology : ,
_ .

.4.4
.

.
a) The community's physical environment helps to(shapg the ___

/ % ii
.periohalities of
...2

community men0ers as does theco unity's
..

4, Social environment.
....--

........ P

-6) In the social environment, learning tikes place through the

e b

family, school, peer groups, work groupc, and the mass medii.
. . . ,

,
c) the process.of learning hakes place through.compliince,

- .

.4P
, identification, coz*plementary role learning,-and generali -

zatipn

a

-A
4.4%.
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f
,

di Thegpower of the ftiical.and-social_dhvirOnmeht,and the

processes of learning vary from community, to community. ::

al The compositionof personalitS, is made up. of stable:factors.
1 ,

"Ail-

(values, beliefs, arid, attitudes)_ and'ustab14.factors OnoDdsi:
-...

*.

f) The. personal ity is composed.of motives to'satisty-needs
.

g) 4he personallty is composed of cognitive tillb (reasoning)
,. .

and behavioral skills Ispeaking; writingr.
.

, , v
h) The, composition of one's personaliti affects the ways that

. .. . . .
,

a
.

Person lehaves.in,economic, political, and social. -. .

dituatiOns. , One's personality arid consequent behavior will- .,
. .-

differ according to time (age, daily mood) and `space (whether

.one is in .familiar and/or comfortahle surrOundings), 'I
,.

. .

A +

,
i) Education can'play an Uportafitsroli ih enabling students

to adjust to social conditiotsind situations while, at ihe

same time, preserving and fostering the integrity of the
.

, -i 0 - \
..., individual. 1. , .

-6) The Search for J4stice,
. .

.

a) Underlying all social relationshiPs'jn American sciety are
,.

t
-

"
detands and expectations forjustiee.

e
1..9 Attitudei to'ard just and unjust behavior are established'

.

throUgh-social:nol md are expressed through customs And

voritten.1,..w. ,
.I '

c) Justice is sought through legalinstitutions that interpret'

writtft'laws., These institqiionshave legitimacir.ind. the i :

authority to institute 'sanctions. . .

d) Writterilaws, which are oiten:the ontgrot4th'of norms and

customs, gain legitimacy through'reaionakilenessu iquity,
r w

-and truth. ,

1 /

e)_,
.-

Reasonableness -in the legal system is based on the American,
-v.. ,,-,1

-, .

alue commitment t!)atAt'upre be proportionality .between the

, -_crime-and the -pUniShieheand that "criel'andUnidsal"
..,! . .

0

punishment shall not bepountenanced. , -4"."" .

.

* ?
, -. ...

.- ..,f) E.quity. -in the10a1 sydbei'is based on the American Value. 4 ,...

. 1 '' _ A

commitment to the idea that "all men are.Creited equal:"
.

. '

.. i
. .-

al

4

N.

O

1 08 ,

*,
, AK-

-
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Truth,in the legal system is sought through the rules of
,

.. .

pleading and the rules of evidence., YO

h) In some communities, the search for justice is hindered ,or t

- .

coholicated by discrepant personal or cultural values,-by.
. , c

an inequitable distributton.of economic or po'itipal power,
v... ,, ,-

`.. by:444zywicies between_written laws and th norms of
.. ...",.. \

vsociety,.byspecial pi;i1eXcreated by science and tech=

nologx, and by the ineqUitabie enfOrc4016nt of the law.
\

i) Traditionally, injUstice in.Amerlca has been reduced thriiugh
I

iihe political-proies$ and,, in-Ame_casis,-,through recourse
t. ,

to-civit- diatibedlinCe.-; -ff *neither of these processes. is
.

,Iz

ce violence May result. --(. succestful.pin rAducing injustice; viol r-
. _

. r

& 41

44 Social Science ActivitiesA To build abridge between th0fUndamentatn,
. _ ,

ideas of the social sciences and the .Curridtculum, thdlundamental ideas

must be related to the students_' experiences. _Experiments have show that
. . * z..-. ,.. .

youag-oc ionles' experiences.axe 'Potentially so meaningful'that the funds-
.....p. .,

.

mental ideas of the l'fp::.Cialscience/ idisciplines can be'related7to them, in
...

. .

every grade, fireE'lnegeaVmq-,dePth and complexity. Out of the presentation

' of*these fundamental ideas, the organic curriculuxr emer ges. '"
. .,

Themes", .in every grade, must,be selected,in such a manner that the
. , ....
total educational, experience will reflect &;./ of ihe social scidhce dis-

t,f

' Ciplines: For example: in-tilik firA4rade,-the study of the parents
. e
occupations will invite the nse of the fundamental, ideas, of*economics as. -..

....

.

c

, .

it related to the division of labor and sociology as it to

positions and roles. 'The folli*ing samples of student activities demon-
.

strate the ways t7Ie fundamental ideas -of the socialscience AiiciplInes

may be relat e&-to-the students' experiences and tothe structure and

functioneof the community.,,

Economics Activities. The'following,clasbrom activities will help
. ,

reveal the theoretical structure underlying the economic dimension of the
,

.... .

community. . - ....--
.

...

=0)2Astketi At a result of this activity, stidentt should be able to
,'

o . indirstand the imioortance of the "multiplier-effect. -"---

ctivitys ,TheAstudents may act tout the following simaition:
,

.?

-
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Scene"1: A new business opens in the community. The
.

boss hires workers and the'workers receive wages. The

workers spend the wages (a) in the grocery store for

vegetables, .(b) in the clothing store for shirts, and (c)

in thi sportily goods shop for skis. ,Th grocer then

calls a farmer -and orders more vegetables; ,the clothing

store owner 'calls the shirt factory and. orders more shirts;

and the sporting goodsishoc calls the ski factory and
,

orders more skis.:
.

4 1 n
The students, should discuss the importance of this,

of

chain-reaction: If-the worker spends $20 on vegetables,
1 -

_part of this $20 will be paid to the.farmer who, in turn,
--r.

buys fertilizer, hires mAnual laborers,,buys seed, etc.

Similar reactions take place through the clothing store

,
A
, and the sporting goods shop. Students;. may discuss these

. . .

chain reactions. They may also discuss how-46ocationL
:. . .

of the producer inside or outside the community-affects
- A t

the multiplier egeat ini,community.
g :.,.

Scene-2:
.

The class acts out the chain
V

reactions to."-'.'

the closing down of a business in the community. Students

should follow the impact Of this upon all three
.

of.the'
.

.,

stores mentioned in Scene 1: - ,
.

.

Objective: As a result of the following activity, students will

,, understand how natural and human-made environments: shape the

economic base of a community.

The classmay beAivided into fivi committee's. Each *.

'cceseittee will discuss one of thellollowing'factors that

. determine the way:a community earneits4ivelihood. The
.

, . :, ..

committees mayrillustrate the point by identifying cities

where the factor tlIrstudentsrepresent plays an overwhelming

_`role in shaping the economic-bag% and-the ways people earn_

their livifig. . :7
.

. $ .-

Committee One Lobation as a Respurce. This committee

-)will study the.populatioA d*etribution-of the V:S. and name
. ., .

dihsity of populatiodlo'location of durableand nondurable._-

% ft. *

ft '

.44
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,.
goods industries, such as automobile and appliances, which are

found mostly from New York to Mlhigan.
..

Committee TWo: Natural Resources. This committee w41- *,,

,study the interrelationship between topography, climate, and
.

industries such:as lumbering, farming, ranching., seed growing,

and tourism;

Committee Three:* HUMan'Resources. This committee willa.
study, how concentration dk'certain skills stimulates specialized

economic bases; for example,.Rochester, ainnesota) .Cambridge,

Ipsachusetts; Santa Fe, New-Mdxico; lagin, Illinois; Detroit-,

t) 40.chigin; Houston, Texds; 444

Committee Four: A4nincial'Resources. This committee will ,

4 study cities where banking is concentrated, such as New Yorkr

Chicago, Los Angeles,and Atlanta.

Committee Five: SOcial Facilities. This committee will,

study how footloose industrieS (independent from raw materials

resources and' markets, but dependent on goof' transoortation)

'search for loq'ationS with amenities. '.a
Objective: As a result of this activity, the students should be

. .

-able to apply the prilicipleof added value to an industry in

their own community. , .

Activity: To illustrate the concept of'added value, have the st114

dents. create a mural showing the steps required in the manu-

faCture of wool sweaters. The mural should include scenes

such as:

1) A sheep farmer selling raw Wool to a factory manu-

factoring Woolen'goods:, (The farmer is paid $2 for

the amount of wool needed to p ;oduce one sweater.)

2) Woikers at the factory wh reithe sweaters are produced:

a) washing the, wd ;

b) carding (combin ) the wool;

"-c) spinning the wool into yarn;

d) dyeing the yarns

e) knitting_the_y;maito:iweaters;_and

f) packpling the sweaters.
4

-.:-

a

.11

a

t
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3) A truck'Olver delivering.41 shipment of sweaters to a .

° store.

'4) A cusfomer buying a s)eater for $20.00.
. ..

0

107 -

Explain that value is addedn raw materials are processed

to produce finil-hed.or semifinished goods. Point out that

each person involved in the manufacturing processfromrthe
vs- .

sheep_farmer, who sells hiss wool, to the truck driver cWiiver-

ing a shipment of'sweaters to the store7-ad4s value'to the
i,,,,, . .

.. -finished product. The more value that is added in a 'community,_ ..

the more incomeand employment are generated in that community..

Objective: As a result.of thia activity students will be able to

explain holethe economic base of the community is affected. by
.

changgAin teChnOlogy in an industry in their community.

Activity: Identify a major industry that hd's been in your -community

for a long time, Tkace°it back as far as you can. Keep track

of all changes in size and technology that herie occurred'uring .

its history.

1) How have these changes in size and technology'affected:

a) employment?

b) working conditions?

0Z.'Sgages?

d) environmegi?

e) size of labor force?

f) other economic activities.of the community?

2) Is the industry'growing or ddClining?

3) What are'the reasons for its growth or decline?

4) Try to project future changes in technology that will

affect the industry."

' Political Science Activities. Th( following classroom activities

will helpreyeal the theoretical.A;tructure underlying the pOlitical

Adimension of the community. 4 6

Objective: As a result Of this activity, students will become aware

of issues facing the community and how these issues might be
.

solved:



.

a

. .

Acti+ity: Divide the c14ss into three groups. Each/group may

sel&bt an'ongoing political issue in the aommuniiy, such as .

.. -
, *,

/ ,
.

water use;' land.use, or pollution: The task ,of each cOmmitee
.

. - .- ,-..

is to follow and report.on these aspects of the issue:

.
. ' 1) reasons t generated the. political issue; 1

2) identification of interest groups tha't are supporti44
. .

Si'

and opposing the issue; Eb

3) nature of the,political demand;,
.

ay status of the political demand; and

4o.

.16

5).;"prOspects foi and. form of settIing the. issue;

The VIree groups compete,with each other for accuracy -and
. .

completeness of their report. Reports/might.ie in the form.Of
/"*=

4 panek, mock city countil,.,display, sOciodrama, or newspaper,
e

among. other possibilities.

/

: Objective:_, 'As a*fesult of this activity, students will be able to
/

discusSthe operation of.iOity council meetings end know who.

partialpates in the city council.,,

Attend i your community.

.4t

would be good.to have various ``students attend meetings over a

three-month period.) Take notes on the following:'
/ '

How many citizens ettended'the meeting?

How many,citizens other than council members actually

participated in the /meeting?:

3) What kinds of issues, were discAsed?

two- or

2)

4,
4) Which- ihdividualp

1

on the council seemed to havelithe

most influence?'" Why?'

Bring badk,the above information to class and'discuis the

following questions: r

Who are thecitizehs.participating,most adtively in

the' city "ouncil? Whit-arirtheir ages, sexesvethniC

backgrogiids, income levels, etc.?

2) Doerouagrea

711e/ coui

arid the

P /
o

://

or disagree with the following

on-meetings ara a forum for big problials

deCieione the council reach** affect'

very resident

t: t

ry ;'
eed*.
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Organize a soCiodrama to re-enact some Of -the issues presented

to'the city council.---lhese issues-'need not be exciting issues .

/ 4.1
is will a24w students to see the boredom and frustrations__
4t

'of-the city, council: .

0

Sociology Activities. The following classrooi activities will help,
, r,.

'-, '
reveal the theoretical structure underlying the-sociological dimension of

. , v4
, ,

the community. ..r- '

C.

Ob.eative7, As a Asult of this.activity students will b,come aware

of the importanc4-of-occupying-nany:positions withi34.1ie_
- - . .` --.\, N

community and of thi,diXficultY of
okdOrdinatitheg th Tositions:.

. i .i.

_,

ACtivity:' Students may'pretendAo be mepbers-of the cii,,council

living in a high-cost hoUsing ieighborhaid. What conflicts 'c 1

would be generated within the ihdividual.if the city Council ,

were to disduss purchasing or rezoning a piece of land in the
01

neighborhoodito enable tie city to build a low-rent 4odsing
4

project there? How can the conflict between one's position on

the city council and one's position as a homeowner be resolved?

A'

Object ive: As a result of this activity, studentdr will beCOMkaware

, of the conflict that maybe created between'one's role as a

family member and one's role4s a community member.

Aclivityr Students may pretend to be members .of the city council.
- I

What conflicts would be generated within an individual if a

speciaLcity council meeting were called for an afternoon in

which one

/could the

and one's

had promised to take the family on An outing?. How

conflift between one's positi9n as a family member
tr .

position as a city council member be resolved?
. -

,
.

1

.

i/ - ,

:

,Objective: As 11 result of this activity; students should understand

that the positipnan individual cocupiesAn,an organtration

linkedlto the outside wotkl may create stress 4he-
4

add -tie community because the organization has

AP
-

expectations of the person which are-in conflict with the
.

4

expectations of the community.

;

114

40.
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ctivitie'S: Students may aqt out the following situations:
'

.
'

- .

The judge has.before Aim a friend's.son,who is

charied- :,..iilth stealirig. U.S.-41:awsrequire a jail sentence.
t 1 .

. The judge's friend expectes leniency. -

The national headquarters 'of a corporation Instructs
, -- ,-

.

r the manager of a local plant toay off 50 workers. The
7

community expectshim to fight the national headguditer's

dedision.

Objective: As a result --of-this activity, Students should'be,able

,o
1 ,

..':-.
. .4

,
z A A

1 . ..'
to recognize the pattern and interrelatedness of the Social

A-

function-S.0f different organizations. in' the community. - , .,

Activity:" .The class may be divided, into five contoittees. Each-

committee should represent one of the following groups in ,the
- . .. ,, .

.

. ...

community: families,'neighboihoods, schools, voluntary organize-
. ,

tions,'profit-making organizations,,and government.- Each 1: _
, - °,4,. '';,*

committee will investigate how theArganizations'it represe9ps.n , p

contribute to the following functions: production, distribution,
. . -..

and consumption of goods and serilicesopsOciAizeXion;,social. .

cOntrol.(enforcement of_norMs); composition of thekorganizationd:

and mutual support within,the organizations.'. As a follow-;up.,

activity; a repreSentative of each committee coul&present the
. f

findings to the class and domment-On.how-the.role
- -

of their

organizationd have changed during history.

Anthropology Activities. The following classroom activities will help

reveal the theoreticalstructure'underlying the anthropological diMensionk

.of the communitY:
1

. .

Ob"Ative: AS a result of this ectivitY".studens should be able:to
,

of
----

see ho

Z
community value commitments compare with national value .

commi, ents. .
-- :-

*.
Activity: The class may discuss the prevalent commanity_value commit-

-

' ments that influence student attitudes toward:

- 1) coMpetitiOn.

2) achievement
*t .

3).. work
4.

.,,

4 money lenagement
: . .

54 egualtty (radial,, sexual', ages,

,. ..
t ! t-: .

..,

b.----_-___ ..,..-- _4:1Y42'14-22:: ...:,,,.__ZO____
,..1.40-w-we*

ea

e ,Oe

0*
a
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The lass should discuss how affernces-in attitudes between

youth and,the older generations Of the community maycreate..

conf cts. 'The class should also disduss how differences

attitudes' between the community at large andthe rest of the

nation may create cultural conflidtd. StUdints may wish.to
.

-discuss the nature of.such conflicts'and the means of'tesolving

/them. After the discussion, students. should drily conclUSiOns--
-

about how-value commitment's' and value conflicts within. the *

Fk community affect the quality of life within the community::

4

4, Objective: As 21.esult of:this activity, students will be, able to-

...

.

. .

to-

see the community may be affected by the.inflult_ of a new,
r ' ) *,

. .

-'
Andustry-and whS, cultural cOnflicts might develop as a result

.,.
,.....,

. -
.

of the influx.
. -

!

-.

!.-

Activity: Ile-class should identify a new industry)in the community

and 'explore the implications of its establiShien't in. theset .-.7--
11?' -"-.;P'(/ terms:

i ' .

1) What changed in the economicand politiCal system
,.;

.
, !, -... 2

.

Is this new industry creating? L. ,
'4! .

2) Id-it opening or closing the opportunity structure of '

.
,

the community?
. ,

3)'%Wbat changes is it creating in land use?.

4) What changes is it creating in the community's way'of

life? ,
,

5) ' Wbat 'conflicts are arising between the incoming group
. .

and the "old time" commun ity reedents?

. 4

.

0 .
. Objective: As ,a result of this activity, studen`-.! will be able'to

M

0.

,

`see how changes within the community' have an impact on dbcial
.. )

...*
.:. ' . . .

Organizations, such as the family. .

. s
,

I . . . .-, .,

Activity: .Studerits-shbuld discus* changes that are taking.pAce in,..

---Ahe economic and pultural sectors 'of the" cons- 4a

,
/the may of life o families in the'dommunity.,. Theymay wish-to.

. , . ,

explore the follow g areas: it, d/ , i'
1

.1

116
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1) Parental employment: Are:both parents working? Has
, - ,

this always-been,the case?, What.changes,in famify
..

life does t...e student, see as,a.result orchariges in

1'the pattern` of parental employment?
, o . __ .

. .

2) Family mobklity: How, loin has the familieved in
*

its' present house? - How frequently has Ale family
. . 44. ...

.,.

moved? What changes in, family life does
,
the student-

*

see as a result of meris the family has made? If the'

;112

40
...,. family hasnot moyed,..what !allay pattern has this

4mmtobility created? , -.41.1 ''' '
.A. 4' '1".

3)
Family type:I/ Doc, the student consider his famAye

..

Whatnuclear family or an extended-fam4 ily? What sociar
. .

forces have snapedthelorm of` family in which he ,'
, .

lives ?

4

ir,.
1 ./

r 1 .... ..--- .
-I t I.., ,, %

. . Objective: Asa result of thiReAtiviiy, itUdents.willj.be able to,'
* 4 .. e a

__---- %. .1-----.ee.,homgroUiSs with 'different^fulturafba'6kgrounds-apkvalue
..-

I,

:.--,-
17 comAtments interapt within the 0046unity: , --

i

S.,. ,,, .
.

4. Activity:' he students' may7study the,wiys- of life of these three ,: '
. -: 4 4

i groups, which occupy the same area of the American Southweit:_
.I . 4 '0

z \
-a) The Navajo: The Navajos are not a village people. .,

...... They herd qhetp and d'o sphe firing. In winter they
, . .7.

live in hdgans; in summer they live -,in camps near
.

Va.\ .,,t,
grazing land. The.Navajo

.

have an- extended
;
family;

.
4.* .1

..r the mothei is head of the fami ly.y ThA eriraios befieve
. .

in mysterious spirits, which they call'H y People. I "s A '. . 0 .2.
s .1 .

..
. .

. 2) The Chicanos: TU. Chicanos are people of Spanish- .
cl.'

/ .
,.J ., , 4

, American ethnic background, They give great importance
'... -4:N . e

..:

. thenucleat family, but they also have respect for ,

. r.
. I.% .

.

the xtended,family: The f" the head of .the: ..- ,i
i.

.

. N. . ipt, - IT t 4 . ..r.
family. The Chicanos are g nerally strong believers .

i the p stholic eligion.. both Navajo and Chicand

.. communities Aidren are taught not tofight.:ILey
c A _

help in bringing u the eMaller, chili:1E6w and aldo hdl
. N '' ?, ..

the old people, who aragiyen gat respect.

t.
.

.
, .

The

.

it***

.

. .01**
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, childreg are told%to be Boasting is n6t
f .

polite. It is had manneors for ore person to try to

be better than other's. .It is important'that each

1

.. . . .
-i.-- * , -

1. ,- person act as part of.a group. , ,

..., (' .

9

3) The Mormons: The Mormons are identified by their
.

. 0 \

affiliation with the Mormon church. 'The churchpra*S )

.. .

an impkortant role in Mormon life; it plays an

important role in helping the poor and it plays an

important role in financing public works, like

-'irrigation The MorMon church urges Mormons
. -

to have large_families: The gather is the he of the .

. ...

o
- .

. ,

family. .....2 ,
N

Students should-icitt a_shorNdescription'of their own cultseal
. .

. . ..;

group. They' stibuld'compkre the belj.efs instilled, by other .

.
.

cultUral groups:and the belfefs instilled by their own, noting
.,..,

th e differences and the similarities. Students' should then
. .. . V.

discuss th'coseuencs of the existence of several cultural 4 ." ,

r.

0 .

belief'systems within a single community. They may also die
. v vs.

i
.

cuss.jhow forces of conformity and nonconformity within the
N

. community .-can Clitte'pre41.1dice and conflict.

q) 'The folks classroom activities will help

-reveal the theoretical structure underlying the psychological dimension ;;
A

of the community, .
.

!

.. \ .4. .

s-Objectiya:. As a result of.this,activity, students will become aware,
. . .

of how the.persgnality is influenced'by the social environment-
t, and how".changes in the social environment may create stress

.
.

...
4 4.,'

- `.,0
..:, .. within .tile personality: .

,
. .

Activity:. Stydents could_discuss () problems they might encounter

in the classrobm anethe community if they moved to another-I

community'and (2) pxoblets in the classroom and the community-
'. .

.

that another student might encounter if he or she moved into
..

-----. the-studenti'- Community from another community. The class
;.

should the persOnality of the individual is shaped
' ..7.

_
.

. " ,

blf his or,her
e

previous phystdal,and social environment and how

phyiic'el korces.in-lheir'own community affect the personality.
.

-

..".. :i .

. .

.---,r

*0'. 1-
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Class discussion sfiould.freely recognize differences in person-

ality
.

irom student to student and students should understa0Ahat

differenCes in personality do not necessarily make one person

better or worse thah another.

6
Objective: As a result of this activity, students will be more aware

.

of how elements in their own personalities are influeneed,trtheir

! addration and imitation of pers9sality cualities they see in- -'
.

others. ),

. , 4 ...

I Arsti/ity: Students should identify their heroes 44e4gailh
.

10* - -`;--.

.
reasons _for their respect and admiration for them. THE: class.. ......

..e. . , , ' 1
, .

'
. _

,,, r
.could discuss their,heroes.andfsummerize With a display listing .0..1 .

--..

with
t.

the.personalitiarecteristics Ofineach hillWO 4.depWied by,the'.
. 1/4.- . '

%,elassi: .Studints night discuss-which characteristics, feel. ,.
-are already a part of their own personalities and whichcipracter-

.._. ___ ......, ., .

isties'they wpuldliketo have in 'their own personalities. The v-,.
.0

I

students may also discusirthe piobability of becoming\such a-.
,

personality and the acceptability of such'a personality in the

% community.

Objective: .As a result of thid activity, students will become,aWire

that certain personalities can adapt more readily than others '

to new "social environments and are more capable 'than others of

making,'decisions'that will ilelp the adjustment to new social 1

,a6

environments. -/

Activity: Thp class may invite a' social worker to discuss families

who have come -from other communities to settle in their community.

The social Wprker may present case studies of lower-middle7class

and low-income working4aMilids whose adjustment to their new

enlirelment has .been (1) successful,% (2) unsuccessful; and. (3)

marginal. The social,W9rkeripaylexplain how diffeTnces in

ersonality, in social reality awareness, in educational level,
vo .

and j.n future awareness affect family decision-making and

equip ,people for Allure, subsistence, or su &cess.- The clads.
r

-,May-lifishLto eXOlOre'the:following questions-'about each of the
e #

case-study families:- .

- 119
14.; `r
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have?

.

4) Did the-familrhave language problems?

2) What was the educational leVel of the head-of-the--"-___

household?., r . -1

3) _What empldyable skills did the head of the household
. .

4) Did the- childk4n.respond to the family's needs with.
Al

sympathy or hostility?

5) Was the family ,:areful or careless in money management?

6) Did the family settle in a neighborhood compatible

with its ethnic or cultural background?
A

7,) Was the dominant mood of the family toward' the new

-Community,one of anger, despair, or' hope ?. 6

'8) What was 'the attitude of the head of the family toward

)1,

..

getting ahead;. N,'

9) What were the attitudes of members ot; the family

toward pitching in and contributing to the welfare df

the family?'

Objective: As a result of this activity, the student will become

aware that different personalities may behave differently in

the same situation. y.

Activity,f- 'The class should select one or two of the most important

issues before the city council or state legislature and then

identify two dutstandin4'pereons who support the issue(s) and

two who oppose the issue(s). The clais wilfOraw a personality

profile,of these four people and discuss how aspects of their
,..,.

.

personilities determine theiipoations on the issue(s).

Justice Activities. The following` classroom activities will help '

--,
reveal the theoretcial structure undirlying the search for justice as'it

'applied to concrete situations of justice-and injUstichin the

community. ,
. .

Ditectias: Asia result of this activity, students will be ableto
_ .

, discover hidden injustices within the community that may lead
A

*to open conflict. , . - :z
.. 44. 7. °

4

120 4
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Activity: $tudents may prepare i bulletin board of articles and

_pictures showing' injustices caused by discrimination on-the

basis of sex; age, income level, and ethniMbackground. These,
* .

articles should be used as- springboards for dis-

cussion of how discrimination is practicea'hy businesses,%civic

organizations, courts, the police, and'otherbranches of
44/

government.

Four committees representing victims of sex, age, income,

and ethnic discrimination should be formed. Each committee

will investigate the reasons for'discriminaitori. against its
ti

, Members. A -fifth-dommtttee should be formed to study the' legal

system an,injusticetthat arise from its discrimination against

citizensbn the basis of sex, age, income level, and ethnic-

background. The committees may use, the steps ofokke problem

approach outlined previously. .They shtqld pay close attention

to the. fact that'discrimination may create serious conflicts

between the discriminatori4and.those theydiscriminate against,
.

for the sense of 'having been unjustly treated. generityy. gives
1

rise to anger. The sense of injustice may be heightened by.the.

following factors:

1) kgroup may develop an awareness that it is being

excluded from participation in the political system.
0

A group may develop an awareness that disharmony

exists'between6the ideal of the society and the

practides of the society.

0`

2)

3) A group may develop an awareness of the authorities'

lack of responsiveness to their demands.

4) A grOup may develop an awareness'Ot economic, social,

and legal discrimination that exclude .it from "a more'

perfect Unioh" and limits its rights to "the pursuit

of happiness."

-o Objective: As a result of'this activity,

able to see the'relation between the

and conflicts that arise from issues

sense of injustice.'

121
V ,

4.. t ,

studentsshould be

feeling of injustice ,

, .

generated by this

a

.
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Activity,: The class should colle:Cit /maples and V.cture's relating'

to conflicts' caused by injustices: lie 'class
,

may arrange the
, ...,

.. I. . .

articles and pictures intdr the,f6llowing categories:, -.

i . I'

-;=1) 'interperSdnal ,conflict
-- -

I ill,

, .

12j.1 intragroup` conflict= -

..---.?'-..4,.. = -1%.
-3.)' - i nPergroup conflict--

t -- - 1.,

= 0= intet1466MUnkt Conflict ,
. ,

e,
.

,

5) . conflict: between the- continuity -and 'the natiin;
.. . . . .

'' 6) 'conflitt butt/eel:1 the commhnity and the_ world.

r $
The class should .be diyided into committees which.43.1. liatC11-.._.

, ..

select conflicts, on-diferent leyels Ind analyze the conflicts 0

_.-.......

by- asking. the following- questions,: 7'% ,,,, ,

1) --,How) does oa sense of baing ajtiStly treated create i' sines
.-

. I - *4.,' ,- '5 '14. ' . ' r 1./

' ' , , .
....4r

t

J
II

,

C

yF-

J

;

over which conflict might arise?
'"4 4 , .

2) What issues 'started'tad* or signaled the. conflict/

3) What events or decisions'made 'the confli4ts worse?

'4) litte any attempts made to. compromise? If so, what
.

were the

5) How was the conflict t expressed? gt.

6* ighat methods viere ayailalile- to solve tha conf37kct 7

without 'violence? ' a*.;-it ,
; 5

.

. ..at - V1.

1) -Were nonviolpnrmethodd tried? If so, did, they suddied

or 'fail? !What were the- reas6ris for their 'Success, or
1,

failure?

8) If violence occurred; Why di, you' tliink.'ionviofent -1
.

. solutions were abandoned?,

9) How was the conflict resolyed?..:- ;.
, -.

, ...

10) If 'violence was involved LI; .settling the dispute', did -
. .. .

this Aid, to new -conflict?

11)J How do such conflicts affect. the quallity of life 'in. '1,,`=,

your.community and the options of .young people?
.

.

12) Hoy do's the dominance ot justice, or injuitice iti yo4,:''
.

-communitir affect your attitndet toward the community ?,_
i .

, On'which of the, six levels is' onflict most likely to

1

J
4

'13)

0

occur in your community? What'is the reason for thip?

1224 4- t
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11.

14) IT conflicts do not exist in your communityrhow do

you account for this fact?

A

Objective: As-a-result of this activity, students will deVelop an

awareness of how the school systei fosters justice or injustice.

Activity: The class should form committees, to investigate how the

school system creates a sensofjustice or injustice in the
.

following areas:

1) The-grading system:- Are grades awarded justly or

arbitrarily?

40-

2) Special programs for selected grd'ups, such as the .

culturally disadvantaged aid_ slow or rapid.learne6: %
.

.

Do such prOgrarii,exist in yOur.school? -Do these
,, .= .,./e---

.
4

programs-translate into-reality. the Principle that each
. . . *, ° . ,,,,..

. .

individual must be developed to his or her-maximum
,..to , ' . . .. -

potential? Do stalls:Its, feel their-inclUsion in or 0.

. v

exclusion.from these programs is just orliscriminator0

.`

3) Curriculum: Does the predentation'of material in

classrooiteat subjects fairly or does the curriculum. .;

do injustice.tosubject areas such as'ethnic history?
. : . .;

.Cawthe'studdhtd think- of other subject areas that , '

they feel are not being treated with full juSti401

Hog would the studentchange thesurriculum to remedy

such injustice? 0.4

. 'Obi ectiVe: As.a result of this activity, the Studeffts shotld'be
. .

able,to explain why crime is i.problem in*communities and to

Suggest several ways that might help prevent crime.

Activity: Studentemay survey the types and frequency of crime in
/ . p. .

their community by collecting newspaper;artiples Brit crime and

I
4,- , r

by interviewing members of the community police force or';

judiciary. Wherithey.have informed themselvei about, the

nature of crimp in their community,,students may discuss the

following questions:

E.

1

4

r
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1) i How 'does crime threaten the quality of life in our

-4 :community? (EX'ample: People are afraid to move

freely in the peeeets,and may be distrustful of one

another.)

2) ,What ate the reasons people commit crimes? (Example:

Tyre angry; they want to feel important; they

waneto escape froi-unhappy lives.)

3) What are the moist common juvenilecrimes? (Example:

Automobile thefts and vandalism.)

4) How do people disagree on ways of stopping crime?

. (Example: Some want to spend more money on police;

others want to spend more money to stop the causes

of crime.)

' 5) What program'sgist to help young people avoid crime?

0
(Example: Recreational programs and iq4-training

.L
.

.-- programs.) .

6) HOW-can communities work to prevent-crime?

Ob7)ective: As a result of this activity, students should be able

to prepare a chart listing some of the physical, social, and
s

.

economfi.c characteristics of communities that have a hfgh crime
te

rate.
'

Activit,: Tridemonstrate thatthe causes..Of Crime can be studied

snalyfically, students may'aiscuss some of the factors

associated with a high crime rate."- The-following outline may

be used as a guide for discussion:

1) Specialists who study crime-have found that,areai with
4

4 . high crime ratep!usuaill.haim verioldi run-dowil'%,

hi:hiding, here people are crowded together in dirty,i

tnpleas t^sUrrodriaings. . ---s- ,
I,

t .

Specialists have also found that high crime rates are

associated with, people who are unemployed becauie Qf

discrimination or lea of:skills. These people do not

have sufficient income to support themselves and their

families.

it

0

A

- ate.

1

.4
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3) There are many causes of crime. People with hood

incomes sometimes coomit crimes Ohen their desires

.exceed, their incomes. They tight embezzle money- or

steal property from their employers; they might cheat

on their expense accounts. Similar crimes could be

amin#tedby'businesses as well, as by individuals.r,
,./

Students may wish to discuis how Weil-these theotetial state-
.

ments accord with thelcrime statistics theyttlave compiled for

their community in the Preceding activity.-

125
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Appendix'
;

.

Outline of the Community Social-Prolkile . %

. J :,. *

. te
^ -

.,..
-..:.

The first thkee sections of the Community` Social Pkaile'(CSP) deal / ;,

t.

)

ti "

with the community's physical environment, its Astory,-and A.ts demography.

% .They serve to place the'community in.perspective andprovide an:intro--
\:

fa.

. .. .
.

4,e

,m.. ductioh to its social-system. They. also identify some of the key compo- ,.., --.

---

nents in the economic, political, and cultural-systems' of the
.

community.
. .

The PhysiCal environment, fOrexample, may give isapotant insights into
-.,'

,
..,

the communitrri econoiic base and natural resources important for economic!

1
growth. The historical survey may give insights into the' way--in"Whi*

e .
'1' "I;

the political system evolved, possib1.' identifying specific indiVidual.a _ (

Or situations that left an enduring mark on the political pkocess. The
, .

demographic section will usually helf to highlight existing or potential -

trouble spots in the..community's Cultural syStem, such as division be,teen

the-do nant.and minority ethnic groups based on'wide differences in in

/
come, place of residerice, or job status., Taken together; these inp,ro-

.

duct6sections of the Profile set the houpdaries_for the. community and
.

/ .

6 give a" -focus to the CSP. They are followed by the three major sections

oI
.

f.the Profile - -sectioni dealing with the economic,,' political, and cul7
..,

. ,-
tur.al systams?f the community. ,

. .
.

This outll e provides a Veneral guide-for those preparing a CSP of

SA. their own commu ty. The outline presented chn serVe'only as

general guide,f.however, since each Profile niust.te prepared according o

the decisions made regarding the uses to be made of thetrofile and the

,r

peculiar social sitnaticis"that exist in the Barticular community.

-% Purpose and Importance. "The lection of the CSP describing the'

'physical environment is important because it provides-the 'spatial'

dimension for the social.system. Topography and berrain; as Well
.

as
4a

.. .

weather and climate', all combine to give a communityits physical
.

personality,.and the phySical environment can havaan important impact on

the social environmentas well. It may provide int(i.the nature

-

of the economic system, for example, by revealing natural resource
,

availability. It may provide insights into the ,coMmuaty's Cultpral

,128.
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aystem--communities located in an arid, sparsely settled area far from

'population centers will have 4 different view of the importance of the

phySical environment from those communities. situated in a verdant, densely,

settled area. These perceptions will affect notonly the relationships

of individuals to their' environment but to one another... For these reasons,

a description of the central elementsof the physical environments is

crucial:

jr, Data Sources.- Direct obseivation is, the most important source of

information for this sectionof the Profile. Maps can be of assistance,

as ',Jell as reports issued by loCal( regignal,'or state government agencies:
e

Local chambers of commerce often have promotional literature_describing
-

the environmental resources of the area, and environmental impact state-
i

marts-prepared by private and government sources, when available, usually

contain'a comprehensive-strvoy of land, water, and wildlife resourceS.in
.

the area.

Typical General Questions.

'1) What is th4==physical nature 1f the.countryside hoes it consist
Z

rolling hills, wooded areas,riVer bottom land, Orof mountains

aril areas?
.

/
. .

Wha1t are erage monthly temperatureGOn the area? What is the

general e imate? What is the annual precipitation?

. 3) What a`e-the natural barriers that cut the community of from,.

other population and cultural centers and.the natural arteries

that link them together? Are there mountain ranges,'lakes,

rivers, and valleys?'

4) Are there special natural resources.pertaining to the physical

environment that make it attractive or unattractive to its

residents? Is there a "vacation climate," or wildlife, or out-

. door recreational resources, or lakes and rivers_ that tepd.,i8

attract visitors?
. .

) P is the physical environment important to local residents as a

"resburce for work and.reCreation?
7 .

6) Wnat-dre the local natural and phyiical resources that have

shaped the ecodomie base? Are there mineral, 'gas, oil, or.coal

depOsits? Are there forests or fiiheries nearby?

4.
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7) 'How has the terrain of tlie locality helped to shape the trading
. .. ,

area of local busihesS-and industry? Howsto these coApareWith

the physical access to other population and curtural-centets?',
..,, _ . ., ,f.. ,, . ,

8) HOW has .the terrain an# climate affeCted the physidal Shape of
. ,

.-: the.. .cbmmunitrand the kinds'of atchitecture in the area? Is,the
-,.

,

-community Wilt along a-valley or river or is it spread out? bo
e //

buildin tend l'be high or Ibw for this re=ason?

9) D6es e'physicai'terrain help explain political boundaries of

v- ious kinds in the community, such as' city limits; school

distridts, azd county jurisdictions?

Th= Communit Histo

Purpose and Importance. pust'as the physical environment provides
. . .

the spatial=reference for the tSP, the community'shistory provides a
,..

,

tempbral reference.
..

Many 'social phenomena are difficult or impossible -to
;

understand unless they are viewed in a historical context. The historical,:
. .

portion of the:C$P,tten, should reviewin'abbreviated form the key .

-historical-develOpments..that led tothe development of the econoMic,
..,

, political, and cultural systems as they are tcdaysystemslhat will be
,

I.
. .. - .

dealt with extensively in latersections of the 013.
,

The historical section of_the Profile should relate reasons for "% "

original settlement of the community and important aspects 4 sarrYlsocial

life. The early eoonomic,base should'be discussed, as well as4,ely

political powerstructures and institutions and the foundations-of
.

cultural cooperation and conflict. Early settlement pattemns should be

noted, and the effects of settlement on the physidal.environment.

Historical personalities should be .recOgpized, along with.other human and

nonhuman 'change .agents that directed the growth of the, Community:

bataSources.. Historians have written about most large towns and ".

'cities, and the's histories canbi adapted to the needs ofthe CSP. The

histories -of smaller towns can often be found in regional studies. Other
.

sources of historical.daSiinclude'local historical societies and Museums,

'newspaper archive's, and publicrecords oivatious kinds. 'Map. recorded

and transcribed Interviewswith local residents, such as journalists and

loCal amateurhistoriana, can add a Opecial diiension to this section -of
-

the" CSP.
, -
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Typical General. Questions.

Who were the first settlers in the area? When did they

arrkveli Where did theYgi;/rom, and why did they move to

this area?

2) What different.groups' of people, with different sOcial,

ethnic, or national-backgrounOv-daMe to the community? Why?-

What national or regional events influenced the timing of,
4

(.their arrival?

3) What were the principal' events that shaped .the community's
-

growth: new -roads? railroad or canal building? introduction

of new machine( and technologies? natural d4astersi'ot6r

'''gvents?

4) What-were the sources-of conflict among earlier residents,

and how were they'rescaved?

5) What were the early sources of livelihood in the ccomu' y?

Hoc., and why did-heY change over time? If the-pomm'unitiN
.-cK .

Vas initially a farming community, what forces led to in-

dustrializition?
-

6) How did the physical location of the town and neighborhoods

change over time? 'Why?

7)' How did'thecommunity's political system evolve?

8) What dominant values, attitu des, and religious teliefs

evolved With the town? Is their influence felt today?

9) Who are the key personalities who have affected the growth

of the.economia, political, and cultural systems in the
4 "

community? ,-- ;4, i

10) How did specifiC state and,federal'policies or programs

affect the growth orthe community?

4

The Community's Demography (Population Summary)

Purpose and Importance. Statistics can be i tedious and, if emphasized

too muchila deadly part of a CSP. Some statistics, however, are essential
4.

in a presentation of the community's:social system. A few important

statistics can point out key features of the economics bass,
.

suggest
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potential cultural problems, or show. whether a community'is grotding dr

declining. Yet,. to be effective, statistics must be pkesentecl in an in-'
'

teresting way, For this- reason, a PopulationQuiz can be'an effective--

and relatively painless--way'of preseniing'eseentiAl statistical infor-

mation. Readers e more inclined to read this section of the Profilelf

it is personally,c llenging: asking questiOns at the beginning of the

-section, allowing readers to form "guesstimatet" of the answers, and then

elaborating on the answers, gives'readers a vested interest in the

statistical,information. Statistics presented in this section of the CSP

t' kill vary to some extent from community to CoigmUnity, though. some items
.

are of general interest. 'Quiz quest44onmight.include, What-is the per-
, .

centage of minority group members-in the commenit'd pOpulation7 and,' .:,

. . 4 .
.

How does the percazItage of. people 'in. the community between 'ages 20 and'35 ., .
.

.
, . .

.

compare with the rest of the state' and with the nation?=-Other statistics-
,

.
. .

that-can- be' inttoduCed through nquestions right incde in- and out-
.

. .
migration of the population, income and poverty levels, housing character-

. ,. ,
.. .

istics, and the relative importance of different industlies fbiCemplOh. ,

.

ment in the community. These statisticstwill serve to, introduce the th4eq

main sections of the frefile:
4

the,Economic, Political, and Cultural .

. . e :."

Systems.. ---11.......r.

Data Sources. U.S. Census data provide most of the information .

it

needed forthis section of the Profile. Detailed statistics are kail'able-...

for large
/

$ities in ezieral Social and ftconcmic Characteristics, a pub-.

lication prepared for each state by the .Census Bureeth. This -do9uhent
\ - _ ....,

.. .

also .contains some information on'p'naller c unities, but for more 4 .......
.... --.1. \ .

complete data, the.Cerisus Tapes-mustbe.consul . Census tapes are'N-' *' '

.
..

MI

*

available for all-communitiaf but are .not available i published form.
10

Computer- printouts can usually be obtained. throu4Weliversity libraries
,

or bui,iness redearch.bureaus.
.\\ :

Typical General Questions. \
.

1) What are the statistics of the community, pertaihing to:
,....

,Total pOpulation .
\ -

Population growth onset the years
X4e compoiition of tile. population
Raciet..1. composition of the population

sNational'origin of thepopulation
,.Ropulation density,

132
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IncOes of CommunitYresidellts__
EMploymfit by occupation '

Emplbymmatoby industry
tevels of poverty and unemploymelt .

,:r- '-. a
-

# 7
ocdorthese statistics Compare-with those of

How do these statistics differ between members of-different

racial or ethnic grouRs? between men an d women, where applicable?

4) How do these statistics compare with those' or the-population a_
,' .

the 'State? then4tion? other cities in the region?
. . . .

.

5) What do these statistics reveal but the'growth, decline,.or

the previous census?

e

stagnation of the.community's.p4ulatiOn over 'time?'"What doithesb

statistics indicate abbut thegossigle 'future needs ofthe7,corranutity -

,- . . '/4
in terms of more or fewer schools,-proyisioni.for the elderly; and

. -
so forth?

The Econontic. System
r

O

purpdse and Importance. The economic system in any community Provides

the life support systems that families and individual);

to surfrive. For this-reason, a survey of the economic

to students whO,wish to know how a community functions

what their roleSin the community may,be in'the future.

At, the eof the. economic system is the economic

the base or lowldation upon which the eeonoMic system

must have in order

system is essential

es e. rec n an e a ons.

and, equally important,

economic prpvid thditi d th limit ti

base, literally

built. The

fez' the economy,

an&the extent and quality of the'ecOnomig base will largely determine

what the economic future will hold for the' cOmmuhlty' young people.

,Economists.usualiy inpliXde in the concept of the economic,base-

businesses, 4ndl.Airies, and other sources ofproduction and employment in

tha.community. Iowever, a much wider interpretation of this concept is
N

valuable fdr the CSP.

The etonomic base,'whenviewed in a broader:perspective, %s made

of all the resource's at-the disposal bf the economic system-.7location
-40

resource or proximity -to markets; natural resources; human resoures; in

the form of an educatd Wiorkl,force; financial resources
f
in the form Of-

`----- _...-----; -j_ ,

, lending institutions needed.to facilitate economic activity and growth;
Is

.. . - .

.
,am4 social-facilities, compoled of

.

social necessities such as water and

.
....

-$W

4

3 3
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_2 , power supplies, schools, housing, and medical facilities that are needed

to support business andthe labor forces
.

.

In addition to a survey df the crmunity's.economic bihe, the CSP

should include additional-detailed economic statistics, such as employment 44'
. ,

statistics by industry and by occupation, statistics cn the employment of
-4

minority group members in-the labor.force, and pertinent detailed income

statistics. Even moreimportant, however, is. a discussion.of businesses,
. : -

and industries -and p,444.jobs tbsy,provide.: If students are.to-make
, :-.7.-. , 4.. . 4 , W.4 ,o. t e,154 ',:; 4

'reasoned decisioffs about,their own futures, they shOtild be frmiiileliffth-7-%,
-.=: .1.

:emploYme0opportunities ocenttu ...+4 9rand the costs and benefits of hold-
'4:

. ing differAt-jobs; ,If they, are .tq make reasoned decisions about the
.

. . .
.

future:of thiir Community, theyshOuld have a

about twig the individual firm functions-as an

danhelio to serve both needi.
. ..-

. % 4

I. In small communities', it may be pOssible.to list nearly allmajor
, .

employers and review what is produced) how decisions-are made-by.diCh . .

,firm, and the'toSts and beriefitsof employment with each firm. In large"
_ . ,

/,cities, representative firms should be carefully chosen.. In either _case:.

e the discussion of the firm should pursue several avenues of inquiry;
..,..

whether the firm is eCia.mily firms. a reining'or.lunibering operation, a:,
. .

mar.-ufacturing plant, a personal seryices business, or'a Teta outlet.
. . .

.
.

.
a

,,. The survey of the. firm should include discussion of what is prodUced,
,,. .

7

how the proprietor determines what to produce (whither it be adecision"
.

.

basic economic understanding

economic unit.. The

on what tovrow, what to manufacture, what services to provide, or what

goods to keep in stock) r and. the 4numt n,. physical, and .financial' resource

needgd for p6ductiOU.4 Marke4ng should. be discuised, asoweAl as the

factors that might encoU.tage or discourage growth' in the firm o* Industry.

An important part of- the surveY.of'each-firehOuld be a discussion of t

the.advantages'and disadvantages of employAnt in the firm and industry

and future employment opportunities for younglpeople.

Included in tile section should also be aldieCiassionof business,

ol:ganizatiOnsand labor unions and a discussion of "the proapeCii"-snd

desirability of economic growth for the coMnmuitytat large. Finilly,'the

section of the Profile on the economic-hsges should include Ohs or more

shori'essays that detail economic-issues Of.C'urrent communityconcerni.

4
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"these may involv4 questions of economic-

of resources, or any concern that tends

deals.with economic. conflicts. 0

growth, the future availability

to demonstrate hosl the community
A

In order-to use this sectidn'of the tofile effectively, it should

be divided into subsections with descriptive headings,

following.
.

. The Components of thl,Economiq.Base.

.
The Availability ofNatural Resources

* . 1 '.; -The AgxlculiNui Sdbsystem
l' The 142striall Subasy KW ''11c %-esde 1-- .....ir . .

.
Ob.-% -id.

. -1 Retail and ilmelesale Trade . .
-

The service Sector
i ' Farployment and Unemployment

-I Future. Economic Trends.' '
P

1I Current Issue's
.

. .

'.

i specific subheetlings used ii any CSP will depend,. ix; part,' on ild..;
."2,,..#:-

Live emphasis thatla particular aspeCeof the economic system Warrants 4.-',.

..

- - '"
6 r

e) particular community, . $ tt *
.

a

r

such as the-

r

N.1

'rel

nA

464

.

ta,Sources. U.S. Census'Bureau reports are'availeblafor eQide

ranges of economic activities, including agriculturedmanufdctukng, satvices,
4 0

- . ,,

and whoiegala and.ratail trade. Large universities often have directories
,

. e , .0- --.

of manufaCiurers and .similar docUments relating to economic activity, and p

. , .

byeau s o f economic and business researei may prbvide a wide rang ege a .,, .
.

i
. .

materials, such as studies ,,on planning for _regional or-statewide growth.

1
.-

Local chambers,of commerce are valuable. sources of information de4ing wi --..

specifidallYvwiih the community's economic system. City governments,
t

. .
;

'especially in larger commhnitide, are often the source'of specialized

te 6

u .. '

reports dealing with topies.suCh as.zoning,.city'planriing, urban renewal;
.1

and manpower developpentg Statretics-andlepecialized reportscan Ile
-....,

valuable sources of data,ana can give the community researcher an Ovel.-

2. t.

view of the communityts ecohoac system. In order to provide this section

4 ." . .1 N ,

. Of plerProffile,with a personal orAentatic6, howeveroehterviews must' be
. . . . .e

.conducted withweople,themselves, including farmers and mfners,. bankers,

* .
manufac turing.# .workers, Managers, and owners, service industry workers,

.i. 4`

government yorkers, teachari, and as'wide, a range of other.people.#0...

diffarerit poccuriLdSns and industries ai is'needei,to provAV idi a wellzrounded)

atal

pictufe of imploythent and production in the community. Here, as elsewhere

... . % 4.
4.

4 in the CSP, selected.traftsOrl.ptions from
4tape recorded interviews Fan- be . .

,

. . 0 t
0 t . .

used ,effectively. 116 - * . .

.- ........,_. ...,

tair
*. . 1,35

".e. AS. -4 -
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Typical QuAtions.- The following_ general- questions about economics'
..

might be answered in Ole-MP:
- 4

.

it ghat is the breakdown of totifomployM4nt of.the localeconomy
. .

,.;,,

in the primary'sectorjagriculiureAininge fishing; etc.)/ the
* . . .. lig

,

-. secondary sector (Mandfacturing and processing)? the tertiary
v ..

. A s

,sector ( services, government employment,'reta 1 trid
/
e,etc.)?

2) .Whatare the major industiies'arid erployers in the aria? ,What
$

doiM they produce?.
.

"
. ..

. 6

.,,1 Whet is` the ecoNMic bdie'oP.the congapiqp in terms of:-.
q ,. .

a) LocationResourepOr 1Whek6 ir.ihe community located,'
. -

.
. . I

.with regWrd.to.ioopulatiop, centers, transportation

.. .. .
- .. . . ...z...

. -resonkces, and otheritacccia to-markets?14

b) Natural-
C '

gasourO Wfiates: resources -areo

such
-

available, sas farm land-, oil,lminekaln.; "forests,
, ..-

and fisheriie? ,

.

c) 'Human ResourcioC What skill% and levels'of education
r---.1 i

do thelbopulatiOn posmesi4 Is there' an adi6ate work. - ..

i force to meet the needs -'of ;Opal busineA arld fndustry? '

..- . A t
4

d) FinanOel Resonrces: What are the resources evailible ,

.

.. . " ......., 1,
,

.
to local residents to fine:Ice n business; new homes, .'

and:otherlImajor investments? What sourOfs tToyide .

. : -i. ,

'consumer credit ?, Perth_ ,arces adequate for present

.'erd future,needs? - f .

. .

,

,
.

, At -.. ',

e) ;SoCiel Facilities.: What social facilities serve locia ' --

"ti , busine4ses and families, such as schools, hospitals,-
.. ,

.. d: trallepprtationand *win umniciiion networks, anepublic
.

.

. ..

% 4*-
ib. ''..-%,`'

. .

:
4) Whit axe the viage earnings of people of/different racial or'

.

4.

; t: l'." .... ,
*-7!:.

ethnic groups in various jobs insthe community?

services
1

5i What are the"goodsi.and that the'commaity exports to tr1, .
other cammutitiei? What kinds of -goads and services bust it 4

,
4. .

-. & .4. t - 0 t ' , ....-:-- V

tploort? How have these patterns-chenged over 'time? What -d6----
.

.,..- . -:

a thmse,patterns indicate albut-;fuiure grovith-te.s.,.irliglotts ,4

I. . , ' '

t . ...
..,

exceed-exports, the community will declineln purchasing 'power
. I 7Ind populgt3on)? 1

.-

t
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, .. .

How do local industries compare wit those in other'communi4
0

es

in terms of "value-added"? That'is,'do localUsinesies and '''

industry contribute substantially in terms of-the final,valiiamc

the finished

of the value

communities?

product when it reaches the marketplace.,.or is much

added in later stages-of_ protessing'in other

7) Howcan-the community be:catego4fZed as far,as thp type of .

economic paella, using categories such as.these:

Firming and ranching Community
Smallretail'trading),cehter
Wholesale "trading;centir
-dangle linduitry, community ,

GoNierninent installation community

8) What'tare-the,ihPut-out Patterns in,the community :regarding the

prodUction of goodsand aiWices distributed' either through they

4

markq or through nonmarket channels? -How imRprtant ars,famil*es

and volOntary orgsnizAions in thispit:case? :(Refer to Figure .),

9) ,What,are the vertical and horizontal patterns in the community
. ! .

that relate specifically eConoMic activity? (Refer to Figure 3.)

Th9 following questions, might be asked of farm owners and managers:
_ .

1) What is the size of your farm? gad the size of your fard change

uncle; yoUrownership? If so, why
>!... 0

2Y What do you produce? Why do you produce some crops and not

,dthers? /

3) Where .did you learn the skills needed,for farming? P/here do you

go to find (answers to 'cluesttons:about day-to-day faim'operations?

'44A,re there private or goverpment agencies that pro fide information?
-:.

4) What ip,the average family income of farms in yoUr". area?' Why
-

does it-v#V- , 1
i

--.

5) What kihds of skilled, semi-shlled,-and unskilled lab do you
.

.

..... ,

skills
t _

employ?'Where do they. deve.lop sk ls for thei ,jobs?

- .- .
,

.

"What is the. wage rate of your employeestand hoW is it determined?

What Are-the things you like and dilrIike most about your. work?
..,

.
, 1 .

.

AI

6)
e

7) Was yorit'farm-a family business when you topk'over, or did you
*

acquire it from someone else? Why did, you decide to become a

r

farmer?

51.
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8) Are youm children planning to be farmers. Will they own yoUr

farm some day? ,

9) What kinds of physical resources are needed in your farming

operation (land,' water, machinery,, etc.)? What are current

problems,in obtaining these resources, such as more land or
0 P

more water? ,''" .

.

., .

10) How have changes in science and technology affected your farm ,..

opc:ati in the past?

11) r.tHow ar prices determined for the.thiigs.you_sell .1 t e market?
. . ,

)
How muc h-conttol do

.

you have over the price of goods hold? What
.

.._ ,

is the level of competition in business?n your , .

12) What 4overnment programs or regulations aeceyour'operations,.
-

. .

such as marketing agreements, price/supports, etc.?

° 13) Where do you sell your ,farm output and how. does it reach ,its

final destination?
c.--

14) What is your'relitionship with locaffinaricial institutions,

and how do you use them?

199 How do you try'to reduce the risks of crop failure--through

speciiliaation or diversification?

16) What pressures or temptations do you encounter to:sell your

farmland to real estate developers?

17) What'do you. see in the future for your kind of operation in the

.next ten years? What effect will government decisions now being

discussed have on:your operation?

18) What do you 'think is the "secret of success" in ypur operation

and in farming in general?

19) Are therenon-money benefits from farming?

20) What advige would -you give to yodng people consideririg farming

as a career?

The fo-11-4ing questions, might be asked of firm laborers:

1) at led you to-the kind of work you are doing now? How and

Obere did you learn the skills necessary for .the work you do?

2) What is the iossibilAy of.advanCeient in' the work you do?

3) What ishe average wage for the kind of work you do? Are: there

variations? Why?
1

I

1

.. _1St " N
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4) What are the things you like and dislike " most about your work?

5) How steady is the work youth)? Where do-you-gb to find work or

assistance in finding work?

6) What government programs provide assistance to farm workers?

7) 'Abet advice would you give to young people interested in ,

becoming farm laborers?
4

8) Are there non-money benefits from being a farm laborer?

The folloWing questions might beasked ofowners and managers of

manufacturing and servicesifirms:
.

1)* What is the size of your operation? Has it changed in recent

years? Why?

2) Who owns the business? How is it management organized?

cs>
3) at do you, manufacture or what servicesAido you provide?

. J

4) What are the kinds pf jobs available in your business ip the

categories of management, skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled

labor?

5) How do people Otain jobs at each 19yel--through friends,

unions, employment agencies? How- impoitariteare unions in the I) -

ti

_ -

operation? How did they develop? How do unions and management

Work"together?

6) What are the opportunities for women and minority group members

in the different' kinds of jobs in the business?

7) How permanent are the different kinds of jobs?

BY How did you personally become interested in,the business as a

career?

9) How can young people obtain the skills needed for different

jobs in the business?

10) What are the thingeNi.like and dislike most about your own

job? sae

11) What are the wage leklels for workers With different skills in

your business?

12) How do government agencies ;and controt affect the way you
i ,,..

proatibe and the prices you charge? What is your relationship

. ..
to financial institutions and how do you use them?

4
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134 What are the different physical inputs and machines you use!

in the production prbcess? wtat changes in science and tech-

nology have affected the production process in the recent
a

past?.

14) Why was it,,deciOd to locate the business here? How did

markets for inputs and cutputs, and transportation networks,

affect the decision?

15) Who are your major customers? How do you transport goods to

market? Where are the markets in which you buy physical and

human inputs in the production process?

16) What is the level of competition in your industry?

The following questions might be asked of workers in manufacturing

and services firms:

1) How did you decide on a career in this kind of business?

2) What are the skills you need, and low did you acquire them?

3) What are.thepogsibilities for advancement in your-work?

4). What Is the average wage rate for the wcrk you do? Are there.

variations? Why?

5) What are th'elthings you like and dislike most abottyour job?.

Where do you go"to find work when you ar4 out of a job? How

did you first become employed in the kind work.you do now?

1 What government agencies help you find work'{ or-assist you in

. other ways, when you are unemployed.

7) Are there non-money benefits from your job?

8) What advice would you give to young people interested in doing

the kind of work you do?

9) If
,
you could start over, would you do the same kind of work?

Current Issues., This subsection of the CSP should be comprised of

a short essay concerning some economic issue of community concern." It

might review tl'a ways in which residents view economic growth, the

problems of migrant labor, oeIhe impact on the local economy of a firm

that is leaving orentering the community. The essay should emphasize

how the economic system functions and how people work within the system

to achieve economic goais. The essay also should provide a good

opportunity to show how-elements;of the,political and cultural systems

influence events in the economic system.

4
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P nose-end Importance. The:CSF's section °on the political system
,

rovides an opportunity to explore hots political demandicin the community

are met. .The political system is composetof formal institutions- -such'

as the executive, legislative, an judicial-bodies at the local level
.,

as well as political parties, special interest grOupp, and informal power

These institutions or structures tena to define the sCope.

and extent of the political process: The process, of course, is the

essential ingredient that gives life to all these institutions. Thus,

the Profile should explain the ways in which political institutions

respond to political demands. This will include discussions of the

functions an0 jurisdictions of goVernmentardecision=iaking bbdies and:

agenbies, tte selection of political leaders (from.theyrodesses.:of

political parties to the election Process4tself), and local government

- finance:-

This section of the Profile should -not neglect to noteimportant

political personalities, who serve to affect the directipn of the

political process.and who may serve as the "gatekeepers" for political

action. In addition, change agents, whether they be humanor nonhuman,

should be identified. These may be in the form of pertinent political

issues that will affect the future of the,cOmmunity'in important ways.

Data Sources. The U.S. Census Bureau'il Census'of Government4,

prepared for each state,...provides aati about state and local government

finance and operations. 'However, the beSt information about local

political systems is obtained directly from state and local sources.

-Local elected officials.may be helpful in providing literature about

local government andin answering questions. State apd federal/govern-

ment officesjocated in the community can be helpful, as can regional,'

councils of government... As inther sections of the Profile, local news-

paper reporters may be especially valuable as sources of information.

Typical questions. The following general questions about the

community's political system should be dealt with In the CSP.

1) What are the structurese functions,-and jurisdictions of the

executive, legislative, and judicial branches of local govern-

mint (city and county)?

141
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What services does local government provide? What are the.
. .

lines of authority?

3) What state and federal government agencies exist in the

cormunity? What ,services do they provide?

4) Hot.; is 1CC'al gdvernment financed?

5) How do the budgets of varieus local government agencies

-compare in recent years? What are the total current

expenditures?.

6) How are elected officials nominated for office?' How are

appointed officials chosen?

7), How do local polii9g1 parties function?

8) Are there organized special interest groups in the community

that influence decision making? ,

Are there specific individuals, Who'may or may not be elected ,

officials, but who exert a great degree of political infldence?

10) What is the nature of the political demands that arise in the

community? Is the local government responsive to these demands?

11)' What ado past voting records show about the level- of cillizen

21e

participation in local elections, based on variables sucli as

age,, ethnic group, economic group, and residence patterns?

Does this show confidence or lack of confidence in the local

government on the part of different groups in the community?

- 12) What is the relationship of the local government and power

structure to state-and federal government? Is there codperation

or =inflict?. Does the local political system feel that it

participates in making decisions, or are decisions seen as being

arbitrarily imposed from above?

13) How do the values and norms of the community become. apparent

from the content'of city council agendas?

14), What 'role does the political system play in planning for

economic growth? for land use policy? What role do state or

federal laws, such as the Environmental Protection Act of 1.870,

play in aidibg or hindering local plans for growth?

15) What social functions does the political system perform in the

community? What are the input -out relationships among social

units within a political context? (Refer to Figures 2 and 3.)

142
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16) What are the vertical and hdrizontal pattans that emerge from

the political system? (Refer to Figure 4.)

The following qdestions might be asked of citizens?

1) What political organizations do you- belong to?

2) 'pat do yqu see as the most important 'political issues in the

'community today?

3) How are different segments of the community aligned on these

issues?

4) What local individuals and organizatieips exert power or influence

on these issues?
.

5) How do powerful individuals exert influence?

6) Can you name the five or six most politically influential people

in the community? Briefly describe, their backgrounds,

occupations, and how they gained influence?

7) What do you see ee_the major political goals'in the community?

8) Have you ever run for political office? Did youparticipate in
371.

the last election?

9) Did you vote in the last election? Why or Why not?

10) If you had $50,000 to spend-on local community problemshow

would you spend it?

11) How would you rate the attitudes of the community's youth in

civic and political activities: ,:,nterested, indifferent, cynical?

12) What could be done to improve thiS attitude?

The following questions night be asked of elected or appointed officials:

1) HoW did you becOme interested in the office you hold? Have you

held other elected or appointed offices?

2) What was the process by which, you obtained your offiCe?

3) How da state and federal governments intereact with your office?

4) HoW is your office funded, and how are expenditures determined?'

5) What are the major community probleml,with which your office

deals? Whatkinde of services does your office provide to

citizens?

6) If a young pirsOitre interested in obtaining an elected or

--' appointed office, how should lie or she begin? *

7) How do individuals influence your policy decisions and provide

you with information?

143
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8) How did, your own background and training prepare you for the

office you'hold? _

The following questions might be asked of leaders, of political
.6

parties:

,"-;1 1) Howi.many active, members does you party have? What functions

does the party perform? How are political goals agreed upon

within the party?

'2) Where des the r:)ity obtain financial support?,
.

3) What roleb do women and members, of minority groups have in the -

party?

4) "How are party' candidates chosen for local offices?

5) How can 'young people becomtinvolved in party politics, and

what jobs would they belikely to 'have?

6) How did you personally become involved in politics?

7) What do you see as the fUture trend for your party at the

local andz..7State.level?

The following q4stions might be asked of administrators of local,
r

state, and federal goVernment agencies located in'the community:?

1) What services does your agency perform?

2) How is your budget determined?

3) How can iople take advantage of your services?

4) What are current probleriii-in the community which your agency.

is trying to solve?

5) If a young'person were interested in a job with your agency,

what kind of training would he or shilfeed,,and what procedures

would he or she follow in applying for the job?

6$1 Has your agency grown or declined 'in krecent years? Why?

The followin4 questions might..be asked of attorneys and judges:

1) What is the nature of the court system in the community? What

courts have jurisdiction over different legal issues?

2) How can individualSfind redress in the courts without recourse

to an attorney? 9

3) What are.the most common civil suits you.hear or plead? What

are the most common criminal. cases you hear or plead?

P.
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.4) Is crime increasing or decreasing in the community? What seem

to be the most commom characteristics of criminals? What are

the major causes of crime in thecomnunity?-

5) 'What measures are being taken to reduce crime?

6) Mbat is the incidence of juvenile crime, and what causes it?

7) What careers, at all, levels,,are open to young people in the

legal profession, and what training do they need for different

jobs?

Current Issues. As in the economic section of the Profile, the

current issue essay fot the political system should shOld how the, system

operates in practical situations. It might deal with a recent-election,

or abetter df local controversy, or the interaction of state or federal
5

government agencies with local reiidents. The essay should show haw the

economic. end cultural systems'in the community,interactwith the politidal
k

. system.

The Cultural System

Purpose and Importance.. This sectiggoof the Profile emphasiles the

values, norms, and beliefs of community residents. It Is herd that4the

systemic nature of the community is most obV.ious. The economic and

political systems of the community wi have an impact bn,yalues and norms

of the community, and these in tur will feed back intoitconomic and

political activities.- .

This section of the Profile should discuss family groups.and their

organization--the differences among families regat'ding.things such asp:

marriage patterns and family size, customs and celebrations, consumrtion

habits4 and religious values. The section should continue with a dis-

cussion of the role of churches and schools in the community, the im-

portance of civic organizations, and the formal and informal communication

networkspthat exist in the community

cussion of recreational and cultural

cussion of community problems, such a

Also included should be a dis-

.pursuits'and:facilities and a dis-
A00

e poverty or crime, and how they are

being addressed by the community.

Data Sources. Published information pertaining to the community's

cultural system-fs usually not readily available. Lists of churches,
x
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voitxltary organizatiohs, and schools maybe available,.but data about

community values may not, especially in smaller communities where

opinion research projects have not been undertaken. The most important

source of informaLon for this part of the Profile will come from inter-.

views conducted with members of the, community. .

, Typical Questions-. The following general.questionsabout the cul-.

turgl systtm of the community might be used in putting together the CSP:

1) H6w do residents feel about their community? What aspects of

the community do they especially like or dislike?

2) Is there a special relationship between.residents and their

physical surroundings?

3) Are there historical-reasons for present values toward work,

recreation, change; religion, newcomers. to the,communiy, and

the like?

4) What kinds of family relationships exist in the community?' How

do these differ among members 'of minority groups?

5) What is the importance of churches, clubs, and voluntary orga-

nizations in the community? What functions do they perform?

Are there notable patterns 'of membership ? -

6) What roles do the local schools play in the community, aside

from a purely educational-One? Are the schools encountering

special problems?

7) Where does conflict arise in the community? Is there dronflict

involving minority group members, newcomers, or peopleof dif-

ferent badkgrounds? How is this conflict evidenced by young

people and by adults?
A

8) Are there spacial pLobleMs in the community caused by drug use 4

or alcohol?

9) What.are the special problems of the poor in the community?

10) What facilities are available for recreation in the area? What

kinds of museums: art galleries, and other culturally oriented
t

facilities exist? 4 =

11) What communications networks operate in the community, such as

newspapers; radio stations, and television stations? t56!,z-9

informal communications networks where information is exchange-a?

A
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12) Cultural values in the community might-be identified through.

answering such questions as the following:

a) How and for what is money spent? Is the community
V -

dominated by consumerism, or is there a high degree

of support agforded churches, welfare and health

associations'; and the like?

b) Is the commtriity work oriented, or is much attention

given to recreation and "neighboring"?

c) What kinds of social behaviors are rewarded?. What.

kinds are disapproved of? .

d) Is there a sense of loyalty to the community? Is

this,transmitted to the young people,. are does it

affect their decisicns -to leave or remain in the

community when they finish school?

e) What are the key issues leading to conflict and con-

troversy in the community? What issues bring the

community together in cooperative ventures?

13) Wha t are the specific areas leading to confIl.Ct in the

community?

a) Is there conflict generated by the market allocation

of goods and services, i.e., is there conflict between

the rich and the poor?

b) Is there conflict generated by the use of authority

to enforce' commupity norms, as with the police.jorce

and local youth?

c) Is conflict generated by'the desire of some individuals

to pursue theiK own interests when this may abridge

the rights of others?

p d) Is there conflict arising from'the feeling on the part

ofd/residents that their livei have been .overly "bureau-

I:atized"?

14) What are the notable patterns of pe-Aormance of social functions,

of input -out relationships, and vertical and horizontal linkages

that apply to the cultural section of the Profile? (Refer to

-Figures 2, 3, and 4.)

,740.4..
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0. -The following questions might be asked'of any or all membersof the;The
'- 0

.

community.

1) Could iiou,,,briefly describe how .you would ideptify the community's

most accepted values in the following areas? Are these values

` changing? .

a) Values on work and business ettlics

b) Values on political ethics

'c) The,imoortance of.religion

d) Theimportance of the family

e) Attitudes towarcommunitVinteraOtion in civil

projects, clubs, organizations, recreation, arti4c,

and cultural events:

'2) What are yoU own values regarding gamily life and religion?

3) What organizations and clubs 46- you';nd members of your-familV.,

belong to? How did you become interested'in these organizations?

4) What do you and your family 'do for rec'reation? Xhat are'the

cultural events -ill the community which provide art, music,' and

Zi

. .

theater?

5) What problems_do young. ,people have when they leaVe the ctun ty
f l'

0. D

for other plraCes?-..
.

6) What problems do new families have when.Rthey move-into your

community? -
.,...

7) Do.you think that human relations among different cultural

,grOups in the community have.improved or deteriorated in'recent

years?why?

8) Wes-any particular.cultural.cfroup show a disproportionately

high rate of crime, poverty, or unemploynient?_,Why? What

measure :are being taken to solve theIrp.roblem?

9) What is the level of discriminationagainst culturlatminoritY

groups in the community in. housing, employment, and education?

10) Howwell rid, the schools prepare young people for life in this

and other communities?

4The folloWing questi6nd:might beasked,of leaders of community

Voluntary organizationii

1) What if the name of your organization? What functions does. it

perform ti+ serve members and the community?
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/
-2) Whaekinds

.

of people belonto the organization'?
.

.,
.73)' Doc your member also tend tiaLelong tb

.

other orgapizatioris?

.

S-

4) -lidw can you people become involved, with organization?

. 5). What political influence does-theorganizatiop have, if any?

N , The followingiqUastionsAghebe asked of religious, leaders:

What is the religious compositioit of the commuhityn .

What are the'dominent religious valus of the community, and

how i-MP5rtant ig religiok in:the lived Of community membtrs?'i
3Y What services does yoUr churchrprovide?

4) In your roleaS cOunselory what are the most common

problems you encOunter in community_resideutSr

'5) Alai are the cultUril conflicts in the coMmtihity? gow are'they
.

personal

being resayed?.

6) How dO community values'affect:the approach of the community

to such issues as. crime, poverty, and, discrimination?

might be asked of teacheis and school'The following questidhs

adlmistrators: . ,

1) What are the schools doi( tb prepare students for lives as

adults in this cgmmuriity and'in comdtunities to which students7 migrate?

2) What programs-do the schools offer for adults?

3)- What kinds of vocational programs are available to students?

'4) -What are .the current issues

The following questionscmight be

What culturalultural aOtivities do

causing cpnflict in the schools?
. J

asked of leaders in cultural pursuits:

.1) yoti help piovide?

2) What kinds of.,pegple take advantage of these activities?.
. ,

3) How are these activities ftinded

4) How do the local cultural or recreational activities reflect

the values and interests of community members?

..
ti
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..- Baumei,. C. Phillip,.and othgrs. '1964. "The*Commuqty Survey: Zts uies

in L.AreIbvment and Action Programi. 'Ames, IA: ..rdwa State Uni-'
versity of Science .and Techniilogy. .ED 030 032:. . ,

.
..6

4 ...A ... 0._..
This" is.a generalquide to organizing and conducting reliable,and
usefil community surveysOrganization for the sarvey is discussed.-
inciiding the-neeil to identify and Contact relevant community croupil-
and their.represenRatiyes. Questlonnaire conftr7tion is discussed,
emphasizing careful wording,4ordering, and'ettucturing.of quesitienti,
Methods of sampling, distributing anirCO4ecti.ng questionnaires, and
intexprefing and u4Arig survey res-Ats are alto discussed. The ,

aoriendices incllide:samples of quesUOnnaires and statistical tools
that may be used' In analyzing the' survey.. ..

..
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A

Brooks, George S.- October' 1972. The Task Force Api,roath of. Determining
...

Community' !'feeds. '. Adult Leadership, 2:10):114-16, 143-44.

. . ,...-

The author identifies fiveadministrative phases and 'nine stet: a. .- .'"..:

be followed in conducting a cominUiiity survey. '/
-4 . ..... ..-%
. .

*
:

.

'Calvert, Marguerite L. 'December 1971- January 1972.. Have Ypifheard From
Your Business. Community Lately? .BIZande Sheet,,53(4):157,59:

..*

...
.:.'

The author summarises the result.of.a-community'survey and ditcusses
.the contibutions.suChsurveys can make to education. - .

-

,

Danzinger, Cal. 1973./ ommunity Research ,Techniques. Pitman, NJ:
Multi-District 'Ittitute for Political Education. ED 077,4794.

.

The author desCribei techniques of.sociologicaLtesearch related `e
community xesearch strategies, including the assembly, organizatiol,
and interpretation of facts that explain human. activity Part',
I of the booklet examines some basic aspets of researchj illustratWO
procedures. for stating.and examining a research problem. The scope
is narrowed in Part II to the kr;blem of community research; and .

suggestions are made for a variety of ways in wh!Lch,to gather in7 -
,formation ,fdi research purposes. Appendices include an outline of -

A, questions involve4-in sociologicalresearch and samplas'of reitiOn-
1.naires and interview techniques..

DeciSion Making it the Local Level, Grade, Eight. Resource Utile (Unit
4--
4

AN,

1967. Minneapolis, MN: Protect SoCi4l Studies Curglculum Center,.
Univerfity of MinInesotl.' 'ED 092 427. : . ,

...

:This resource unit, developed by the University.of Minhesota's..-
-Protect SocittfStudiles as part of a course celled "Our POlitiCil
System, intrOduces eighth graders to decision_ making at tile local ,,,,,introduces

rr.
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level. This unit has pupils, use concepts learned earlier to analyze'
one or more crucial problem= 4their own community: Students

identify and define probleid-to determine alternative ways of trying
tosolirethem.- A list of objecti'Ves is followed by an outline of
content correlated ,to objectives, teaching procedures, and materials

of

Johnstone,,George R. 1970. Community Concerns Class: A.Terminal Report.,

, Pontiac, -.MI: Oakland County Schools. ED 076 445.

phis final report is an assessment of an experimental class designed
to determine whether students in gradds nine'through twelve with

'diverse baCkgrounds could dofie1d.research on community problems.
_The course description and oUtline of the:course define -goals and'
methodd of meeting these goals. SaMples of materials are included

"in the'text, together with:evaluations,of'behavioral achievements,
student content Comprehension, etudent,class evalUatiOns,oand
coordinating teacher evaluations: Appendices detail steps in the

devetMmdent of the'course and samples of teaching materials,
:stOtegies, and evaluation forms.

_ ...

Joned, /4.Iton. , 1971. Finding,Community: A.Guide to Community Research-

andActionalo Alto, CAI James E. Prill and Associates. ED 051 034.

' ..6,

i ....,

This book is am attempt/to descriontempordrYsboial problems.
and .offers somestartiO poi,rits for community research and action
As/in educational tool,it is based on the belief thatd good way to

,,Ietarn(abouf a community is to become 'involved with it. It is .a book

---"' with classroom-dOlications to all grade leVels. Iidues covered .,,-

include food coqp, sellingpracticed-and Credit abase, egperienting
the welfareisysterti, condition of American housing, the police, the

draft, ,and the environment. ,
, ' 4. (.. ..

Larmouth, Donald Wilf4d. December*1972. The. Life Around 'Us: Deiign
for "a Community Rebearch Compdnent-in Engiish\Composition: Courses..
College Composition and Comndaioation,'23(5):383-89..',

'

The author presents aprogram of:investigation into a community for
comnositiOn courses, differing from mpSt composition courses for
which research is conductedin the library:

. 4

"Levy,- Clifford V. 1972, A Primer for Community Research. Tap4rancisco,
" CA: Far West Reseatch, Inc. ED 103 986, i,

.

/
.

_
.

i

_Thigbookler vie eve step-byo.step layperdon's,guide to conducting
., / .

Ka community-sury ,'tabulating the findings a t e sury y, and
present4Walinfi:TeRnit.-:It is written in sir9 le.. technical

4 '

--11AngYlge, and cont4ipa.damples of varipus survek forms and procedurbs

to Ino"folloWia in preparing a iurvey,of_limiiepi scope:, such as a,
, ,

_,

housing survey. . ;!- ''''

/ ,

.
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. McKinnerney, Berl Ray. 1974. The Teacher and the Use of Community

ResOurces. Unpublished paper. ED 094 136.

The author proposes that if a program of community study has not

been_initiated in the school system, the individual teacher should

take the initiative in presenting the idea to the administration,

and in locating and preparing for use of community resources. Three

principal aspects of the discovery and use of community resources

Q. are identified: organized community stl..dy, planning and conuLating

field trips, and the identification and use of people as instruc-

tional resources. 'Me author gives advice on organizing the use

Of these resources.

Mohl, Raymond A., and Neil Betten. January 1971. Gary-,' IN The

Urban laboratory as a Teaching Tool. History Teacher, 4M:5-17.
A

This article discusses the methodology and benefits of using a city .

as an instrument for examining American history and social dynamics.

Thomas, John H., and others. 1973., Polling and Survey Research.

Analysis and-Bibliography Series No. 17. 'Arlington, VA: National

School Public Relations Association; Eugene, OR: University of

Oregon, ERIC' Clearinghouse on Educational Management. ED 087 083.

This document is intended to benefit individual-school districts

in their efforts to conduct community, surveys. The publication,

reviews the extensive volume of literature on polling and survey
research methods,and outlines the-main steps to be taken in con-

ducting a SurVey. Areas covered include the advantage.s.and dis-

advantages of school surveys, ..11bstiOnnaire construction, data

analysis, and the choice of methodology.
.

War ake, Ruth. 1974. LAnalYzing Your Community: Basis .for Building

LibraiyService.\i Chicago, IL: Illinois Library Association.

ED 105 881.

With 'an emphasision developing surveys for library purposes, _the

article outlines Steps in the process of community study.

Suggestions are given for recruiting citizen partiCliaation, out-

lining a procedui"e, organizing and interpreting study results,

and making use of the findings. A list of selected references

refers'users to the more detailed material it would be necessary

to consult as the study progresses.
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Introdu

The emergence of workers ' education, i. e., efforts by working-class
organizations to establish and control their own educational programs, first

took place around the turn of the entury in Great Britain and Scandinavia.

After World War I, the idea crossed the Atlantic and during the 1920's and

1930's the American Labor College M

of over4300 worker-controlledcolleges.

In attempts to explain the origins, p

oveMent flourished with the appearance
/,1

autonomous U. S. education institutions,

rograms, and contributions of these

a number of writers and scholars

have stressed the Anglo nexus. Such British experiences as Ruskin College

(1899), the Worker's Educational Association (1903), and interalia the National

Council of Labor Colleges (1921) have been Jee

cursors of the American Worker's Education Move

as the most formative pre-

ent.

While British influence has been unquestionubl

argue that contributions from other areas have been n

from German Socialism, for example, on workers' educa

American community have been extensive and formative--

y important, we would

eglected. Influences

tion in the Jewish-

but little stUdied. 2

In like manner in the American Scandinavian and Finnish co

Scandinavian models have been imported and adapted but not

In this paper we will examine the Work People's College,

mmunities,

studied.

one of

these institutions where the Scandinavian inheritance first loom d large,

liege andand then faded as the industrial Workers of the World bought the c

used it. in their struggle for a socialist America. We will first note
Finnish immigrants sought to create a folk high school or residential

how

school

1 Richard Dwyer, "Workers' Education, Labor Education, Labor Studie
An Historical De " Review of Ed,ucational Research, 47 (1977), P.
See alsaMarius Fansones ./orld kr-kers' Educ 7-:overlents : Their r
Social Significance (1931; rot. I:ew York: AMS Press, 1;68), p. 492; Dagmar
Scatz, "T ho Chnring Political Nature of TI.orkers I Education: A. Case Study

of the liiscons-In School for 'iorkers" (Unpub. diss.: University of 7.1isconsins

1972), p. 16. F1'ank Adams, Unearthing Seeds of Fire: The Idea of Hfcillanclor

(Winston-Salem, North Carolina: John Ie. Blair Publishing,1.975), P. 15.

S:
180.

-.`
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for young adults modeled along Scandinavian lines. We will then briefly

compare Work Peoples' College with several other worker's colleges and

assess something of its contribution to the overall worker's college movement.

This task will be accomplished, first, by exploring workers' education

in Finland during the early years of the 20th Century in order to establish

the workers' education heritage of the Finns. Second, the sources, pur-
poses, programs, achievements, and outcomes of Work Peoples' College

will be described. And, third, Work People's College will be compared

and contrasted with two well-known American labor colleges, Brookwood

Labor College and Commonwealth Labor College, to determine the sig-

nificance, if any, of the Finnish contribution to the American workers'

education experience.
.. z

Workers' Education in Finland

Workers' education began in Finland in 1899--the same year as the

creation of Ruskin College in England--with the development of the Workers'

Institute. Organized by the Finnish labor movement, the school functioned
. "to spread intellectual and moral enlightenment among the broad masses. "3

Although supposedly founded to benefit the Finnish working-class, the

Institute eschewed radical political ideology by serving broad educational

goals. The Institute achieved considerable success and by the late '1920's

some 40 Institutes had been built throughout the urban centers of Finland.

Helsinki claimed the largest enrollment with 5,000 members.
4 Held in the

evening, classes included courses in the "social sciences, public speaking,
practical writing and arithmetic,' the histoty and language of Finland.... "5

2 See, for example, N. Levin, Jewish Socialist Movements: 1877-1917.
(New York: Schocken Books, 1977) 554 p. I. Frank, "European Socialism and
Jewish- American Worker Education. " (Pittsburgh: International and Development
Education Program, 1974) 63 p. : and R. G. Paulston, Folk Schools in Social
Change (Pittsburgh: University Center for International Studies, 1974) 194 p.'

.....

3 Quoted in Hansom!), p. 364..

4 Ibid., p. 366.

5. Ibid., p. 365.
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In 1919, the Workers' Educational Federation began to disseminate

"social education among the masses by means of study circles, lecture

courses, libraries, " and correspondence courses. The WEF received wide-

spread, popular support from 18 nationak organizations, such as the Social

Democratic Party and the Trade Union Federation of Finland, with a total of
6430, 000 members. Moreover, by 1928, the WEF claimed 342 study circles

which served 4, 462 students in the rural regions of Finland. The course

offerings of the WEF closely paralleled those of the Workers' Institute, but

the WEF also provided a course in the history of socialism. Thus, unlike

the Institute, the WEF did not exclude radical ideology from its curriculum,

The Workers' Academy, a residential folk high school for labor students;

developed in 1924 near Helsinki. With more specific and radical goals than

the Workers' Institute and the WEF, the Academy aimed

... , to equip intellectually active worker students for responsible
offices in the important workers' movementsthe trade unions,
the socialist party, the cooperatives, the workers' education
movement, and for governmental and public functions.

The students, generally in their twenties, Came exclusively from working-
VP

class families. The Academy's program offered four divisions: Social-

Political Sciences; Natural Sciences; Humanistic Studies; and Practical

Subjects. The Social-Political Sciences track included labor legislation,

trade unionism, the Finnish labor movement, and political economy as

courses while the Practical Subjects contained the Finnish language, public

speaking, and bookkeeping. 9

6 Ibid., p. 367.

7 Ibid., P. 368.

8
Ibid., p. 370.

9 Ibid., pp. 371-2.
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Overall, workers' education in Finland was diverse and successful.

On the one hand, the Workers' Institute and the WEF fostered educational

goals with a broad program and, thereby, fulfilled rnintellectual needs

of urban and rural Finns. The Workers' Academy, on the other hand, adhered

to social aims and trained working-class students for leadership roles in

the Finnish Labor Movement.

Work Peoples' College

Although Finns settled along the Delaware early in the Colonial Era,
t o t he U.. S.

Finnish migration/remained low until the Russian army began to draft Finns

in 1900. For example, while only 3, 500 Finns emigrated to America in 1898,

over 23, 000 fled Finland in 1902. 10 "These refugees, draft resistors among

them, included liberals as well as socialists, intellectuals as well as workers.
Russian suppression of the 1905 general strike in Finland, which protested

Russian rule, and the 1906 Viapori rebellion caused a second wave of Finnish

radicals to escape to the United States:
They represented the "new left" in European socialism: the
post-1905 radicalism that had little confidence in the electoral
process and Lione in winning socialism through gradual reform.
They brought to American and into the Finnish American socialist
movement a conviction that only some form of workers' revolu-
tionary acq02n, and not socialist politics alone, could establish
socialism.

Leo Laukki and Yrjo Simla, pursued by the Czarist police because of their

respective participation in the Viapori uprising and general strike, were among

this group of militant Finns who immediately became involved in American

radical movements and in workers' educ4tion. 13 For these and many other

10 earl Foss, The 171.nn Factor in American Labor, .Culture and Society
(New York Mills, Minnesota:- Pasta Printers, 1977 ), p. 46.

11

11 Ibid., p.
12 Ibid.s, p. 53.

13 Douglas J. 011ila, Jr., "From Socialism to Industrial Uniordsm
Social Factors in the 2,?terge,nce of Left-Labor P.9.-.3-t.cr114sm Among 17:;nrr;.sh 'Iorkers
on the Mesabi, 1911-19, The Finnish Experience in the Iest,ern Great Lakes
Region: Ni,-n Persne:ct,iires. eds. Michael G. Kam!, Matti E. Kaups, Douglas

Jr. (Turku, vinland: institute for lan-ation, 1975), p. 161.
Arthur' E.. PUotifien, "Ea1y Labor Organizations An the Coppei Country,-".:
br the Common- Good: Finnish Innigrants and the Pailical Response to :Industrial!
America, eds. Michael G. riarni, et al.., (Superior, Wisconsin: Tyorrdes Society,

14 . ; : , -4%. 7-1.97)1 p. 6. '.%
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Finnish immigrants, "socialism was... a child of the Old Country. Both

its content and its leadership came from Finland. 14

Thus, when the Finns encountered low pay, long hours, irregular, .

employment, and dangerous job conditions in the mining regions of the

Upper Midwest and an ineffectual American Federation of Labor which barred

unskilled, immigrant workers from membership, they created the Finnish

Socialist Federation which "became the American Socialist Party's first

foreign-language federation. "1S In fact, the Finnish Socialist federation
symbolized the model for some 20 other language federations within the

Socialist Party by becoming the largest and most powerful* group. 16
In

1906, for instance, the Finnish language federation claimed 29 local chap-

terms with 2, 450 members. By 1912, this total had increased to 225 locals

and 11, 000 members. "At that date, the organization included four news-

papers, the Work Peoples' College with 123 students, 76 club houses,. 80

libraries, and a combined income of $184, 128. 83, coupled with an overall

valuation of $558, 201. 14. "17 Indeed, the radical Finns not only represented

a formidable force within the American socialist movement, but they also made

a major impact on the American workers' education movement with the forzna-

tion of Work Peoples' College.

In September of 1903, the Finnish Evangelical Lutheran National Church

sponsored the founding of a folk high schooloriginally located in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, and later moved to better facilities in Duluth - -in order to teach

14 John I. Kolehnninen, "The Inimitable Marxists: The Finnish Immigrant
Socialists," 1.lichirran History-, 36 (1952), p. 399.

15 Ibid., p. 396. For a description of the.harsh working conditions
of the Finns see Ross, pp. 109-11. Also, 011ila, p. 157, makes a brief
commentary about the relationship between the }Inns and the AFL.

16 Arne Halonen, "The 'ole of ?inrush-Americans in the Polit cal
Labor Movement!! (Unpub. Masters thesis: University of Minnesota, 19) ),
p. 51.

17 011ila, p.



Finnish immigrants religion, Finnish culture, and nationalism. 18
The

school received financial support from stock sold to Finnish shareholders

for $1 apiece. A Board of Directors, consisting of lay members and church

officials, controlled the secular aspects of the school while the church

supervised the school's theological seminary. The clerics, who were anti-
,

and the socialists, who were anticlerical, continually vied for

absolute control over the school. Meanwhile, the majority of the students

came from Finnish socialist homes. 19 The students, most of whom were in

their late twenties, resented the religious restrictions and courses imposed
upon them by the church and, as a result, led a strike to protest the

"oppressive" nature of the school in 1904.20 Conflicts'over religion caused

classes to be cancelled in 1905. Finally, two years later, Finnish socialists

obtained a majority of the stock and assumed complete authority over the

school and its board of directors in 1907.

The socialists changed the school's outlook, reorganized the program,

and renamed it Work People& College. Since a large percentage of the

Finns had little, or no, formal education, the college's first goal concerned
itself with providing "basic educational skills, especially in the use of

the English language. " Secondly, the .innish socialist community hoped "to

develop its own internal leadership especially editors, teachers, and
21agitators. ' curriculum, which stressed the social sciences, contained

history, economics, sociology, geography, bookkeeping, history of socialism,

18 Douglas J. 011ila, Jr., "The Work People's College: Imigrant .

.Education for Adjustment and Solidarity," Fbr the Common Goodgpp. 93-94.
Hereafter referred. to as WPC.

19 Ibid., p. 9h

20 TU4A p. 07a.w.1-.44 r. 97.
. t:. :-

21 'Ibid., p. 102 & p. 106: William Hoglund, Finnish Immigrants in
America: 7880-1920 (Madison, Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin, 1960),
revea ls that over one -third of the stuf2ehts who attended the school in
1913 had no formal education.

8
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Darwinian evolution, English, Finnish, public speaking, and journalism.

The school also furnished an English correspondence course for non-

residentresident students. The socialists, therefore, promoted the social
democratic ideology and cultivated "the growth of class-consciousness"

in response to the "school of Morgan and Rockefeller," as the radical Finns

"were fond of calling American capitalism. "23 Leo Laukki joined the teaching

staff and later became director. With 42 students and two instructors, the

1908 school year, for a change, proceeded smoothly. By the 1913-14

academic year, the college enrolled 157 students, employed eight instructors,

and expanded its facilities into a :second :.:uilding. 24 Yet, this success did

not prevent Work Peoples' College from experiencing another ideological shift.

In-1914, Finnish socialists experienced the same internal political

turmoil and organizational fragmentation as the American Socialist Party

endured in 1912. As a result, practically all of the Minnesota Finnish

Socialists resigned or were released from the Federation, and they sub-

sequently affiliated directly or indirectly with the Industrial Workers of the

World (IWW) and supported its goal of uniting all workers into "One Big

Union. "25 In other words, most Midwestern Finns, along with the radical

socialists, supported the IWW principles of "revolutionary unionism, direct

action, sabotage, and the general strike" rather than parliamentary socialism

as the means of ameliorating worki 26hg-class problems. Meanwhile, most

Eastern Finns and moderate socialists elected to remain in the American

Socialist Party.

22 WPC, p. 102 and Hansoms, p. 208.

23 WPC, p. 102. !Michael G. Karni, The ibtinding of the Finnish
Socialist Fbderation and the Ninnesota Strike of 1907," .Fbr the Common
Good, p. 82.

214 WPC, pp. 102-9.

25 ollila, p. 157.
26 WPC, p. 110.

VP 9
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Work Peoples' College, as well, drifted leftward to industrial unionism

under the leadership of Leo Laukki and Yrjo Sirola, who taught at the school

and strongly embraced the IWW precepts. With the arrest and imprisonment

of Laukki in 1917 as part of the Chicago 166, the school's attendance

faltered and eventually dropped to 53 students in 1919. 27 Laukki ultimately

skipped bail when he left the United States, with Sirola, to participate in the

Bolshevik takeover in Russia. When the IWW recognized the Work Peoples'

College in 1921 as its official school, enrollment increased to 70 students.
28

The Work Peoples' College "Announcement of Courses" for the 1923-24

year delineated the school's revolutionary orientation and adherence to IWW

goals;

This school recognizes the existence of class struggle in
society, and its courses of study have been prepared so
that industrially organized workers, both men and women,
dissatisfied with conditions under our capitalist system,
can more efficiently carry on an organized class struggle
for the attainment of industrial demaqg, and ultimately
the realization of a new social order.

These principles remained in effect for the next 20 years of the school's

life.

As a People's college, the school fashioned its program to fulfill the IWW

outlook by offering academic subjects such as the Materialistic Conc3ption

of History, with several texts by Marx and Engels; History of the Labor

Movement in the United States: the Motives of Social Activity; Economic

27 vFilliam D. Haywood, Big Bill Hay rood's Fook: The Autobiography
of VI lliam D. Hay good. (Nest York: International Publishers, 19714),

P. 353.

28WPC,
p. 111. We might note that the Finnish Cdmmunist Party's

folk high school in central Finland is today named in honor of Sirola.

29 "Work Peoples' College Announcement of Courses, 192343,"

(Duluth, Minnesota: Work Peoples' College, 1923), p. 2.

10
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Theory: Modern Industry; Industrial Geography; Eijolutioiial-y Biology.; and

Elementary and Advanced Arithmetic. Practical courses consisted of Public

Speaking which prepared students to "lecture on subjects of propaganda

value." Debating argued important labor questions, such as the importance

of "industrial unionism. " Reporting and Editing gave students firsthand

experience in "writing news articles on local events, editorials, and essays
on important matters in the labor movement. " IWW papers and journals

often published the best student articles, while the College used IWW litera-

ture throughout its program. Elementary and Advanced Bookkeeping prepared

students to maintain the financial records of IWW locals30 Typing represented

an important tool for potential IWW organizers because it could be used to

prepare leaflets or other forms of communication. 31 Spelling and English

Grammar functioned as basic courses for less literate students. The College

also attempted to develop its own instructors by instituting a teacher-

training program during specie.1 summer sessions held at the school. 32

In addition, Work Peoples' College had scripts for some 200 plays

and furnished an active play-rental service. 33 Rosa Knuuti, an instructor,

projected a twofold purpose for dramas:

The theatre to my mind is a means to an end. Classified as art,
it concerns itself in providing entestipnment; as propaganda, it
provides something to think about.

30 Ibid., pp.
31 mom a photocopy of a letter written on ":1P0 letterhead by 'Fed

W. Thompson, dated Del. 1st., 1929. Obtained from lannesota Historical Society.

32 Kristen Svanum, The '..lork People's Co llere: Where Industrial
Unionists are Efficiently Educated," Industrial Pioneer, 2 (1925), p. l8.

33 Gust Aakula, "Short Sketches of the 7-baLures of trydvaen °plata,
'dor!: Peoples' College, Du lutn, Minnesota." Undated & unpub. manuscript
obtained from the Duluth Public Library. Gust was a former student,
teacher, and secretary-treasurer of the school.

31i Rosa A. Knuuti,- "The '..Torkerl Play," Industrial Pioneer,
3 (1925), p. 26.
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For Knuuti, bourger-is plays romanticized working-class life by portraying

a friendly relationship bets een labor and capital. In this way, entertain-

ment served as subtle propaganda. Kriuuti, however, saw the need for

workers' play's which expoLad the drab existence and harsh realities of

working-class life. Consequently, labor dramas would supply thought-

provoking entertainment framed in class-conflict assumptions. 35

While all the courses were elective, students were required to follow o

fairly rigorous schedule which included 20 class hours a Lek. According

to Clifford Ellis, another teacher at the College, the school day began at

eight o'clock in the morning and continued until noon. Students spent the

remainder of the day in debates or in the school library...36 Students also

influenced educational matters through recommendations made to the board

of directori on the Friday night business meetings. 37

Enrollment generally fluctuated between 50 and 70 students during the

1920's and early 1930's. 38 The students included miners from the Mesabi

Range, western lurr.:lerjacks, migrant farmers, kitchenmaids, eastern

textile workers, sheepherders, craftsmen,craftsmen, and cowboys. Mor' over, after

its affiliation with the IWW in 1921, Work Peoples' College began to admit

many non-Finnish students and the school lost much of its ethnic character.

35 Ibid.

36 Cliffori B. Ellis, " ?eat Life Megns to a .iorker: The Story of
the Past Winter Semester at the 'Fork Peonies' Coilege," Inlustrial Pioneer,
4 (1926), 14-18.

37 Hansoms, pp. 211-12.

38 MC, p. 111.

39 Rosa Knuuti, "The 'Jerk Peoples' Coller:e," Tn:lustrial Pioneer,
3. (1921), p. 60. Also, see 211is, p. 111.
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Thus, as early as 1907, the Finns, using a folk high school model,

established a viable example of workers' education in the United,States

and, in spite of turmoil and conflict, the school addressed many of the

educational and social needs of the Finnish-American workers by providing

a radical ideology and curriculum. Moreover, when Work Peoples' College

became formally affiliated with the IWW in 1921, *it addressed the need

for national reforms and served non-Finnish students as well.

The American Labor College Movement

While public schools in theory provided opportunity for social mobility

through education, the majority ofYlkoking-class children, in fact, could not

attend school. A 1912 survey of children employed in factories reported

that instead of attending school children worked in order to contribute to

the economic welfare of their families. Their fathers either earned low

wage's; were unemployed; incapacitated; or, worse yet, dead because of a

job-related accident. 40 As a consequence, some "65 percent of the children

in the common schools in 1914 dropped out by the end of the fifth or sixth

grade. "41 Nor did the vocational education movement, which was heavily

promoted during this period, do much to relieve this situation. Rasher, this

educational experience further limited social mobility for these students

because when they graduated, or dropped out, they were only equipped with

working-class skills, which.earned them, at best, a working-class job. 42

Thus, as Katz argues, the public schools "did not alleviate poverty" or

"significantly alter the social structure. "43

40 Helen M. Todd, "Why Children Work: The Children's Answer,"

McClure's Magazine, :20 (1912), p. 69.

S. Alexarr2er :-ippa, Education in a Free Society: An American
History (trew York: David M,c Kay Co., 1976), p. 159.

42 Michael B. Katz, Class, Bureaucracy, an-3 Schools: The Illusion

of Educational Change in America (;:e.; York: Praeger Publishers, 1975),
p. 121,

43 ibid., p. 149.
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Formed in 1886 as a confederation of craft unions and representing the

largest labor organization in the United States during the early decades of

the 20th Century, the American Federation of Labor only recruited skilled

workers. As an elite worker organization, the AFI, also inhibited social

progress for the majority of the workers because it excluded women, blacks,

and immigrants who dominated the unskilled ranks of American labor and

who constituted the majority of workers. 44 In 1920, for-example, scarcely

19 percent of the 26, 000, 000 total wage earner's could claim membership

in some type of labor organization, 45 and the AFL only accounted for a

portion of this perbentage.

Working-class frustration with restrictions on social and economic

mobility did much to generate the Socialist Party of America ''in 1901. According

to. Eugene V. Debs, the organization's foremost spokesperson, the Party stood

"Tor abolition of the wage system... for the collective ownership of the means

of wealth production and distribution and the operation of industry in the

interest of all. "46 The Party attempted to reach its radical goals through.

the electoral process it .thieved considerable success its endeavors.

In the 1912 election, Debs obtained six percent of the total, presidential vote.

Concurrently, Party candidates contrJlled a record number of publid offices

with "some 1, 200 in 340 municipalities from coast `to coist,.among them

79 :maygrS' in 2'4 states. "47

Many socialists, moreover, became active in the American labor

college movement which blossomed during the 1920's. While numerous

14 Philip S. Foner, Organized Labor and the Bla Ck 'fork r) 1619-1973
(New Yoi'k: International Publishers, 1976), p. 62.

145 Leo '.dolman, The Growth of Ameri.can Trade Unions; 1880-1923
(1924; rpt. Ne.. York: Arno Press, 197n, p..

46 Eugene V. Debs, Eugene V. Debs. Sneaks, ed. Jean Y. Thssey
(New York: Pathfinder Press, 1972), p. 110.

47, James Ile-rnstein, The Decline of Soc,iplism in America, 1512-1925:
(Ne$r York: .1Ionthly eview Press, 1967), pp. 93-103.

14'
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labor colleges existed, Brookwood Labor College; founded in 1921 in

Katonah, New York, and Commonwealth College, organized in 1925 near Mena,

Arkansas, typified the largest, most prominent, a`nd'most durable illustra-

tions of the labor college movement. Many subsequent examples, such as

the Seattle Labor College, either attempted to replicate Brookwood, or were

actual offshoots of the school. 48
A. J. Muste of the Amalgamated Textile

Workers of America; James H. Maurer, Socialist President of the Pennsylvania

Federation of Labor; and Katejtichards O'Hare, Socialist Vice-Presidential

Candidate in 1920 with Debs, represented the more prominent radicals

responsible for the creation of Brookwood and Commonwealth:

Except for the ethnic influence of the Finns, the conditions Which bred

the American labor college movement were not unlike the circumstances that

produced Work Peoples' College. That is, educational deficiencies in the

public schools, dissatisfaction with organized labor, and social discontent

all contributed to the creation of Work Peoples' College, of Brookwood Labor

College, and of Commonwealth College. These concerns are clearly present

in the 1932-33 Brookwood Bulletin, where this labor college set its goals;

Brookwood thinks of itself as a part of the labor movement of
America and of the world. Brookwood thinks of the labor movement
botli as a practical instrument by which workers achieve higher
wages, shorter hours, and better conditions d work, and as a
great social force having as its ultimate goal the good life for all
men in,a social order free from exploitation and based upon control
by the workers.... Brookwood frankly aims to inspia and train its
students for activity in a militant, labor movement.

In a 1934 article which appeared in Progressive Education, Lucian Koch,

director of Commonwealth, summarized Commonwealth's goals as "educating

leaders for anew society. "50 In both statements the socialist influence is

1'4 8 Irving Bernstein, The Lean Years: A Hi story of the American
Worker, 1920-1933 (Bostcn: Houghton llifflin Co., 1960), p. 416.

119 ailletin a:1,1 Announcement of Courses fo- 1932-33 (Yatonah,
New York: Broo'-wood Labor College, 1932), p. 3.

. SO. Lucien Koch, "Commonrealth College," Progressive Education,
11, (1934), p. 302; This same Phrase appears on the masthead of the
school's paper, The Commorvealth Fortnightly.

15 t,
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evident. Like Work People's. College, Brookwood and Commonwealth

also strove for the establishment of a new social order and sought to train

militant and effective labor leaders. These.schools, in marked contrast to

most American colleges, s'Oughtto facilitate basic social change advantageou5

to the working class. f

The, labor college program, as with Work Peoples' College, clearly

reflected the ideals and goals of socialist reformers. For resident students,

Brookwood provided eone-year course which consisted of American History;

History of the American Labor Movement and Trade Union Organization;

Foreign Labor History; Modern Industry; Advanced Economics; Labor Journalism;

Public Speaking; Workers' Education; Preparation for Field Work; Labor

Drama; and Psychology 51
. The second-year course was open to Brookwood

students who had completed their first year of studies and regular college

students interested in workers' education or "desirous of training in labor

history, trade unions, etc., in a labor 'school. "52 Rather than a regular

classroom format, the second-year students met individually with instructors

or participated in group conferences or seminars. For non-resident students,

Brookwood offered short courses, summer sessions, extension programs, and

a variety of publications. Commonwealth's three-year program emphasized

four major areas "grouped around workers' education, labor economics, labor

journalism, or labor law. ',53 In general, then, the ideological emphasis as well

as the course offerings of Brookwood and Commonwealth closely paralleled the

WorkPeoples' College program. As in Scandinavian folk high schools, these

peoples' colleges gaveY8egrees or grades to their students. In contrast to

Work Peoplse' College, however, the majority of Brookwood and Commonwealth

instructors were college graduates. 54

51 Broohlood Bulletin, pp. 8-10.

52. Ibid., p. 10.

5:3i "Suggested Three-Year Course of Study," Commonealth College
Fbrtnightly, 1 December 1931, p. 3.

54 .bid.. Hansome, p. 205.
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Brookwood and Commonwealth also placed great emphasis on labor

dramas. The students performed their own compositions or portrayed plays

written by professional playwrights. 55 As outlined by A. j. Muste, director

of Brookwood, the play served several functions:

It may be a means of self-expression, making the Labor
Movement more vital to the workers themselves; it may
interpret the Labor Movement for the public in more
sympathetic and appealing terms than abstract reasoning
can do; it may be a means of entertainment, particularly
in isolated regions where the pool room

6
and the blind

btiger are the only means of diversion.

The students staged their dramas for other students at the schools and for

workers in union halls. Brookwood students even managed to present a

play on Broadway. 57 As might be expected, Muste's views of workers' plays

did not differ substantially from Rosa Knuut's perceptions at Work Peoples'

College.

Course loads and classroom methodology did vary considerably among

the schools. While Brookwood placed no restrictions on course load, its

Bulletin stipulated that each student had to contribute ten hours of work a week

to the school community by doing "repair work, house cleaning, dishwashing,

waiting on table(s), clerical and library assistance. 58 A student work com-

mittee assigned the various work duties. Commonwealth, in contrast,

limited course work to 12 hours per week while requiring 20 hours of work.
59

55 Koch, p. 301.

56 Quoted in Helen G. Horton,

15 (May 1926), pp. 18-19.

57 "Students Working on Labor
Fbrtnightly, 1 November .1932, p. 1.

58

"Drama At Brookwood," Labor Age,

Projects," Commonwealth College

Brooltwoo-1 Bulletin, pp. 14-15.

59 "Commonwealth Announcement: 1927-1928 Calendar," Commonwealth

College Fbrtmightly, 1 rarch 1927, p. 4.
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William Cunningham, a Commonwealth teacher, described a typical day

at the school consisting of classroom work from 7:30 a. m. until lunchtime:

At one o'clock the dishwashing crew is doing the dinner
things, the laundry crew has a fire built under its wafer
heater, the wood crew is trudging toward the timber with
axes and saws in hand, the carpenter crew is climbing a
scaffolding, the office crew is pounding %le answers to
letters of inquiry from all over the world.

The work routine, both at Brookwood and COmmonwealth, formed an integral

part of the educational process, and lesSons often continued while teachers

and students chopped wood or washed dishes together. ]n the evenings,

students often gathered at the instructor's cottage, or rodm, to purbue their

studies or share their experiences and dreams for a new society founded on

social justice. 61

In contrast to Work People's' College,. Brookwood and Commonwealth

encouraged students to organize and to participate in off-campus strike,

activities as part of their educational experience. Fcir example, some

Brookwood students and teachers became involved in the long and brutal

Marion, North Carolina, textile strike of 1929. 62 "In August 1934, " a

Commonwealth instructor "went to Corinth, Mississippi, with three student

apprentices, in a response to a telegram from an Amalgamated Clothi1ig

Workers' Union official pleading for organizers. "63

Brookwood and Commonwealth students, like their counterparts at Work

Peoples' College, actively participated in school affairs. Brookwood students

not only elected two representatives to the school's 19-member board of

60 William Cunningham, "Corenon-realth College--An Educational Mutant,"
world Tomorrow, 12 (1929), p. 50.

61 Raymond e...T3 Charlotte Koch, Educat:; °nal Commute: The Story of
Comraorr.reelth Collem (tie* York: Schocken cooks, 1972), p. 10. Hereafter
cited as .educational Commune.

-62 Bernstein, p. 30.

63 Educati onal Commune, p. 137.
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directors, but also maintained a seat on the school's executive committee
and assumed responsibility for "student discipline, controlled student

activities, and exercises advisory powers in educational matters. 1,64

After two years, Commonwealth students became members of the Common-

wealth College Association which "owned and controlled the college
65

property. "

The labor college libraries were well-stocked with socialist literature

and served important roles. The Commonwealth library, for instance,

contained some 8, 000 volumes which included a "vast collection of labor,

sociological and economic digests, texts, and other works. "66 In addition,

Commonwealth boasted of its "Museum of Social Change" which demonstrated

the oppressive relationship between the capitalists and the working class

through the display of "tear-gas bombs and bloody lynch ropes, and depres-

sion clothing made Of old sacking. "67

Brookwood and Commonwealth, like Work Peoples' College, constructed

their programs in deference to the precepts of the schools and the background

of the students. Enrollment seldom exceeded 60 students whiCh ensured a

low teacher-student ratio. Students were generally in their twenties; from

families of industria l laborers, farme rs, or miners; and brought experiences

and viewpoints from different parts of the country and the world. 68 As

64 Brookwood Bulletin, p. 15.

65 Cunn!nghan, op. cit.

66 Pt chard Deverall, "Conunonwealth. College: H0-7 the Cornrun.ists
Run a Labor College in the Ozarks and the Lesson to be Learned rorom
Commonweal, )30 (1939), PP. 9-11.

67 "Commonwealth: New ?its eum Shows Collapse of Capitalism,"
Newsweek, 16 14ebruari 1935, p. 27,

68
'Growth of Brook-rood," Brookwood' Review, 15 December 1925, p. 8.

"t.leet New Conmioners," Commonwealth College Fortniahtly, .1 November 1926,
and "Here's a Peek at New Student Group," ,.brtnightly, 15 November 1926,e- p. 1.
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might be expected, most labor college students had little formal schooling.

Over 50 percent of the 1927 Brookwood class, for example, had only completed

the eighth grade. 69

Although Brookwood and Commonwealth offered a more elaborate program

than Work Peoples' College, the progiams for all three schools were more

similar than dissimilar. That is, these labor colleges fashioned their pro-

grams to fit their ideals. The academic subjects, dramas, strike activities,

libraries, and other adjuncts, such as Commonwealth's museum, all

depicted the deplorable conditions of the American working class within the

confines of the capitalist system. While t hese programs sought first the

critical awareness of working-clasp youth, they also attempted to provide

each student with the tools necessary to work toward imprOving the social

condition of the working class through collective struggle: Here

democratic settings encouraged a cooperative feeling which transferred to

the development of fraternal attitudes among workers who belonged to a

common union and tz) a radically new social arrangement. The liberals'

goals of liberty and equality were not enough. For a workers' society,

fraternity or community would also be essential.

Achievements

During its existence, Work 'Peoples' College attained considerable

success. It supplied thousands of graduates whO'became "active in the

political, union, and cooperative moevements" of the Finns as "organizers,

newspapermen, speakrrs, and propagandists for the Finnish industrial

union movement. "70

John Viita, for example, was an important editor of $ocialisti,
and later Tytimies, and offered outstanding lea Jership in the

69'At t A A

iri.:i I, t't : i liansomes p. 204. .,
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7'6 % 70" Kristen'tir,e e:,.. ,' :*". ' . , Kristen Svanums "The -,lork Peoples Colleges" Industrial' Pioneers... , !,.,,,,, 3 (1925 ), p. ,16. Hereafter cited as College..
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Finnish-American labor movement. He was trained at the
school along with others who offered direction to the IWW
movement, such as August Wesley, Gust Aakula, Ivar
Vapah, George Humon, Fred Jaakkola, Matti Kainu, and

Jack Ujanen.71

Thus, Work Peoples' College not only grew from the Marxist inspiration

and leadership which came from Finland, but it also supplemented it by

developing new leaders in the United States.
72

Brookwood graduates, likewise, served important roles in the labor

movement. "In the course of more than 15 years of activity, Brookwood

trained 500 persons" who occupied responsible positions in labor and
f.

social movements as organizers, business agents, labor journalists, union ,

officials, and labor educators.73 Some of the more specific careers pf

Brookwood graduates.included:

,...two Reuther Brothers, Victor and Julius Hochman, a

vice-president of the Internationtl Ladies' Garment Workers'

Union, Rose Pessota, an ILGWU organizer active in the Akron
sit-downs, and Clinton S. Golden, who with other Brookwood
graduates was active in the founding of the Steelworkers.74

Frank Winn and Nat Weinburg, other Brookwood graduates, worked with the

Reuthers in their UAW campaigns of the late 1930's and early 1940's. 75

Moreover, "Brookwood trained an impressive number of people who played

a leading role in the founding of the Congress of Industrial Organizations."76

71WPC, p. 107. Socialisti and Tyomies represented two important

radical Finnish publications. For further background see P. George Hummasti,

"'The Working.Man's Daily Bread,' FinnishrAmerican Working Class Newspapers,
1900-1921," For the-Common Good.

72
Ibid.

73 Mariu6 Hansome, "The Development of Workers' Education," Workers'

Education in the United States, ed. Theodore Brameld (New Yorki61941), p. 60.

Hereafter'cited as Development. Also see Hansome (1931), p. 201.1

74Thomas R. Brooks, Toil and Trouble: A History of American Labor

(New York: Delta Books, 1964), p. 154.

75Victor G. Reuther, The Brothers Reuther and the Story of, the UAW

(Boston; Houston Mifflin Co., 1976), p. 136 & p. 259.

76Brooks, loc. cit. 21



The November 15, 1932, issue of the Commonwealth Fortnightly

reported that several of its former students had organized a workers' theatre;

worked'at Hull House in Chicago; and participated in unemployed councils

and demonstrations, hunger marches, and farmers' movements. The article

concluded by stating:

In many instances besides the above, Commonwealth learns that
its former students are working for the cause of the common
people in the spheres of activity where they can be of most
use to the labor movement.

Certainly this represents only a small sample of the many labor college

graduates, but even the accomplishments of these few students cannot be

denied. Clearly, the labor college program, as initiated by Work Peoples'

College, produced graduates who became active in the American labor move-

ment. It is equally clear that the labor college movement failed in its larger

goal of social reconstruction.

Outcomes

Because of its links with the IWW and the Finnish ethnic community,

the fate of Work Peoples' College 6ecame'itiextricably enmeshed with these

two groups. When the IWW opposed American participation in World War I,

government officials, along with many citizen groups consisting of local

Jusinessmen, continually harassed IWW locals and their leaders. Finally,

with the mass arrest of 166 IWW leaders in 1917, the political appeal of the

IWW and of Work Peoples' College began to decline during the 1920's. The

acculturation of the Finns during this same period caused further problems

for the -Put simply, second-generation, English-speaking Finns

were not attracted to Work-Peoples' College. They preferred to attend

the American public schools instead of a school for immigrants. Also,

77 "Former Students Active in Movement," Commonwealth Fortnightly,
(15 November 1932), p. 1
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younger Finns avoided Work Peoples' College because they "were often

deeply ashamed of their immigrant parents' radicalism."78 Nonetheless,

Work Peoples' College died stubbornly. Although the school ceased

operations in 1940, the board of directors continued to maintain the

school's financial assets until 1963 "when all of the college funds were

finally dispersed."
79

Outraged over criticisms by Brookwood of the complacent attitude and

weak actions of the American Federation, Matthew Woll, Vice-President of

the AFL and acting President of the National Civic Federation, bitterly

denounced Brookwood as a communist institution during the 1928 AFL Con-

vention held in New Orleans. The charges were made in spite of the fact

that only one Brookwood instructor, Arthur Calhoun, was considered a

Communist. The accusations became further exaggerated when Brookwood's

antagonists labeled the school as "anti-religious".and a "free love colony."

The AFL Executive Council handled the case in an unscrupulous manner since

Brookwood was not forewarned of the charges, denied access to the incrimina-

ting evidence, or even given an opportunity to refute the accusations. John

Dewey, a progressive educator, sharply criticized Woll and the AFL for their

underhanded actions.
80

In the ensuing conflict, Brookwood lost not only

prestige; the school also suffered the withdrawal of funds and support by

unions affiliated with the Federation.
81

In 1932, because of a financial

crisis at the college, Brookwood reauced its staff and student body and

78
WPC, pp. 111-12

79
"Time Passes Duluthian, College," Duluth Herald, 8 March 1967.

The "Duluthiar" mentioned in the title of the article was Gust Asjula.
The news article contains a picture of Gust standing in front of the
building which once housed Work Peoples' College; it's now an apartment
building.

80
John Dewey, "Labor Politics and Labor Education," New Republic,

57 (1929), pp. 211-214.

81
See Labor Age, Oct.-Nov., 1928, for background of the AFL-

Brookwood controversy.
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cut back its extension program. Its demise was predictable. John Dewey,

Sinclair Lewis, and others solicited donations for Brookwood through an

article which appeared in the Nation.
82

However, it was too little and too

late. Brookwood somehow managed to survive until 1937.

Commonwealth also experienced many attacks from a variety of opponents.

The first onslaught occurred as early as 1926 when the Arkansas American

Legion accused the college of affiliating with communists and receiving secret

donations from the Soviet Union. With the help of the Arkansas Federation

of Labor and J. Edgar Hoover's disclaimer of the Soviet connection, Commonwealth

weathered this first storm.
83

Later, in 1935 and in 1937, Commonwealth

became the subject of investigations by the Arkansas Legislature. A Baptist

minister, the Ku Klux Klan, and employers opposed to Commonwealth's support

of union activities had persuaded the legislature to initiate these inquiries.

Accused of seditious activity, sexual perversion, and godlessness, Commonwealth

only endured because of the intervention of notables, such as Jane Addams and

H. L. Mencken.
84 Fortunately, Commonwealth "continued to receive donations

from such supporters as.:.Harvard's Law Dean Roscoe Pound and economist

Summer Schlicter, labor historian John Commons, H. L. Mencken, John,,

Dewey, Justice Louis D. Brandeis, and Albert Einstein."
85

Yet, constant

82John Dewey, et al., "Correspondence Help for Brookwood,"

Nation, 135 (1932), p. 592.

83Educational Commune, pp. 72-3.

84"The Arkansas Legislature Shows Good Sense," Christian Century,

'52 (1935), pp. 501-2, and "Attack on Commonwealth .Renewed," American

Teacher, 21 (Jan.-Feb. 1937), pp. 28-9.

85
Donald H. Grubbs, Cry leCottolFromtl'heSoutheTernnant

Farmers' Union and the New Deal (Chapel Hill: The University of North

Carolina Press, 1971), pp. 71-2.
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harassment by anti communist and anti-labor elements finally forced Com-

monwealth to close in 1941 on false charges of prominently exhibiting

the unlawful symbol of a hammer and a sickle; disseminating propaganda

which encouraged the overthrow of the United States Government; and not

displaying the American flag on campus.
86

Conclusions

The folk education traditions and the radical orientation of many Finnish

immigrants precipitated Work Peoples' College, a forerunner of the American

labor college movement. With a purpose and program similar to Brookwood and

Commonwealth, Work Peoples' College reached its apex when the American

workers' education movement was just beginning. Indeed, by the late.1920's,

Work Peoples' Cdllege symbolized "one of the oldest workers' educational

enterprises in America."
87

Moreover, Work Peoples' College produced labor

leaders and activists almost 15 years before Brookwood and Commonwealth were

even conceived. Finally, the fact that Work Peoples' College survived for

a longer period of time than its counterparts further attests to its

significance and vitality. The Finns, drawing upon the Scandinavian "fighting"

folk high school model, recreated this pattern of workers' education in the

United States.
88

What can be learned from thi, experience? Quite simply, non-formal

education which effectively opposes the prevailing social groups will not be

tolerated in the United States no matter what amount of political freedom is

claimed to exist. This was demonstrated by the fact the ideological foundation

of each of these schools suffered direct attack. Leo Laukki, the director of

Work Peoples' College, was arrested and convicted in 1917 along with 166 other

'Educational Commune, pp. 207-8.

87
Hansome, p. 207.

88
College, p. 16.
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IWW leaders. Work PPwles' College had flourished to this point. Thereafter,

its popularity and enrollment gradually receded_ Brookwood, likewise, received
1.1),

irrepacable harm from the AFL's star-chamber tactics. Again, Brookwood had

achieved soms success and planned a $2,000,000 expansion of its facilities when

the Federation's attack occurred.
89

C

In summation, the political damage that Work Peoples' College experienced

in 1917 should have been fair warning to the founders and supporters of

Brookwood and Commonwealth. That is, when schools of this type are young and

not too successful, they may be tolerated. But, when the .schools mature,

achieve some success in their endeavors, and plan to expand their activities,

they threaten the economic and social elite. The solution is simple; destroy

the schools and/or the ideology that they stand for. In marked contrast,

labor-movement folk high schools created in Scandinavia with grudging financial

assistance from Conservative governments before World War I continue to operate

with state support. While these schools are now more concerned with defending

labor privilege than as earlier with injustice and class qtruggles their

survival says a good deal about the quality of ScandinA.:ian societies and of

their concern for c.c(peratiol, participation, and democratic processes.

89"Labor ^ollege Seeks $2,000,000," New York Times, 8 February 1928,

p. 16. col. 6.
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